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I. INTRODUCTION

In the world economy, 1998 was characterised by gradually declining economic growth,
disinflationary trends in most countries, falling prices on world markets of raw materials, energy
resources and commodities and by significant volatility on global financial markets. These processes
have greatly affected macroeconomic and price development in the Czech economy. 

A disinflationary trend has gradually become apparent since 1998 Q2, following an increase in
inflation at the beginning of the year resulting from the January rise in regulated prices and linked with
ongoing unfavourable inflation expectations. The end of the year, too, was characterised by a
slowdown in inflation. The main macroeconomic feature was a continuing contraction in GDP and
domestic demand, which further restricted the room for cost pressures. These pressures have been
constantly easing as a result of disinflationary development around the world generated by falling
import prices. At the same time, a number of new macroeconomic tendencies were felt in Q4 that will
probably strengthen in the future. An analysis of the main components of GDP in Q3 shows that the
fall in domestic demand has been slowing and that the external imbalance has again increased. The
former process has been, and may continue to be, fuelled by growth in real wages; the latter is a
reflection of the worsening competitiveness of domestic producers and a result of falling demand in
export markets. The increasing structural nature of the trade deficit and higher import propensity of
GDP was confirmed by the unfavourable balance of trade in December 1998. Another trend that came
to light in Q4 was a certain inertia of nominal variables, which in connection with the inflation
slowdown is leading to accelerating growth rates for real variables. This applies to wages in particular.

In Q4, year-on-year net inflation dropped by 2.6 percentage points, from 4.3% in September to 1.7%
in December. This was more than in Q3, when it fell by 2.2 percentage points. Month-on-month
inflation was negative in Q4, although the year-on-year net inflation indices were positive. The
disinflationary process seen since mid-1998 thus changed in the last quarter of 1998 into an absolute
decline in the price level. The main contributing factor in this shift has been the substantial fall in food
prices in recent months, which has been beyond all seasonal fluctuations experienced to date. At the
end of 1998, food prices were 5% lower than in the middle of the year. This was due mainly to
subsidised imports of agricultural products from EU countries and the escalating struggle of
international retail chains for domestic market shares. 

The slowdown in net inflation and in the rate of growth of regulated prices fed through into a
slowdown in overall inflation. Year-on-year CPI inflation fell by 2 percentage points in Q4 from 8.8%
in September to 6.8% in December. Overall inflation also registered an absolute decline in all months
of Q4. The inflation rate, measured by the moving average of the CPI, reached 10.7% in December.
The inflation rate fell more slowly than other price indices during the year, owing to the lag built into
this indicator.

The anti-inflationary factors resulted in net inflation being 3.8 percentage points lower in December
1998 than the lower limit of the short-term inflation target range of 5.5%�6.5% set for the end of the
year. Most of this fall below the target limit should be attributed to external factors, ie factors existing
partly or completely outside the reach of monetary policy. According to CNB estimates � presented in
chapter II.2 � the disinflationary trend was generated mainly by falling global prices of raw materials
and the koruna�s appreciation. Without these two factors, net inflation would have been 2�3
percentage points higher at the end of 1998. 

Monetary development in Q4 reflected the continuing disinflationary process and ongoing economic
recession. Year-on-year money supply growth slowed significantly, a reflection of low increases in
lending. Also, the inverse slope of the yield curve steepened during Q4 and the curve fell to a lower
level. This process, which began in mid-1998, confirms a further decline in inflation expectations.

The above-mentioned slowdown in the decline of domestic demand in Q3 was accompanied by a
change in structure. Compared with Q2, the year-on-year fall in household consumption moderated
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and the decline in the pace of fixed capital formation slowed somewhat. The persisting decline in
investment activity reflects the tight financial situation of businesses ensuing from the low level of their
own resources and difficult access to credit and to funds from the capital market. In contrast,
government consumption saw a decline in Q3, as opposed to growth in the previous period.

The favourable development of inflationary factors in 1998 Q4, and particularly the drop in inflation
projected for 1999, opened up room for further cuts in key interest rates. This was also fostered by the
rate cuts made by many foreign central banks, stimulated by falling inflation in numerous countries and
by the establishment of the euro. The lowering of interest rates accelerated in 1998 Q4 against Q3. In
view of the risk of an unfavourable reaction from the financial markets and a possible worsening of the
unbalanced trend, the manoeuvre to lower rates was divided into several steps. The main CNB interest
rate on two-week repo rates was lowered from 13.5% to 9.5%, in four steps between October and
December, each time by one percentage point. The discount rate and the Lombard rate were cut in two
steps, from 11.5% to 7.5% and from 16% to 12.5% respectively. All these measures were part of a
monetary strategy to gradually shift to a lower level of both nominal and real interest rates. This was
made possible by lower inflation and declining inflation expectations.

A retrospective assessment of the monetary policy measures taken during 1998 might indicate that the
process of cutting interest rates could have been started earlier and could have been more intensive.
However, monetary policy reacts to the expected trend, which always implies a great degree of
uncertainty. In spring 1998, neither the CNB�s forecasts nor those of other domestic and foreign
institutions presaged the steep fall in inflationary pressures that followed.

In 1998 Q4 the CNB took a further step to improve inflation expectations. To increase the transparency
of its monetary strategy, the Bank Board on 27 November set the short-term net inflation target for the
end of 1999 at 4.5% ± 0.5 percentage points. This target is in line with the long-term disinflation
trajectory declared by the CNB in December 1997, when it switched over to inflation targeting. The
ultimate goal of the long-term disinflation strategy is to achieve a price stability comparable with EMU
countries. This target interval corresponds with the earlier approved approach to the adoption of short-
term inflation targets. Part of declaring the 1999 target was the adoption of a concept of so-called
exceptions. Exceptions from meeting the inflation targets are defined as extraordinary and unforeseen
factors causing deviations from the inflation target to which the central bank is either unable or
unwilling to react through its monetary policy. 

In its efforts to influence inflation expectations favourably, the CNB at the end of 1998 launched
another round of consultations with trade union representatives. The aim of these negotiations was to
acquaint the unions with inflation projections and help push through the concept of the continuing
disinflationary process into wage bargaining. 

In line with the medium-term plan to lower the minimum reserve requirement, the Bank Board decided
at its meeting on 17 December to cut the MRR on primary deposits from 7.5% to 5%, effective
28 January 1999. This forms part of the efforts to gradually harmonise monetary policy instruments with
those of the European Central Bank and to boost the competitiveness of the domestic banking sector. 

The extraordinarily favourable trend for demand and supply factors and the improving inflationary
expectations in 1998 will continue into 1999 Q1. During the first half of the year inflation will
continue falling. The conditional inflation projection indicates that the year-on-year net inflation
indices in this period will move between -0.1% and 1.5%. Owing to the lesser extent of regulated price
increases in 1999, the CPI should be lying between 3.1% and 4.2% at the end of the first half.

During the second half of 1999, the exceptionally favourable action of inflation factors will probably
gradually unwind. In 1999, domestic demand will stop contracting and may rise slightly in year-on-
year terms. Nevertheless, the generally subdued domestic demand situation will continue to restrict the
room for cost-push inflation. Inflationary pressures in the world economy will be weak, but external
price factors cannot be expected to develop as favourably as in 1998. Wages remain a certain risk
factor for inflation in 1999. Given the inertia in average nominal wages and the present fall in inflation,
wage cost pressures may gradually strengthen. 
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An analysis of future inflation factors indicates that inflation will pick up slightly in the second half of
1999. The updated conditional projection for net inflation shows that year-on-year net inflation will be
between 2.5% and 5.5% at the end of 1999, depending mainly on the koruna�s exchange rate. World
prices of raw materials and other commodities will be another uncertain factor. In view of these
uncertainties, the forecast inflation interval is wider than that for the short-term target set for the end of
1999. The inflation forecasts will gradually become more specific during the year and will serve as a
basis for monetary policy to ensure that monetary conditions allow the inflation target to be met. Year-
on-year CPI inflation will be somewhere between 4.2% and 6.4% at the end of 1999.
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II. INFLATION DEVELOPMENT 

The last months of 1998 saw a continuation of the inflation decline that started in June 1998. At the
end of 1998 Q2, year-on-year CPI inflation was down to 6.8% and the inflation rate1/ stood at 10.7%.
However, compared with 1998 Q3, the disinflationary process2/ was less intense. In 1998 Q3, year-on-
year CPI inflation dropped against Q2 by 3.2 percentage points (to 8.8%), whereas in Q4 it fell by
2 percentage points (to 6.8%). 

The lower year-on-year CPI inflation in the first three quarters of 1998 resulted from lower year-on-year
growth in regulated prices and a fall in year-on-year net inflation (see Table II.1 Basic data on
consumer prices). In 1998 Q4, regulated price inflation remained flat and the lower year-on-year CPI
inflation was due solely to lower year-on-year net inflation; the fall in net inflation was caused mainly
by a significant decline in food prices. At the end of the year, unlike in December 1997, year-on-year
CPI inflation was attributable more to regulated price inflation (4.73 percentage points) than to net
inflation (1.32 percentage points). Changes in indirect taxation accounted for 0.73 percentage points. 
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1/ Inflation rate = annual moving average 

2/ Measured by CPI

3/98 6/98 7/98 8/98 9/98 10/98 11/98 12/98

CPI INFLATION (y-o-y) 13.4 12.0 10.4 9.4 8.8 8.2 7.5 6.8
of which: contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib.
Regulated prices 30.8 6.38 29.7 6.11 21.1 5.00 20.9 4.91 20.4 4.79 20.6 4.81 20.5 4.78 20.4 4.73
Influence of indirect taxes on unreg. prices 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.73
Net inflation 7.9 6.32 6.5 5.19 6.1 4.66 4.9 3.73 4.3 3.30 3.4 2.64 2.6 1.96 1.7 1.32

of which: 
- food prices 7.2 2.40 5.8 1.96 5.4 1.75 3.8 1.21 3.1 1.00 1.9 0.60 0.4 0.14 -1.2 -0.38
- adjusted inflation 8.4 3.92 6.9 3.22 6.6 2.91 5.6 2.53 5.1 2.30 4.5 2.04 4.0 1.82 3.7 1.70

INFLATION RATE (annual moving average) 10.0 11.5 11.6 11.5 11.4 11.2 11.0 10.7

Table II.1  Basic data on consumer prices (in %)



The slowdown in CPI inflation in 1998 Q4 reflected a decline in month-on-month CPI inflation in all
three months of Q4. The equal month-on-month falls of 0.2% in October, November and December
were a result of low month-on-month regulated price growth and negative month-on-month net
inflation. The seasonally adjusted month-on-month change in consumer prices (as calculated by the
CSO) was -0.12% in October, -0.21% in November and -0.13% in December. 

Net inflation3/

In 1998 Q4, the decline in year-on-year net inflation continued to gather pace; in Q3 year-on-year net
inflation dropped by 2.2 percentage points (to 4.3%) against Q2, whereas in Q4 it fell by 2.6
percentage points (to 1.7%) against Q3. This was generated mainly by the extraordinary development
of food prices, which, adjusted for administrative influences, fell by 1.2% year-on-year in December
1998, against a rise of 5.8% in June and 3.1% in September. Year-on-year non-food price inflation (ie
adjusted inflation) also decreased, although to a lesser extent than food price inflation (after adjustment
for administrative influences from 6.9% in June and 5.1% in September to 3.7% in December 1998). 

The considerable year-on-year fall in net inflation in 1998 Q4 resulted from negative month-on-month
net inflation in all months of this quarter (-0.26% in October, -0.34% in November and -0.29% in
December). Seasonal influences also exerted a significant effect. Seasonally adjusted month-on-month
net inflation was -0.29% in October and -0.36% in November. In December, the month-on-month net
inflation decline was 0.35% after seasonal adjustment. 
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3/ Net Inflation = CPI adjusted for regulated prices and further adjusted for the effect of administrative measures (eg indirect tax increases, subsidy
cancellations). Within the net inflation index, the food price index and the adjusted inflation index are separately monitored and analysed. 



As in the two previous quarters, the decline in year-on-year net inflation in 1998 Q4 was a result of
internal and external factors, of both a demand and cost nature, and the favourable koruna exchange rate. 

The internal factors subdued demand-pull inflationary impulses in the economy. One of the strongest
internal factors was the ongoing decline in all components of domestic demand. In 1998 Q3, the year-
on-year fall in domestic demand moderated, particularly in the most important segment for inflation:
household consumption. This resulted from a slowdown in the year-on-year fall in real incomes of
households4/ and a decline in their savings ratio. However, the lower propensity to save did not feed
through significantly into net inflation in the final months of 1998, partly because of a time lag and
partly because of counteracting factors (namely the pricing policy of major business chains and a sharp
drop in retail sales). 

Prices in the individual segments of net inflation indicate that the outturn in 1998 Q4 was affected
largely by external factors. These caused a considerable fall in food prices and generated only very low
tradables inflation. 

In Q2, the persisting extremely favourable prices of raw materials and food on world markets, the very
low inflation enjoyed by the Czech Republic�s main trading partners, and specific factors on the food
market (subsidised food imports from EU countries) were among the main external factors acting on net
inflation. These external factors exerted downward pressure on inflation through lower input prices in
the business sector. With food in particular, a close link can be seen between the fall in food prices on
world markets, the koruna exchange rate and the sales difficulties experienced by EU countries with
some commodities. In Q4, the very favourable prices in these two most important groups of net
inflation were affected only weakly by the constantly high and very slowly falling year-on-year
nontradables inflation. 

Regulated prices (excluding the influence of tax increases in non-regulated prices) and administrative
changes 

In 1998 Q4, year-on-year growth in regulated prices was stable, fluctuating in individual months
between 20.4% and 20.6%. This was because the month-on-month growth in regulated prices in Q4
was roughly the same as a year ago. Centrally regulated prices were not adjusted, and month-on-month
growth in other regulated price items (regulated at a local level and on a cost-plus basis) was not
significant. Indirect taxes did not change during Q4. 

Prices of tradables and nontradables5/

Tradables and nontradables prices indicate the significance of external factors in the disinflationary
process. This is reflected in a different rate of price growth for these two groups of commodities. The
trend towards a moderate slowdown in year-on-year nontradables price inflation and a considerable
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4/ ie the savings ratio according to CNB methodology � see III.2.2.1 Household consumption.

5/ CPI = weighted average of index of food prices, other tradables prices, nontradable regulated commodities prices and nontradable other commodities
prices  

1/98 2/98 3/98 4/98 5/98

contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib.

Month-on-month net inflation 1.5 1.14 0.7 0.54 0.1 0.10 0.2 0.16 0.1 0.08

of which: 

- food prices 1.7 0.52 0.8 0.24 0.2 0.08 0.3 0.10 0.1 0.03

- adjusted inflation 1.4 0.62 0.7 0.30 0.0 0.02 0.1 0.06 0.1 0.04

6/98 7/98 8/98 9/98 10/98 11/98 12/98

contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib.

0.4 0.28 -0.2 -0.13 -0.3 -0.23 0.1 0.07 -0.3 -0.19 -0.3 -0.25 -0.3 -0.19

0.4 0.12 -1.4 -0.42 -0.9 -0.26 0 0.00 -0.6 -0.16 -1 -0.28 -0.9 -0.26

0.4 0.16 0.6 0.28 0.1 0.03 0.2 0.07 -0.1 -0.03 0.1 0.03 0.2 0.07

Table II.2  Month-on-month net inflation in 1998 (in %)

Note:  "contrib." means contribution to CPI inflation



slowdown in year-on-year tradables price inflation, which started in Q3, continued into Q4.
Nontradables price inflation continued to considerably outpace tradables price inflation.

In December 1998, tradables inflation dropped significantly year-on-year compared with September
1998, falling 3 percentage points (2.7% year-on-year in October, 1.7% in November, and 0.7% in
December). As in Q3, the month-on-month outturns were negative in all months of 1998 Q4, (October
-0.4%, November -1%, and December -0.5%). The contribution of tradables inflation to overall year-
on-year CPI growth between September and December 1998 continued to decline, falling by
1.9 percentage points to 0.4 percentage points in December 1998. 

These prices were affected by international competition. The favourable trend was also generated by an
appreciation of the koruna compared with 1997 and a decline in domestic demand. Year-on-year food
price inflation fell by 4.3 percentage points compared with September 1998 to -1.2% (adjusted for
administrative influences) in December 1998. This decline was caused by a fall in pork prices due to
subsidised imports, a slump in tropical fruit prices, lower grain prices, competition among business
chains and by a stagnation of demand for food. Year-on-year inflation for other tradables fell in
December 1998 by 1.9 percentage points compared with September 1998 to 2.1%.

Year-on-year nontradables inflation saw a decline of 0.3 percentage points in December 1998
compared with September 1998. However, it remained relatively high (17.1% year-on-year in October,
16.9% in November, and 16.9% in December). Nontradables prices contributed significantly to year-
on-year inflation, accounting for roughly 90% of the total. The certain decline in nontradables inflation
in Q3 and Q4 was due largely to much smaller changes in regulated prices in 1998 compared with the
same period a year earlier. Conversely, a sharp rise in the prices of a number of services included in
this group (cultural services, sports activities, education, leisure) contributed significantly to the
maintaining of high inflation for other nontradables, while year-on-year inflation for several other
commodities declined. 
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1/98 2/98 3/98 4/98 5/98

MONTH-ON-MONTH INCREASES contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib.

Tradables 1.9 1.20 0.5 0.29 0.0 0.02 0.2 0.11 0.0 0.03 

Nontradables 7.4 2.79 0.9 0.34 0.3 0.11 0.5 0.18 0.1 0.06 

YEAR-ON-YEAR INCREASES contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib.

Tradables 7.4 4.77 7.7 4.96 7.7 4.95 7.5 4.79 7.4 4.70 

Nontradables 23.2 8.31 23.5 8.45 23.6 8.48 22.9 8.28 22.9 8.30 

6/98 7/98 8/98 9/98 10/98 11/98 12/98

contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib.

0.3 0.20 -0.5 -0.28 -0.4 -0.26 -0.2 -0.09 -0.4 -0.21 -1.0 -0.28 -0.5 -0.26 

0.3 0.10 5.6 2.22 0.1 0.00 0.4 0.18 0.1 0.06 0.1 0.04 0.2 0.08 

contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib. contrib.

6.1 3.90 5.7 3.60 4.3 2.70 3.7 2.30 2.7 1.70 1.7 1.10 0.7 0.40 

22.7 8.10 18.0 6.80 17.7 6.70 17.2 6.50 17.1 6.50 16.9 6.40 16.9 6.40 

Table II.3  Tradables and nontradables prices (in %)

Note:  �contrib.� means contribution to CPI inflation



II.1 Quantification of external inflation factors 

In December 1998, year-on-year net inflation stood at 1.7%, or 3.8 percentage points below the lower
limit of the inflation target interval and 5 percentage points below the end-1998 projection for year-on-
year net inflation drawn up in January 1998 (6.7%). 

This year-on-year net inflation projection (for December 1998) had assumed: 
� year-on-year adjusted inflation of 7.1%
� year-on-year food price inflation of 6.2%
� a gradual depreciation of the koruna exchange rate to CZK 19.70/DEM at the end of 1998 (ie

a depreciation of around 3% year-on-year)
� stability of raw materials prices on world markets at the end-1997 level
� subdued domestic demand and low household consumption (a year-on-year decline of around

1.4%). 

The difference (of 5 percentage points) between the projected and actual outturn for year-on-year
inflation can be quantified by individual groups using the method given in the following table6/.

Whereas in the February�September period, food prices were broadly in line with past seasonal
development (although concrete values in individual months were rather lower), in October�December
they registered a completely atypical sharp month-on-month fall. This had a major effect on the value
of year-on-year food price inflation at the end of the year. 
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6/ With regard to the projection methods used at the beginning of 1998, a quantified disaggregated estimate of adjusted inflation for the price
development of other tradables (food excluded) and unregulated nontradables was not made. A continuation of the 3�4 percentage point discrepancy
in the year-on-year growth rate between these groups of commodities (eg year-on-year growth of 5.5% for other commodities and 9.2% for
nontradables in December 1997) was assumed. For year-on-year adjusted inflation, 5.8% year-on-year growth was thus assumed for tradables, food
excluded, and 10.1% year-on-year growth for unregulated nontradables. Predictions for the year-on-year growth rate for individual groups of food
commodities were not specified in detail either. Therefore, the evaluation of individual deviation factors assumes roughly equal year-on-year growth
in all food groups. 

Weight Prediction of y-o-y Y-o-y change Deviation of reality Deviation Share in
Item, commodity group (share in net rise in Dec. 98 (+rise, -fall) from expectation weighted undershoot

inflation) from Jan. 1998 in Dec. 98 in percentage points with share in in %
in % in % in % (+reality higher, net inflation in 

-reality lower) percentage points

Food prices 40.00 6.20 -1.20 7.40 2.96 58.40
Prices of meat and meat products 8.90 6.20 -6.90 13.10 1.16 22.90
Prices of tropical fruit 0.70 6.20 -9.80 16.00 0.11 2.20
Prices of temperate fruit 1.30 6.20 -29.30 35.50 0.46 9.00
Prices of mill and bakery products 5.00 6.20 -1.60 7.80 0.39 7.70
Prices of other foods 24.10 6.20 2.70 3.50 0.84 16.60

Prices of other tradables 42.00 5.80 0.70 5.10 2.11 41.60
Prices of apparatus and equipment 3.30 5.80 -1.30 7.10 0.23 4.60

for culture and sport
Petrol prices 5.00 5.80 -13.10 18.90 0.94 18.50
Prices of other tradables 33.70 5.80 3.00 2.80 0.94 18.50
excluding petrol

Prices of unreg. nontradables 18.00 10.10 10.10 0.00 0.00 0.00

Net Inflation 100.00 6.70 1.70 5.00 5.07 100.00

Table II.4  Share of individual groups of the consumer basket in the deviation of net inflation from the prediction



The significant fall in food prices can be attributed to the following factors:
� the generally low prices of agricultural products on world markets in the past period (some

important commodities fell by up to 20%; the HWWA selection index was also approximately
20% lower on average compared with the previous year) 

� a change of approximately 25 percentage points in year-on-year import price inflation for SITC
groups 0 and 1 in October against January; the exchange rate situation also fed through into these
changes

� ongoing price pressure from imported agricultural production at subsidised prices, including the
favourable exchange rate for imports (wheat and pork in particular) 

� the lower purchasing power of households in the second half of 1998 (compared with the same
period of 1997)

� a decline in prices of tropical fruit and grain on world markets
� the relatively favourable domestic harvest 
� the ongoing changes in food retailing (the continuing expansion of wholesale chains and the

related stronger competition on the market, which is feeding through into prices; marketing
projects and events aimed at gaining a bigger market share). 

A comparison of food prices and food sales indicates that, of the factors mentioned above, the lower
household purchasing power did not have a significant effect. This year�s favourable harvest also had
only a partial effect, since grain and potatoes prices dropped very modestly. Grain price inflation was
also depressed by the low price of wheat on world markets. The pricing policy of wholesale chains
probably had a much more significant effect on food prices.
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External influences had a dominant effect on the decline in food prices. This is confirmed by a
comparison of food prices and food import prices as well as an analysis of food price development by
commodity group (taking into account the time framework). The fall in prices in December compared
with September was largely attributable to prices of meat and meat products (particularly pork, whose
prices were affected considerably by subsidised imports from EU countries) and fruit (particularly
tropical fruit: low world prices, surpluses due to the Russian crisis, the exchange rate). Other food
groups did not experience such a severe fall in prices. Similar conclusions follow also from a
comparison of the year-on-year indices for individual groups of food commodities. 

To sum up, the decline in food prices was largely due to a fall in prices for the food groups that can
justifiably be assumed to have been affected by:

� the fall in prices on world markets (grain, meat, tropical fruit)
� the sales difficulties of EU countries (subsidised pork imports, with a knock-on effect on prices of

substitutes of this commodity)
� the koruna exchange rate (tropical fruit, wheat, partially also meat etc.).

From the total share of food prices (of 3 percentage points) in the deviation of year-on-year net inflation
from the original expectation, we therefore estimate that the influence of external factors is very strong,
accounting for 50%�66% of the overall deviation, ie 1.5�2.0 percentage points. A calculation by
groups gives a smaller share (around 45%, although this does not take into account the influence of oil
prices).

The divergence between the reality and the projection for adjusted inflation is concentrated largely in
the segment of other tradables. Year-on-year unregulated nontradables inflation in December
developed broadly in line with the original projection. In the tradables segment, the exchange rate,
import prices and prices of raw materials on world markets played a significant role. Also of great
importance was the extreme year-on-year slump in oil prices (of approximately 40%), which fed
through strongly into petrol and oil prices (a year-on-year fall of around 13% adjusted for indirect tax
changes, against the original estimate of approximately 6% based on an assumption of a year-on-year
exchange rate depreciation of around 3%, world price stability and a certain influence from domestic
demand). From the other commodities group, there was a significant development for apparatus and
equipment for culture and sport, which in particular includes consumer electronics goods sensitive to
changes in both the exchange rate and demand. In this group of commodities, a year-on-year fall in
computer prices of approximately 25% was dominant. 

From the above analysis, the influence of external factors can be quantified at roughly 2.6 percentage
points. This means that had external influences been as expected, year-on-year net inflation would
have been approximately 4.3%, ie 2.4 points below the prediction (a certain additional effect has to be
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attributed to the influence of the domestic harvest and the retail chain expansion) and 1.2 points below
the lower limit of the inflation target interval. These can be considered very conservative estimates and
it cannot be ruled out that the influence was rather higher � minimally by a further 0.5 points (the
indirect effect of petrol prices on the prices of other tradables and nontradables). 

From the above analysis it seems that the overall discrepancy between the reality and the estimate was
generated by factors that the central bank�s monetary policy did not, or could not, affect. The sum of
the estimate of the influence of external factors (2.6 percentage points) plus the indirect effect of petrol
prices (0.5 percentage points) plus the influence of retail chains and the good harvest (which can be
estimated at about 0.5 percentage points) totals 3.6 percentage points. Had external factors developed
in line with the projection, year-on-year net inflation would have been 5.3% in December, only very
slightly below the lower limit of the target interval (5.5%). In contrast with the analysis of individual
components using their price changes and their share in net inflation, the influences of individual
factors (external, domestic, supply, demand and specific) cannot be summed. Many individual prices
were undoubtedly affected to a various extent by the subdued consumer demand. Given the weak
demand, developments on the cost side gave sellers room to cut prices.
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Item, commodity group Deviation weighted External factors Other factors Share in overshoot
with share in net Estimated share in % Estimated share in % in percentage points

inflation in percentage (external/other)
points 1)

Food prices 2.96 23,4/35,0
Prices of meat and meat products 1.16 0.70 0.30 16,0/6,9

Subsidised exports Retail chains
from EU countries Weak demand

Prices of tropical fruit 0.11 0.80 0.20 1,8/0,4
World prices Retail chains

Exchange rate effects Weak demand
Prices of temperate fruit 0.46 0.00 100.00 0,0/9,0

Specific influences
Prices of mill and bakery products 0.39 0.30 0.70 2,3/5,4

World grain prices Retail chains, 1998 harvest
Weak demand

Prices of other foods 0.84 0.20 0.80 3,3/13,3
Import prices Retail chains

of foods (change in Weak demand
y-o-y growth rate of 25 p.p.)

Prices of other tradables 2.11 28,2/13,4
Petrol prices 0.94 0.90 0.10 16,7/1,8

Y-o-y fall in oil prices Fall in receipts for fuel of 4%
of 40%, exchange rate

Prices of apparatus and equipment 0.23 50.00 50.00 2,3/2,3
World prices, exchange rate Demand

Prices of other tradables 0.94 0.50 0.50 9,2/9,3
excluding the above items Fall in world prices of raw Weak demand

materials of 20%, gradual apprec. Slower growth of industrial
of exchange rate, and fall in producer prices
import prices of up to 8%

Prices of unreg. nontradables 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,0 / 0,0

Net Inflation 5,07 - 5,08 51,6/48,4

Table II.5  Estimated influence of external factors (incl. exchange rate) on individual net inflation
commodity groups

II.2 Inflation in selected countries 

The favourable prices of raw materials and food on world markets (see III.4.2) in 1998 were a
significant factor for prices in the group of selected countries. The influence of these prices, as in the
Czech economy, fed through particularly into industrial producer prices, as the following chart shows:

1) Difference between actual (1.7%) and originally predicted (6.7%) y-o-y net inflation outturn



In the first few months of 1998, external factors, which depressed input prices in the corporate sector,
caused a slowdown in the year-on-year growth rate of industrial producer prices and from Q2 led to a
year-on-year decline (industrial prices in Germany fell most significantly). In comparison with the
Czech Republic, the changes in industrial producer prices were more considerable.

The CPI curve (Chart II.9) shows that the drop in industrial producer prices had a positive effect on
consumer prices. However, in the group of selected countries the extent of the change was smaller
than for industrial producer prices (because of other modifying factors such as effective demand etc.).

Similar tendencies in industrial producer prices and consumer prices were also apparent in selected
transition economies (Charts II.10 and II.11). 
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III. INFLATION FACTORS

III.1 Money, interest rates and exchange rates

III.1.1 Monetary aggregates

The September�November period of 1998 saw a decline in money supply in the economy. This trend
reflected a low level of lending and surpluses in the state budget. The decreasing money supply fed
through into a slight absolute pick-up in M1 in this period, while the absolute volume of the broader
monetary aggregates M2 and L in the monitored three months dropped below the August level.

The declining money supply is evident also from the year-on-year increases, which in November fell
back for all three basic monetary aggregates compared with August. The slight pick-up in the year-on-
year growth in M2 and L in September was caused mainly by last year�s base. In the
September�November period, the year-on-year M1 growth rate fluctuated persistently below the
August 1998 level.

Monetary aggregates in September�November developed in line with the macroeconomic situation,
which was characterised by low inflation and a decline in GDP. The monetary restriction was
moderated by cuts in basic interest rates; however, the effects of these cuts will come through only in
the longer run. 

Monetary aggregate M2

After four months on the rise, M2 fell in absolute terms in September 1998. The decline intensified in
October, when the effect of low supply was augmented by a shift of some deposits to short-term
securities. Despite a pick-up in November, the money supply volume remained below the August level
at the end of the period under review. This trend fed through strongly into a decline in the year-on-year
growth rate in October and November.

The downward tendency of the year-on-year increases can also be seen for the seasonally adjusted M2
from the increases for the last three and six months.
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Structure of deposits  

The decline in the money supply in absolute terms after August 1998 and its falling year-on-year
growth rate stemmed mainly from the trend in business deposits, which fell in absolute terms. Both
koruna deposits and foreign currency deposits decreased. The business deposit trend corresponded
with the low money supply and reflected the difficult situation in the corporate sector, which saw a
drop in business sales and an overall economic downturn.

In the household sector, koruna deposits rose in absolute terms in the September�November 1998
period, although at a slower pace than in previous months. This fed through into a decline in the
savings ratio from 15% in Q2 to 13.2% in Q3 (CSO data). However, the savings ratio of households
remained relatively high. The rise in household deposits in September�November confirms the long-
term tendency of a preference for saving over consumption in a period of real wage decline. 

Monetary aggregate L  

In the September�November period, the trend for L was similar to that for M2, its volume in absolute
terms being consistently lower than in August. The year-on-year growth seen in August was replaced
by a decline in October and November. This shows that the factors determining M2 have a similar
effect on the broadest aggregate L.
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annualised for last

1 month 3 months 6 months 1 year

August 98 2.1 18.6 16.0 7.0 

September 98 0.9 13.3 12.3 8.0 

October 98 -1.4 6.6 10.5 6.1 

November 98 0.1 -1.8 7.9 5.7 

Note: Seasonally adjusted according to deviations from the series smoothed by the centred moving average method (length 13)

Table III.1 Increases in seasonally adjusted M2 (in %)



Monetary aggregate M1

The year-on-year decline in M1, which in August 1998 stood at -2.3%, intensified in
September�November (-3.4% in September, -5.3% in October and -3.3% in November). This trend
stemmed mainly from the significantly higher growth rate for this aggregate in 1997. In absolute terms,
the M1 volume rose in October and November 1998, following a decline in September, mainly as a
result of renewed growth in currency in circulation, although in year-on-year terms this item is also
declining. Demand deposits remained lower than in August, despite a significant pick-up in volume in
November. 

Currency in circulation saw broadly flat year-on-year growth in September�November. The fluctuations
in the decline in retail turnover in October and November did not feed through significantly into
currency in circulation.
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annualised for last

1 month 3 months 6 months 1 year

August 98 2.0 14.6 16.6 9.3 

September 98 0.5 13.3 12.8 9.5 

October 98 -0.7 7.1 9.7 7.9 

November 98 -0.2 -1.9 6.0 6.8 

Note: Seasonally adjusted according to deviations from the series smoothed by the centred moving average method (length 13)

Table III.2 Increases in seasonally adjusted L (in %)

Increases for last

1 month 3 months 6 months 1 year

August 98 4.0 2.5 4.9 -2.3 

September 98 -2.6 -0.7 2.6 -3.4 

October 98 0.1 1.4 3.0 -5.3 

November 98 3.1 0.5 3.0 -3.3 

Note: Seasonally unadjusted because of the low significance of seasonal factors

Table III.3 Increases in M1 (in %)



III.1.2 Credits

Lending to businesses and households in September�November shrank by CZK 40.5 bn in absolute
terms compared with August. The decline, which occurred mainly in September and October, was
caused by extraordinary influences (the revocation of the licences of two banks and substantial write-
offs of credits at Komerèní banka and Èeská spoøitelna). In year-on-year terms, lending to businesses
and households rose by 3.3% in September and 0.4% in October, and fell by 0.6% in November. 

The decline in overall credit volume was largely due to koruna credits, which were affected by the
above-mentioned exceptional circumstances and which showed a decline both in absolute and year-
on-year terms in all three months. The overall credit increase in November was generated by a pick-up
in foreign currency credits. This, however, was linked largely with exchange rate developments. 

Taking the data adjusted for exchange rate influences, write-offs, capitalisation of interest and banks
without licences, the credit volume increases in September (CZK 5.1 bn ) and October (CZK 6.2 bn),
which were roughly at last year�s levels, appear more favourable, despite being significantly lower than
in August (CZK 14.4 bn). However, the decline in adjusted credits in November (CZK 3.9 bn) is
atypical; this has always been one of the most significant months with regard to credit supply.

The year-on-year rise in adjusted credits fell by 0.2 percentage points to 7.1% in September, remained
flat in October, and shrank by 1.1 percentage points to 6.0% in November. 

The month-on-month changes in adjusted koruna credits and foreign currency credits in
September�November were mixed. Growth in koruna credits fell back sharply in October and
November following a modest rise in September, whereas foreign currency credits saw fluctuations
related mainly to exchange rate effects. 
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Increases for last

1 month 3 months 6 months 1 year

August 98 1.6 1.7 4.1 7.3 

September 98 0.5 1.5 4.6 7.1 

October 98 0.4 2.5 3.8 7.1 

November 98 -0.3 0.6 2.3 6.0 

Note: Adjusted for exchange rate influences, write-offs, interest capitalisation, banks with licences revoked and seasonal factors

Table III.4 Increases in seasonally adjusted total credits (in %)



The interest rate cuts in September�November have yet to pass through significantly into lending. The
persisting low sensitivity of credit volumes to interest rate changes has been caused by the financial
situation in the corporate sector (profitability), the quality of the projects submitted for credit financing,
and the unwillingness of commercial banks to lend because of their problems with classified credits. 

III.1.3 Interest rates 

In Q4, several favourable factors influenced interest rates. By the beginning of September, the financial
crisis which started in Russia and spread to virtually all the financial markets around the world had
unwound. Since then, interest rates in all segments of the Czech financial market have dropped
sharply. This decline has been fuelled by favourable inflation, renewed capital inflow, the calmed
situation on foreign markets, and expectations from market participants of cuts in key interest rates by
the CNB. Data released on the real economy and their predicted values for future months � relating
mainly to inflation � enabled the CNB to cut interest rates in several phases. If inflation is kept down,
the lower rates could make credits more accessible to businesses and foster an economic upturn. In
general, interest rates dropped in all financial market segments, particularly on longer maturities. Yield
curves moved to a lower yield level and their slopes became more negative. This testifies to
expectations of considerably lower inflation in the future. 

III.1.3.1 Short-term interest rates 

In Q4, unlike in the previous period, there was no significant stimulus on the short-term financial
instrument market to interrupt the continuing downward trend in interest rates. At the beginning of the
year, interest rates stood at 15%, any decline being prevented by the relatively high inflation rate
(around 13% in year-on-year CPI terms). In June, inflation started falling, although an interest rate
decline was prevented by the impact of the Russian financial crisis at the turn of May and June. In
August, another crisis broke out on the Russian financial market. This spread to other world markets,
including the developed and emerging markets. In both cases, Czech market interest rates surged for a
short time; interest rates on 2W maturities deviated only slightly from the repo rate, whereas interest
rates on longer maturities rose by 2 percentage points at maximum. By the start of September, the impact
of the Russian financial crisis had definitively unwound. From then up to the end of the year, interest
rates fell steadily. Besides the absence of other negative information, the main factors in this trend were
falling inflation, the stable political situation, a restored inflow of foreign capital and an influx of liquidity
into the market following a reduction in the minimum reserve requirement effective 30 July. 

These favourable factors enabled the central bank to cut its key interest rates. From the mid-year
onwards the repo rate was cut seven times, first by 0.5 percentage points and then from October
onwards by 1 percentage point each time. At the year-end this rate stood at 9.5%. The Lombard rate
and the discount rate were also cut in three phases, the Lombard rate from 19% to 12.5% and the
discount rate from 13% to 7.5%. 
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The changes in basic rates fed through into PRIBOR rates. In comparison with the average values in
September, the December rates were down by 3.4 percentage points on 1W maturities, 3.7 percentage
points on 3M maturities and 4.1 percentage points on 1Y maturities. The PRIBOR yield curve shifted
downwards. Interest rates fell more at the yield curve�s longer end. This made its slope more negative,
indicating positive inflation expectations in the 1-year horizon. During the first half of the year, the
PRIBOR yield curve had a positive slope (measured as the margin between the 1Y and 1W rates). In
July, the slope became negative for the first time, and in November and December it reached negative
values of -1.5 and -1.3 percentage points respectively. Bid-offer spread fluctuated in this period at the
level usual in stable situations, ie 0.2�0.3 percentage points. The bigger fall in longer-term rates can be
attributed both to foreign capital inflow and to expected cuts in short-term rates affected by the 2W
repo rate announced by the central bank. 
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FRA derivative rates mirrored PRIBOR rates, though with greater volatility because of their higher
sensitivity. At the beginning of September, they started on a downward trend, interrupted by only a few
minor adjustments. The FRA rates at the end of December hinted at expectations of a further drop in
rates and thus a continuation of the disinflationary process. According to FRA quotations, the 3M
PRIBOR is expected to fall by 0.8 percentage points in the 3-month horizon and the 12M PRIBOR by
0.3 percentage points in the 1-year horizon. 

The short-term-bond market for the most part saw primary T-bill auctions, as the central bank issues
CNB bills only for its own portfolio and then uses them as collateral in repo tenders. During Q4, ten 
T-bill auctions with 10W � 12M maturities took place on the primary market. Yields gradually
decreased in line with the fall in interest rates in other segments of the money market. These
instruments are very attractive for investors, and so the gross yields in all auctions were lower than the
announced limit yields. There was also a demand overhang. At the beginning of October, gross yields
amounted to approximately 13%; by the end of December they had dropped to below 9%. 

The interest rate differential between domestic and foreign deposit market rates (PRIBID CZK-LIBOR
DEM) primarily reflected movements in domestic market rates. In the USA, key interest rates were cut
by 0.75 percentage points in three phases. European countries harmonised their rates in connection
with the launch of EMU. However, the downward trend in rates on the domestic interbank deposit
market was more marked and therefore of most significance for the interest rate differential. Despite the
gradual interest rate cuts by the CNB and the resultant decrease in the interest rate differential, foreign
investors remained interested in investing in koruna assets. This helped overcome short-term negative
influences (the devaluation of the Slovak crown at the beginning of October, the unfavourable EU
report issued on 4 November, the downgrading of the Czech Republic�s rating by Standard & Poor�s on
5 November) and maintain a relatively strong koruna exchange rate. Compared with the end of
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September, the interest rate differential was down by 3.7 percentage points for 3M maturities,
3.8 percentage points for 6M maturities and 3.6 percentage points for 1Y maturities, and was
fluctuating between 5.5 percentage points and 6.0 percentage points. 

III.1.3.2 Long-term interest rates 

The trend for long-term interest rates was similar to that for short-term rates. However, the long-term
rates responded to some stimuli more intensely because of their greater sensitivity and the lower
liquidity on this segment of the financial market. After overcoming the impact of the Russian financial
crisis at the beginning of September, IRS rates continued declining till the end of the year thanks to the
falling inflation and the cuts in the CNB�s key interest rates. From time to time this was interrupted by
small adjustments, but these did not represent a change in trend. The main factors in these several-day
adjustments were the change of government in Slovakia and the related devaluation of the Slovak
crown, a critical report by the European Commission on the Czech Republic�s preparations for EU
accession, a critical report by the World Bank on the Czech capital market, the downgrading of the
Czech Republic�s rating by Standard & Poor�s, the process of approving the state budget, and the
Senate elections. In general, however, sentiment on the long-term rate market was relatively optimistic,
boosted by the gradual lowering of the repo rate. In the final quarter, IRS rates fell by 1.9�3.6
percentage points according to individual maturities. 

The IRS yield curves confirm a continuous interest rate decline in all months. The December yield
curve fluctuated 2.0�3.9 percentage points lower than in September. During November and
December, the negative slope of the curve flattened somewhat, but only in its longer part.
Nevertheless, this testifies to ongoing inflation expectations not only in the horizon of several months,
as indicated by the PRIBOR yield curves, but also in the longer term. 
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The bond market responded to the same stimuli as IRS rates, so the position and slope of the yield
curves for T-bills and corporate bonds were similar. Confidence in the Czech capital market following
the Russian financial crisis was renewed by increased interest in government bonds. Corporate bond
prices rose only later. In addition to the above-mentioned factors in the decline in rates on long-term
maturities, bond yields dropped because of other influences. These include buoyant demand from
institutional investors, the banks� preference for investing in bonds rather than lending, and, on the
other side, low supply. During 1998, bond trading surged, reaching record volumes at the end of the
year. The interest in a primary government bond issue (2Y maturity, volume CZK 5 bn, gross yield
10.85%), when demand outstripped supply by more than twofold, testifies to the dearth of low-risk
liquid issues. In Q4, there were five issues of CZK 10.8 bn volume on the corporate bond market. 

III.1.3.3 Client interest rates 

Client interest rates mirrored the trend on the interbank deposit market and other financial market
segments. Interest rates on newly granted credits started falling in the mid-year and continued to do so
up to the end of the year, declining in this period by 3.1 percentage points. In November, nominal
interest rates on newly granted credits stood at 12.9%. The last time they were at this level was at the
beginning of 1996. The major banks� reference rates indicate that this trend will continue. Interest rates
on time deposits saw a smaller decline (-1.5 percentage points), reaching 9.5% in November. The
interest rate differential also decreased. At the end of 1997 it stood at 5.8 percentage points, whereas in
November 1998 it was only 4.3 percentage points.
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Real interest rates7/ were affected more by the ongoing disinflationary process than by the declining
nominal interest rates. Nominal interest rates started falling in the mid-year. However, inflation was
falling more rapidly and so real interest rates rose temporarily. In this period, real interest rates in
various terms (deflated by the CPI and by the PPI) were at an all-time high8. As a result of several CNB
interest rate cuts, the decline in client rates accelerated at the end of the year by means of the
transmission mechanism. Interest rates on newly granted short-term credits in November were 5.4% in
CPI terms and 10.1% in PPI terms. Owing to the greater stability of nominal interest rates on time
deposits, the fall in inflation led to positive values for real interest rates on short-term time deposits. In
CPI terms these stood at 2.6% in November. 

III.1.4 The exchange rate  

In Q4, the koruna�s daily exchange rate against the Deutsche Mark saw three different periods of
development. As the following chart shows, between the beginning of October and the first ten days in
November the koruna�s nominal exchange rate appreciated. At the start of December, this was
replaced by a depreciation and subsequently a relative stabilisation of the exchange rate at around CZK
18/DEM. This trend reflects two aspects of the movement of domestic and foreign interest rates,
particularly those in Euroland. Interest rates fell in the core Euroland countries (Germany, Benelux,
France) and were lowered in peripheral countries before the euro�s launch. In the Czech economy,
there were also significant cuts in key money market rates (the repo rate, discount rate and Lombard
rate) at the end of the monitored period. 

The koruna�s exchange rate against the US dollar moved broadly in line with that against the Deutsche
Mark during the period under review, although with bigger fluctuations. In October, the koruna
appreciated against the dollar. The main factors in this trend were expectations of interest rate cuts by
the Federal Reserve System and concerns about US economic development following the capital
market upheavals (a sharp fall in share prices on the US capital market). The strengthening of the
koruna was replaced by a weakening, associated with the appreciation of the dollar against world
currencies. The shift towards a stronger dollar at the end of October was related to a reassessment of
the prospects for the US economy and the political stabilisation following the congressional elections.
In the final weeks of the year, the dollar weakened slightly, which can be attributed to expectations
related to the launch of the euro and the military conflict in Iraq. 

The koruna�s significant strengthening against the Deutsche Mark in the first half of 1998 was
supplanted in the second half of the year by a phase of stabilisation at CZK 18/DEM. This trend is one
of the key factors in the ongoing very favourable development of inflation. On the one hand, the daily
movements in the exchange rate testify to its sensitivity to the external environment, while on the other
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7/ Theoretically, the best way to calculate real interest rates is by deflating nominal interest rates by expected inflation. However, there is no generally
accepted statistical investigation of inflation expectations in the Czech Republic. For this reason, real interest rates are calculated by deflating
nominal interest rates by the latest CPI and PPI figures.

8/ Except for the currency turbulence in May 1997 



hand, the rapid fading of the fluctuations indicates a certain change in foreign investors� attitude
towards the koruna and their evaluation of it as a relatively stable currency. 

The real exchange rate has been strengthening since the beginning of 1998, with a slight moderation in
the second half of the year. The real appreciation of the koruna against the Deutsche Mark in the final
few months of the year resulted from a stabilisation of the average values of the nominal exchange rate
and almost zero values of domestic month-on-month inflation. This trend continued to worsen the
competitiveness of domestic producers. 

III.1.5 Capital flows 

The capital and financial account for the first nine months of 1998 ended in a surplus of CZK 47.1 bn,
down CZK 6.1 bn compared with the same period a year ago. The fall in year-on-year net capital
inflow is primarily the result of an outflow of portfolio investment in Q3. However, the inflow structure
improved sharply in favour of non-debt capital. Direct investment accounted for 82% of the capital
flow surplus (compared with only 48% in the same period of 1997). 

The inflow of foreign direct investment picked up considerably. For the three quarters it amounted to
CZK 40.2 bn (against just CZK 20.0 bn for the first half). Against the same period of 1997, direct
investment was up by CZK 13.8 bn. Approximately one third of the funds were channelled into finance
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and insurance, one quarter into trade, services and real estate and the remainder into industry,
especially the engineering and food industries. Three quarters of the investment came from four
countries: Great Britain, the USA, Germany and the Netherlands. As of 30 September 1998, foreign
direct investment totalled CZK 247.4 bn (USD 9.2 bn). Direct investment abroad by domestic entities
remained insignificant (at CZK 1.3 bn) in the first nine months. 

Portfolio investment substantially changed in Q3, when, following a capital inflow in the first half,
there was a relatively strong outflow of CZK 18.5 bn. It can be assumed that the capital outflow in Q3
was generated mostly by the spreading financial crisis and growing investor distrust in emerging
markets, and the decline in domestic interest rates. The total portfolio investment inflow from the
beginning of the year dropped to CZK 8.7 bn. Non-residents� purchases on the capital market
outstripped sales in Q1�Q3 by CZK 6.8 bn. Investment in equity securities reached CZK 16.6 bn and
investment in debt securities experienced a capital outflow of CZK 9.8 bn. Especially in the first half of
the year, the debt capital outflow was generated largely by a decline in T-bill holdings (of CZK 6.5 bn)
related to changes in their taxation from 1 January 1998.

The overall market value of domestic shares held by non-residents fell to CZK 110.9 bn (USD 3.7 bn),
largely because of a considerable decline in share prices. Investment in transport and communications
(27%), finance and banking (24%), services and trade (14%) and energy (11%) accounted for most of
this sum.

In Q3, domestic investors� interest in purchasing foreign securities rose. As a result, the surplus in this area
achieved in the first half of the year thanks to sales of foreign securities by domestic entities fell to CZK 1.9
bn. As of 30 September 1998, residents owned foreign securities worth CZK 33 bn (USD 1.1 bn). 

In the area of other investment, capital flows were approximately balanced, with a modest net outflow
of CZK 0.5 bn. In the same period in 1997, other investment ran a surplus of CZK 8.9 bn. In the
monitored period in 1998, foreign short-term capital inflow stood at CZK 38.9 bn. However, this inflow
was offset by a drop in the long-term liabilities of commercial banks and by a rise in their short-term
assets. 

During Q1�Q3, the total gross indebtedness of the Czech Republic in koruna terms dropped by CZK
17.6 bn, from CZK 748.7 bn to CZK 731.1 bn (USD 24.5 bn). The decline was caused mainly by the
koruna�s appreciation. In contrast, gross indebtedness expressed in US dollars rose by USD 2.8 bn as a
result of the movement of the exchange rate. The ratio of gross indebtedness to GDP during the period
under review decreased from 45.4% to 41.6%. At the same time, its ratio to annual exports of goods
and services also fell, from 78.8% at the end of 1997 to 66.9%. Businesses account for 47% of gross
indebtedness, commercial banks 45% and the public sector 8%.
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Q I - III

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

Financial account 65.8 60.0 154.9 79.7 53.2 47.1
Direct investment 12.8 10.8 52.2 25.7 25.5 38.9

- Czech abroad -2.5 -3.2 -0.6 -0.7 -0.8 -1.3
- Foreign in the CR 15.2 14.0 52.8 26.4 26.3 40.2

Portfolio investment 36.9 23.2 18.3 11.2 18.8 8.7
- Czech abroad -6.1 -0.9 -8.6 -4.9 1.5 1.9
- Foreign in the CR 43.0 24.1 26.9 16.1 17.3 6.8

Other investment 16.1 26.0 84.3 42.8 8.9 -0.5
1. Long-term investment 13.6 9.1 55.7 61.4 30.5 -14.4

- Credits granted abroad 6.5 9.7 2.4 -6.1 -3.5 -3.6
- Credits accepted from abroad 7.1 -0.6 53.3 67.5 34.0 -10.8

2. Short-term investment 2.5 16.9 28.6 -18.6 -21.6 13.9

Table III.5  Financial account and international reserves (CZK bn)



The growing financial account surplus and the declining current account deficit led to an overall
balance of payments surplus. The central bank�s interventions on the foreign exchange market in
response to a surplus of foreign currency on the market strengthened the CNB�s international reserves
by CZK 58.4 bn (exchange rate differences excluded). As of 30 September 1998, international reserves
totalled CZK 369.9 bn (ie approximately USD 12.4bn), equivalent to four-months� worth of goods and
services imports. 

During Q4, the foreign currency surplus on the market fell, probably thanks to the declining interest
rate differential and the ongoing debt capital outflow, thereby also reducing the pressure for a koruna
appreciation. The CNB�s interventions on the market totalled CZK 2.5 bn. However, the international
reserves were more significantly affected by exchange rate movements. On 31 December 1998,
international reserves totalled CZK 376.9 bn (approximately USD 12.6 bn).

III.2 Demand and output9/

III.2.1 Introduction

The gradual reduction in the external imbalance seen since mid-1997 came to an end in 1998 Q3. This
imbalance, measured in absolute terms by the goods and services trade deficit (ie net exports), was
slightly lower in 1998 Q3 than in the same period of 1997 (down by CZK 0.5 bn); compared with 1998
Q2, however, it had widened again by CZK 2.1 bn to CZK -21.2 bn, reflecting the deepening
economic recession. The absolute rise in negative net exports also meant a moderate increase in its
ratio to GDP, which was up by 0.5 percentage points against 1998 Q2 to 6.7%. 

The interruption of the downward trend for both the absolute and relative indicators of the external
disequilibrium was due to export growth slowing more quickly than import growth in year-on-year
terms. The weaker year-on-year rise in exports resulted mainly from a deterioration of sales possibilities
in some regions10/ during 1998 and from the exchange rate developments. On the other hand, the
ongoing year-on-year contraction in domestic demand tempered the rise in imports. Any faster drop in
imports was still hindered by the high import propensity of GDP, reflected in above-average growth
rates for imports for intermediate consumption.10/ In contrast, the growth rate for consumer goods
imports fell substantially. 
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9/ Data on GDP formation and expenditure are calculated in constant prices according to GDP methodology.

10/ For more details see part III.2.3 Net foreign demand



Under these circumstances the lower year-on-year rise in exports offset the effects of the year-on-year
contraction in domestic demand on domestic output to a lesser extent than in 1998 Q2.11/ In contrast,
the growth rate for imports of consumer goods fell sharply.

III.2.2 Domestic demand

The downward trend in domestic demand continued into 1998 Q3. Following a 4.3% year-on-year
decline in 1998 Q2 it slowed to 2.8% in Q3. Consequently, the year-on-year contraction in domestic
demand in the first three quarters of 1998 also slowed, to 3.8%. The drop in domestic effective demand
was lower than in Q2, standing at 2.8% for Q1�Q3 1998. The persisting decline in domestic demand
helped to slow exports (consumer exports in particular) and subdue demand inflationary impulses.

The main contribution to the slowdown in the domestic demand contraction in 1998 Q3 came from
household consumption, which accounted for 48% of domestic demand in constant prices. The
6.1 percentage point drop in the year-on-year decline in household consumption against 1998 Q2
signalled that the rapid fall in the household sector�s propensity to consume had come to an end.
Household consumption was no longer the dominant factor of the reduction in domestic demand as it
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11/ The absolute drop in exports in 1998 Q3 was sharper than the decline in overall domestic demand compared with the previous quarter (although
the fall in domestic demand was more moderate).

1995 1996 1997 I/1997 II/1997 III/1997 IV/1997 I/1998 II/1998 III/1998

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 6.4 3.9 1.0 1.2 0.5 -0.1 2.2 -0.9 -2.4 -2.9

AGGREGATE DEMAND 11.9 7.4 3.3 3.8 4.1 0.9 4.4 6.8 2.0 1.2
(domestic demand and exports)

DOMESTIC DEMAND 9.8 8.5 -0.4 5.2 0.0 -4.4 -1.2 -4.5 -4.3 -2.8

DOMESTIC EFFECTIVE DEMAND 1) 9.1 7.0 -1.2 2.1 -0.8 -4.8 -0.7 -2.1 -4.6 -1.5

of which: 
Household consumption 6.9 7.0 1.6 4.0 5.7 -2.2 -0.3 -1.6 -7.0 -0.9
Government consumption 2) -1.2 4.3 -1.8 1.1 -3.9 -3.2 -1.1 -2.7 0.6 -0.8
Gross fixed capital formation 21.0 8.7 -4.9 -0.6 -8.5 -9.5 -0.9 -2.5 -4.1 -3.1

EXPORTS OF GOODS AND SERVICES 16.1 5.4 10.2 1.3 11.7 11.3 15.5 27.4 12.3 8.1

IMPORTS OF GOODS AND SERVICES 22.0 12.9 6.7 7.5 9.4 2.4 7.7 17.3 7.9 7.1

Table III.6  Real output and demand growth rate (in % y-o-y, 1994 constant prices)

1) Domestic demand excluding change in inventories
2)  Including non-profit-making institutions



Domestic demand in 1998 Q3 continued to be affected by the factors specified in more detail in the
October inflation report14/. These include not only economic policies aimed at gradually reducing the
external imbalance (monetary policy, fiscal restriction, the curbing of wage growth in government
institutions) but also a number of other factors. The most important influences reinforcing the economic
policies were changes in the behaviour of commercial banks, households and businesses given the
existing economic environment and expectations of low economic growth (the increased prudence of
banks, an attempt to slow down wage growth in the business sector, greater interest in investing in
securities than in the corporate sector, etc.).

However, the intensity and direction of some factors changed during 1998 Q3 compared with Q2. This
was particularly noticeable in households� propensity to save: after a marked increase in Q2, the
savings ratio returned to a lower level in Q3. Conversely, the increasing prudence of commercial banks
in granting credits was apparent, leading to a further deceleration of the rise in lending, money supply
and, consequently, sources of domestic demand growth (for more details see part III.1 Money, interest
rates and exchange rates).

III.2.2.1 Household consumption

The downward trend in household consumption visible since 1997 Q3 continued into 1998 Q3.
However, the rate of decline was much lower than in 1998 Q2: following a substantial year-on-year
fall of 7% in 1998 Q2, household consumption in 1998 Q3 was only 0.9% lower than in the same
period of 1997. This was mainly due to:

had been in the previous quarter (in 1998 Q2 household consumption was responsible for 80% of the
absolute fall in domestic demand, against only 14% in Q3). 

In contrast, government consumption dropped slightly in Q3 (by 0.8%) following a moderate rise in Q2
(of 0.6%)12/ in connection with the implementation of a prudential fiscal policy. Gross capital
formation13/ registered the fastest fall of all components of domestic demand in Q3 (6.7% year-on-
year). Its effect on domestic demand was also the most significant, accounting for 80% of the absolute
year-on-year fall of CZK 9.9 bn. The deepening decline in gross capital formation was fostered by
changes in inventories, while gross fixed capital formation � like household consumption � registered a
slower decline in Q3 (of 1 percentage point to 3.1%).
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12/ Government consumption including non-profit-making institutions

13/ Gross capital formation = gross fixed capital formation + change in inventories

14/ Inflation report, CNB, October 1998
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� a lower year-on-year decline in real household incomes; with inflation falling faster than nominal
household income growth, real incomes fell by 4.8% in 1998 Q3, against 5.9% in 1998 Q2.
(Table III.11 Basic data on household incomes);

� a significantly lower propensity of households to save. The return of the savings ratio of
households to the 7.5% level15/ signalled that the situation in 1998 Q2 (11.8%) was temporary
and motivated to a certain extent by the relatively rapidly increasing unemployment rate and
expectations of future development. Also, it cannot be ruled out that the Q2 rise in the savings
ratio was generated by expectations of the effects of changes in regulated prices in 1998 Q3
(creation of reserves for higher rents and energy expenses), or that it was a random deviation. Part
of the difference can be put down to the seasonal nature of the propensity to save. 

In 1998 Q3, the slowing decline in real incomes of households, together with the lower propensity to
save, was reflected in real sales in retail and catering and household services. This slowdown, however,
was not as great as that for overall household consumption. Real household incomes continued to fall
in Q3 year-on-year, and the retail sales structure confirmed the lower interest of households in
purchasing durables and the roughly flat demand for foodstuffs (including alcoholic beverages). For
other services (mainly of personal character) the rate of the decline in sales also gradually lessened. 

The overall and structural development of consumer demand in 1998 Q3 had a favourable effect on
inflation and helped reduce consumer imports (by 2.9% year-on-year). The breaking of the recent trend
of a growing import propensity of household consumption was a positive phenomenon. The decline in
the import propensity was caused by lower demand for durables and probably also by saturation of
consumer demand for some commodities17/.

Empirical surveys of the household sector16/ showed that the proportion of saving households did not
change significantly compared with the June and August surveys (a decline of 3�4 points), and was
still above 60%.

15/ Savings ratio (CNB methodology) = change in net financial assets/disposable income; Financial assets = CZK and foreign currency deposits + cash +
securities + change in technical reserves for life insurance and supplementary pension insurance; Financial liabilities = CZK and foreign currency
loans

16/ Ecoma plus, market research: �A test of the market situation of households�, December 1998

17/ There was a substantial fall in imports eg for automobiles (down 18% in Q1�Q3 1998), photographic appliances and optical products (14%) and
office products, including computers (15%).



III.2.2.2 Investment demand

In 1998 Q3 the year-on-year fall in gross fixed capital formation slowed by 1 percentage point
compared with Q2 to 3.1% as a result of positive year-on-year increases in government and household
sector investment. The rate of investment remained very high (31.4%)18/. 

Investment demand in individual sectors was as follows:

� Non-financial corporations accounted for the largest share of overall capital investment (67% in
current prices). During Q3 the year-on-year decline in this sector�s investment intensified
compared with Q2 to -8.9%. This was largely due to a substantial (10.6%) reduction in plant and
machinery investment, while the fall in construction investment was not so steep (4.5%).

In 1998 Q3, investment activity increased only in firms under foreign control. The value of their
investment remained virtually at the Q2 level and was up 57% year-on-year in current prices. All
large and medium-sized firms with other forms of ownership registered a year-on-year decline in
investment. A long-standing problem for domestic firms is a lack of available funds for investment
projects.

With respect to the sector structure of investment, the share of the manufacturing sector in total
investment dropped by 2 percentage points to 19.5%. This was a result of a year-on-year decline
of 8.1% in manufacturing, while construction investment dropped by 12.8% and machinery
investment by 3.2%. In manufacturing, the largest volumes of investment were in the production
of motor vehicles, food and beverages, chemical products, electrical machinery and appliances,
and non-metallic mineral products (56%). Unusually high year-on-year increases in investment
were registered for secondary raw materials, production of office equipment and computers,
electrical machinery and appliances, and leather products. Although the shares of these branches
in manufacturing investment differed significantly, the investment allocations indicate that
investor interest has gradually been shifting to projects for highly sophisticated production.
Investment in infrastructure (energy, transport and communications) dropped by 21% year-on-
year in 1998 Q3, of which machinery investment by almost 20%.

� The strongly subdued demand for financial institution investment continued into Q3 (down 42%
year-on-year). Government sector investment rose by 1.4%. This can, however, be explained by
free transfers of already existing capital assets into the ownership of municipalities and by
purchases of used investments, since state budget spending on new investment was well below
the level of the same period of 1997.
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18/ Calculated in constant prices.



� Household sector investment also rose year-on-year (by 2.2%), thanks to an expansion of
individual housing construction (of 1.4%) and increased investment by natural persons not listed
in the companies register (up 2.5%).

III.2.2.3 Government consumption

Government consumption dropped in 1998 Q3 by 0.8 percentage points year-on-year and did not
have large effect on GDP in this period. This decline followed a short-term rise in Q2, which was a
reaction to a number of extraordinary expenditures connected with the parliamentary elections and the
increasing costs of health insurance companies. For the Q1�Q3 period, government consumption,
including non profit making organisations, fell by 0.9% year-on-year, reflecting the situation of public
budgets in the narrower sense (state budget and local budgets), where the state budget occupies a
dominant position. 

The 1998 state budget was affected by the 1997 �package� restrictions, which predetermined both the
budgeted amount and the pace of budget spending in 1998. Budget revenues did not depart too far
from seasonal development in the first three quarters of 1998. Despite the gradually increasing negative
effects of the receding demand on indirect tax revenues (VAT, excise taxes), a substantially higher
collection of corporate income tax offset the shortfall (mainly as a result of additional payments of this
tax in 1998 due to the deferment of tax payments because of flood relief in 1997). Moreover, total
revenues were raised by an extra subsidy of CZK 7 bn from the National Property Fund (for the floods
and restitution claims), part of which was not drawn until the very end of 1998. 

As of the end of September, spending on public consumption was running at about 70% of the
budgeted amount, a year-on-year decline of 1.6%. This, however, represented a relative acceleration
against Q2 (when the decline was 10.4% year-on-year). Investment spending was much slower
compared with September 1997 (-17.4% year-on-year). During 1998, an urgent need arose for
expenditure beyond the framework of the originally approved budget (due to the early elections, higher
health insurance for state employees, early pension valorisation, the state guarantee for Èeská
spoøitelna, coverage of Konsolidaèní banka�s loss for 1997). This amounted to about CZK 27 bn and
played a key role in predetermining the final state budget deficit in 1998.

The 1998 state budget deficit totalled CZK 29.3 bn, largely because of extraordinary budget
expenditures released beyond the framework passed by Parliament for 1998. These extraordinary
expenditures, however, did not mean a substantial revival of government consumption, as most of
them were channelled outside the government sector. At the same time, the ratio of the public budgets
deficit to GDP continued to rise in 1998.
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III.2.3 Net foreign demand

The favourable trends in the goods and services balance19/, still apparent in 1998 Q2, weakened
substantially in Q3. The year-on-year growth rates for exports and imports of goods and services further
decelerated against Q2. The lead of export growth (8.1% year-on-year) over import growth (7.1% year-
on-year) fell to 1 percentage point (against 4.4 percentage points in 1998 Q2). The deficit (net exports)
dropped by only 2.3% year-on-year and its ratio to GDP slightly increased against Q2 to 6.7%.

The above trends in the goods and services balance were to a large extent due to the high comparison
base from the previous year, the worsening sales possibilities for exports and the high import propensity
of GDP.

From the beginning of 1998, the trade balance in current prices20/ showed a much more favourable
trend than in 1997, with the deficit falling in year-on-year terms. This situation continued into 1998
Q4. According to data for January�November 1998, the trade deficit narrowed by CZK 59.5 bn (ie
51%) year-on-year, of which 29.5% was in October�November alone. In Q3 the improvement in the
terms of trade represented 129% of the year-on-year trade deficit reduction, thereby offsetting the
unfavourable effects of the slight lead of the physical volume of exports over imports. This means that if
the terms of trade had not improved, the deficit would have increased, all other things being equal. 

In contrast with the two previous quarters, the import propensity of GDP dropped below 80%,
although it remained high (at 77.7%). This was due not only to increasing production co-operation,
but also to the structure of investment projects (eg the restructuring of the energy industry) and the
change in the structure of consumption of primary energy sources through the replacing of cheap solid
fuels with imports of more expensive gas and liquid fuels. However, such projects have been
necessary for realising environmental objectives. The development of collaborative ties abroad has
been linked mainly with production for export.
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preliminary figures
1995 1996 1997 for 1998

State budget (CZK bn)
Revenues 439.0 482.9 508.9 537.4
Expenditure 431.8 484.5 524.6 566.7
Balance 7.2 -1.6 -15.7 -29.3

Local budgets (CZK bn)
Revenues 129.1 161.7 149.8 151.9
Expenditure 132.3 171.1 154.6 156.5
Balance -3.2 -9.4 -4.8 -4.6

Overall public budgets balance 4.0 -11.0 -20.5 -33.9

Ratio of public budgets balance
to GDP in current prices (in %) 0.3 -0.7 -1.2 -1.9

1/ Public budgets in the narrower sense, ie state budget and local budgets

Table III.7  Public budgets 1/

19/ Data calculated in constant prices under GDP methodology.

20/ The data below are calculated in current prices according to the IMF balance of payments methodology. 



By territory, the three major importers of Czech goods (Germany, Slovakia, Austria) accounted for 55%
of exports. As with overall Czech exports, the growth of exports to these three countries moderated
year-on-year in the individual quarters of 1998, although with differing intensity. The fall in exports to
Germany was not so marked as in Q2, despite the expected slowdown in its economic growth: exports
to that country in individual quarters rose faster than total exports (by 6.3 percentage points in 1998
Q3). In contrast, exports to Austria registered a sharp slowdown in year-on-year growth in 1998 Q3 to
3.3%. Exports to Slovakia were a significant hindering segment. These started to fall in 1998 Q3,
dropping 3.4% year-on-year. Exports to other regions (eg Russia) also contributed to the slowdown in
export growth. 

Despite the overall moderation in the growth of exports to Germany and Austria, the growth rates for
exports of machinery and equipment (trade group 7) to these countries were still buoyant. Conversely,
the reduction in exports to Slovakia was caused by a substantial decrease in exports within this group
(of 13.6% in 1998 Q3). At the same time, during Q1�Q3 there was a positive trend toward a year-on-
year rise in exports of products with higher value added. In 1998 Q3, machinery and electrical
equipment constituted 48.2% of overall exports, up 3.5 percentage points year-on-year. In contrast, the
share of food, raw materials and semi-manufactures fell by 3.2 percentage points to 16.4%. 

In terms of direction of use, the composition of imports confirmed a higher growth rate for imports for
intermediate consumption. Their year-on-year growth in 1998 Q3 (5.2%) was 2.3 percentage points
higher than for overall imports. Investment imports rose more slowly (2.1%). Consumer imports were a
major retarding element in overall imports, dropping 2.9% year-on-year in 1998 Q3. In terms of
commodity structure, the proportion of lower value added imports dropped by 1.4 percentage points,
while that of higher value added imports rose slightly (by 0.3 percentage points). This was largely due
to very low prices of raw materials21/.

III.2.4 Output

In 1998 Q3 the decline in GDP continued to intensify. Following a drop of 0.9% in Q1 and 2.4% in
Q2, GDP fell by 2.9% (CZK 9.4 bn) in Q3. The decline was again mainly due to the service sector
(including retail) and construction. Although the decline in the service sector slowed compared with
Q2, another slowdown in value added growth in manufacturing meant that the fall was offset to a
lesser extent than in the previous quarter. 
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21/ eg oil imports dropped by 2.3% in physical terms in 1998 Q3 while falling by 49% in terms of value.



The deceleration in the household demand contraction helped to moderate the decline in services,
which account for almost 50% of GDP formation. The trend for most basic segments of this sector was
more favourable than in Q2.

In industrial production, growth continued to slow gradually in 1998 Q3: after an 8.4% year-on-year
rise in output in Q1, it fell to 5.1% in Q2 and 1.5% in Q3. The latest available data for November
confirmed a continuation of this trend: industrial production increased by 5% during the first three
quarters of 1998, whereas year-on-year growth for the first eleven months fell to 2.6% as a result of a
substantial drop in October and November. The gradual deceleration was felt, with different intensity,
in almost all branches. In October, the only exceptions were in the production of machinery and
electrical and optical appliances. The contraction occurred even in industries which had registered
dynamic growth in the last three years.22/
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In Q3 the fall in retail sales was 2.2 percentage points lower than in Q2. Sales also declined more
slowly in transport and in data processing and related services. Other services showed year-on-year
growth of 3.5% in Q3 (following a decline of 0.4% in Q2). A moderate rise was also recorded in sales
of services for businesses (0.2%). Sales in communications grew relatively fast (12.4% year-on-year). 

From the beginning of the year to the end of October 1998, in comparison with the monthly average
in 1995, vehicle manufacture jumped by 58%, rubber and plastics by 52%, paper and printing by
27%, and glass, ceramics and china by 16%. Leather production fell in the same period by 49%, coke
production and oil refining by 11%, textile and clothing by 9% and energy extraction by 7%. 

The above development of industrial production in 1998 has to be seen as a result of numerous factors:
lower external demand and exchange rate developments in 1998, the structure of investments in
previous years (eg the above-mentioned environmental investment in the energy sector), and
incomplete restructuring (including of corporate governance) in the corporate sector. 

The year-on-year drop in construction output did not lessen in 1998 Q3, remaining at the same level as
in Q2 (9% year-on-year, 5.9% cumulatively for Q1�Q3 1998). The November data signalled a further

22/ For more details see Inflation Report, CNB, October 1998, Chapter �Output�.



increase in the rate of decline (cumulatively 6.4%). A major downturn was recorded in new
constructions, reconstructions and modernisations, while the situation in housing construction
improved somewhat.

In Q1�Q3 1998, there was an increase in the number of housing starts (18%), completed flats (28.3%)
and unfinished flats (19.2%) compared with the same period of 1997, mainly as a result of funds from
public budgets (and insurance) for dealing with the aftermath of the 1997 floods. Work on repairs and
maintenance increased as well. Construction firms reacted to the unfavourable situation in demand for
construction work stemming from the overall economic decline and low economic growth
expectations by reducing their number of employees (by almost 4% between the start of the year and
the end of 1998 Q3) and by cutting wages. 

Agricultural output also fell. According to CSO estimates, gross agricultural output (in constant prices)
receded by 1.3% for 1998 as a whole compared with the same period of 1997. This decline was
mostly due to a fall in livestock production (according to data for 1998 Q1�Q3, sales of cattle dropped
by 15.9% year-on-year). Crop production was roughly at the 1997 level. Since 1989, agricultural
production has fallen by 30% in constant prices, with crop production down by 21.5% and livestock
production by 36.3%.

The worsening sales possibilities accompanying the weakening external and domestic demand brought
mounting pressure for output efficiency in the sector of non-financial organisations and corporations.
A drop in the prices of a number of imported inputs also helped improve efficiency. In 1998 Q1�Q3,
the year-on-year rate of growth of gross profit increased, profitability improved and material costs
declined. Inventories also fell (by 0.9% year-on-year). The number of loss-making businesses decreased
by about one fifth year-on-year in 1998 Q3. A certain improvement was also registered in insolvency.
As of the end of Q3, overdue liabilities were down by 0.1% against the same period a year earlier. 

The 33.6% year-on-year rise in gross profit in 1998 Q3 represented an absolute growth of around CZK
4.5 bn against the same period a year earlier (and of CZK 20.2 bn in Q1�Q3). The biggest
contributions in Q3 came from industry (48%) and transport and communications (32.6%). In
contrast, a loss was registered in the industries experiencing declining economic activity. As for
inventories, there was a drop in stocks of materials and goods, while stocks of unfinished products,
semi-manufactures, products and livestock increased slightly. Inventory turnover time was down by
4.7 days.
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Year-on-year 1998 Q I Q II Q III Change (in p.p.)

increase in % Q I Q II Q III 1997 1998 1997 1998 1997 1998 Q I Q II Q III

Total revenues 17.3 9.2 7.3 Cost profitability 3.82 5.49 3.03 2.95 2.02 2.53 1.67 -0.08 0.51
(profit/costs)

Total output 16.7 11.0 5.9 Equity profitability 1.50 2.51 1.38 1.48 0.90 1.20 1.01 0.11 0.30
(profit/equity)

Total costs 15.4 9.3 6.8 Output profitability 4.99 7.09 4.13 3.96 2.75 3.47 2.10 -0.17 0.72
(profit/output)

of which: 
intermediate consumption 15.4 12.0 4.9 Material costs 67.06 66.35 68.30 68.91 68.52 67.86 -0.71 0.61 -0.67

(intermediate consumption/output)
personnel costs 1/ 8.4 6.0 6.2 Wage costs (personnel costs/output) 17.43 16.20 17.60 16.80 17.36 17.41 -1.23 -0.80 0.04

Pre-tax profit 65.9 6.4 33.6

Table III.8  Selected financial indicators in 1998 (current prices)
(for non-financial organisations and corporations with more than 100 employees for all industries)

1/ Includes wage and other personnel costs, remunerations to members of companies and cooperatives, social security costs and social costs



III.3 The labour market

III.3.1 Wages and financial incomes
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I/96 II/96 III/96 IV/96 1996 I/97 II/97 III/97 IV/97 1997 I/98 II/98 III/98

AVERAGE WAGE IN THE CR (nominal) 17.4 21.0 16.5 17.1 18.0 13.7 13.0 12.4 8.4 11.9 10.9 7.0 9.2 
(real) 7.9 11.6 6.6 7.8 8.4 6.1 6.0 2.3 -1.5 3.1 -2.1 -5.0 -0.3 

of which:
Non-business sector (nominal) 15.0 33.0 15.3 18.5 20.6 12.2 11.1 10.2 -6.6 5.8 5.0 -6.2 3.0 

(real) 5.7 22.6 5.5 9.1 10.8 4.6 4.2 0.3 -15.2 -2.5 -7.4 -16.7 -5.9 
Business sector (nominal) 18.2 17.1 17.0 16.6 17.1 14.1 13.6 13.0 13.0 13.6 12.6 11.1 10.9 

(real) 8.7 7.9 7.0 7.3 7.6 6.4 6.6 2.8 2.6 4.7 -0.6 -1.4 1.2 
of which:
private organisations (nominal) 1/ . . . . . . . 11.6 11.9 12.7 11.3 9.2 9.0 

(real) . . . . . . . 1.6 1.7 3.9 -1.8 -3.1 -0.5
state organisations (nominal) 2/ . . . . . . . 15.5 15.6 15.9 11.8 10.2 12.4 

(real) . . . . . . . 5.1 5.0 6.8 -1.4 -2.3 2.6
international organisations (nominal) 3/ . . . . . . . 14.7 13.5 14.4 14.1 17.3 12.1 

(real) . . . . . . . 4.4 3.0 5.4 0.7 4.1 2.4

Table III.9  Basic data on wages y-o-y change in %

1/ Including domestic (legal and natural) entities without state interests 2/ Including domestic (legal and natural) entities with state interests
3/ Including entities with domestic and foreign capital Source: CSO

In 1998 Q3 a turnaround occurred in the real wage trend in the business sector. The inertia of nominal
wages, coupled with the falling CPI inflation, resulted in year-on-year average real wage growth of
1.2%, the first rise in this sector since 1997 Q4. In contrast, average real wages in the business sector in
1998 H1 were lower than in 1997 H1, thereby helping to subdue demand inflationary pressures in the
economy.

The reversal in the trend is evident also from a comparison of the real product wage and labour
productivity. In industry � a key component of the business sector � labour productivity growth
outpaced growth in the real product wage during 1998 H1, resulting in an absolute year-on-year drop
in real unit wage costs in industry of 6.0% in 1998 Q1 and 3.8% in Q2. This downward trend, visible
since 1997 Q3, can be interpreted as a successful effort by industrial producers not to allow any
increase in wage costs per unit product. However, industrial producers failed to maintain the
favourable relation between labour productivity and the real product wage in Q3, when the labour
productivity growth rate (5.7%) lagged behind that of the real product wage (6.2%). Such an increase



Average nominal wages in the non-business sector in 1998 felt the effects of the restrictive measures in
budgetary and subsidised organisations implemented during 1997. Average real wages in the non-
business sector dropped by 5.9% year-on-year in Q3. This was the fourth consecutive real quarterly
decline, although the growth rate was lower than in the previous quarter.

Overall, average nominal wages in the economy rose 9.2% in Q3 year-on-year. Real wages dropped
by 0.3%, which means they were virtually flat in comparison with the same period of 1997. In view of
the decline in overall employment, the year-on-year growth rate for nominal wage incomes in 1998
Q3 was much lower than that of the average nominal wage and, consequently, the year-on-year fall in
real wage incomes was much more significant than that of the average real wage. The overall fall in
employment in Q3 thus suppressed some of the disturbing factors in average wage development,
especially in the business sector.

The year-on-year rate of growth of nominal unit wage costs in the economy has been easing since
1997 Q1. In 1998 Q3 this indicator stood at 8.4%, which again represents a year-on-year decline
compared with the same period of 1997. As the GDP deflator rose by 10.6% during the same period,
real unit wage costs fell by 2% in absolute terms. Overall, the negative signals generated by real
product wages and labour productivity in industry and construction in Q3 have so far not had a
substantial effect at the macroeconomic level in the form of wage-cost inflationary pressures. 
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I/96 II/96 III/96 IV/96 1996 I/97 II/97 III/97 IV/97 1997 I/98 II/98 III/98

Unit wage costs (nominal wage 
incomes/GDP in constant prices) 11.6 14.8 10.8 12.4 12.4 9.7 8.8 8.7 2.4 7.2 8.6 6.1 8.4

GDP deflator 10.0 10.3 9.7 7.8 9.4 6.3 5.9 6.8 7.2 6.6 11.4 11.3 10.6

Real unit wage costs 
(unit wage costs/GDP deflator) 1.4 4.1 1.0 4.2 2.8 3.2 2.7 2.7 -4.5 0.5 -2.5 -4.7 -2.0 

National economy labour productivity 2.6 3.6 1.6 3.1 2.7 1.4 0.8 1.0 3.6 1.7 0.8 -0.7 -0.8

Table III.10  Wage, price and productivity indicators y-o-y change in %

Source: CSO, CNB calculation

in real unit wage costs (of 1.1%) had not occurred in industry since 1997 Q2. An even more marked
change was registered in construction, where a year-on-year unit wage cost increase was
accompanied by an absolute decline in labour productivity. The 1998 Q3 results thus represented a
certain reversal in the previous favourable wage trends.



The fact that wage-cost inflationary pressures remained within acceptable limits at the macroeconomic
level should be attributed primarily to the overall decline in employment and to wage restraint in the
non-business sector. However, the room for non-inflationary wage development narrowed in 1998 Q3
because of a second consecutive year-on-year decline in labour productivity.

The rate of growth of households� financial incomes has been consistently falling since 1997 Q4. In
1998 Q3 it was at less than half the level of the same period of 1997. This was primarily due (thanks to
its weight in overall incomes) to a lower year-on-year rate of growth of nominal wage incomes (down
3.3 percentage points year-on-year, ie from 8.6% in 1997 Q3 to 5.3% in 1998 Q3). In absolute terms,
the greatest fall in year-on-year growth was registered by other household incomes (down
19.9 percentage points year-on-year). This, together with a certain slowdown in the growth of social
incomes, resulted in an overall increase in households� financial incomes of just 4.2% in 1998 Q3, or a
drop of 4.8% in real terms.

These processes led to a deterioration in the relative income position of households in 1998 Q3. From
the point of view of demand inflationary pressures this means that there was a lower volume of funds
held by households per unit nominal GDP than in the same period of 1997. However, the overall value
of the redistribution � given by faster growth in nominal GDP compared with household financial
incomes � was less than CZK 3 bn (after deducting the savings ratio), which represents only a negligible
part of household disposable incomes. The demand inflationary pressures in 1998 Q3 can thus still be
considered relatively insignificant.
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I/96 II/96 III/96 IV/96 1996 I/97 II/97 III/97 IV/97 1997 I/98 II/98 III/98

HOUSEHOLD FINANCIAL INCOMES 
(nominal) 11.3 12.7 12.0 16.6 13.3 12.6 13.5 12.4 10.0 12.1 11.1 6.1 4.2 
(real) 2.3 3.9 2.5 7.4 4.1 5.1 6.5 2.3 -0.1 3.3 -1.9 -5.9 -4.8 

of which:
Incomes from wages (nominal) 16.7 18.6 14.5 15.9 16.8 11.1 9.4 8.6 4.6 8.2 7.7 3.5 5.3 

(real) 7.3 10.8 4.8 6.7 7.4 3.6 2.6 -1.1 -5.0 -0.3 -5.0 -8.2 -3.9 

Social incomes (nominal) 13.3 21.2 12.0 18.4 16.2 13.8 10.1 14.2 14.7 13.2 11.2 8.2 12.9 

Other incomes (nominal) 1.0 -4.5 8.0 17.0 5.5 14.8 24.6 17.9 17.6 18.7 17.6 9.5 -2.0 

Table III.11  Basic data on household incomes y-o-y change in %

Source: CNB statistics



III.3.2 Employment and unemployment

Since 1997, aggregate employment has been falling while the unemployment rate has been on the rise.
These trends continued into 1998. In 1998 Q3, employment dropped by 1.3% compared with the
same period of 1997. Year-on-year, employment fell by 60,000 persons during the first three quarters
of 1998, and a decrease was seen in all sectors of the national economy (primary, secondary and
tertiary). 

As to the employment structure, there were above-average falls in the number of employed women,
foreigners and disabled people. The decrease in employment was predominantly cyclical in nature; in
connection with the decline in real GDP it hit all economic sectors, as well as all professional and age
groups.

In 1998 Q2 and Q3, overall employment fell more slowly than real GDP. This resulted in an absolute
year-on-year fall in whole-economy labour productivity (real GDP per employed person) in both
quarters. Although employment cannot be expected to react to real GDP growth in full and without
any time lag, the deteriorating level of labour productivity signalled an inefficient use of labour force
and continuing overemployment. For labour productivity not to have fallen in 1998 Q2 and Q3,
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1997 1998

1995 1996 1997 I/97 II/97 III/97 IV/97 I/98 II/98 III/98 IV/98

Number of persons employed in national economy 
(average numbers)

Y-o-y change in % 2.6 0.6 -1.0 -0.2 -0.3 -1.4 -1.4 -1.3 -1.4 -1.3 .

Natural persons - number (in thousands) 5011.6 5044 4922 4959.3 4967 4894 4908 4897 4899 4831 .

Number of unemployed 1)

Natural persons - number (in thousands) 153.0 186.3 268.9 199.6 202.6 247.6 268.9 284.1 289.5 350.7 386.9

Unemployment rate 2.9 3.5 5.2 3.9 4.0 4.8 5.2 5.5 5.6 6.8 7.5

Number of job applicants per vacancy 1) 1.7 2.2 4.3 2.3 2.5 3.4 4.3 4.4 5.0 6.8 10.3

Table III.12  Basic data on employment and unemployment

1) as of end of period

In the primary sector, the number of employees as of 30 September 1998 was down by 4.4% year-on-
year. From the sectoral point of view, the long-term decline in the number of employees continued in
both industries of the primary sector. In the secondary sector, employment fell by 1.8% year-on-year
overall; the decline was felt in all industries except manufacturing, and was biggest in construction
(down 11%). The number of employees in the tertiary sector decreased by 0.3% against the same
period of 1997, the biggest fall (8%) being registered in catering and accommodation.



In 1998, the seasonal trend in unemployment was similar to that of the same period of 1997, although
at a higher level. At the end of December, unemployment was running at 7.5% and the number of
unemployed persons was up by 118,000 year-on-year. Approximately one half of those seeking work
were receiving unemployment benefit. In regional terms, unemployment was highest in districts of
North Bohemia and North Moravia, where employment dropped significantly (particularly in mining).

Whereas in September 1998 there were 6.8 job applicants per vacancy on average, at the end of
December the figure was 10.3. The ever-widening disproportion between supply and demand for work
has resulted in an increase in the average duration of unemployment, which at present is about
300 days. The proportion of persons out of work for more than 6 months represents more than 40% of
the overall number of unemployed. Worst hit by unemployment are workers with lower qualifications
(people with basic education and apprenticeships), who accounted for 61% of all the unemployed as
of 30 September 1998. Disabled persons, school and university graduates, young people and women
(particularly those with small children) made up 83% of the overall volume of unemployment as of
31 December 1998.

III.4 Costs and prices

III.4.1 Producer prices

The gradual decline in year-on-year PPI inflation seen in Q2 and Q3 continued into Q4. In month-on-
month terms, producer prices were flat in October, before falling by 0.4% in both November and
December. As a result, the PPI in October fell by 0.4 percentage points year-on-year against the
previous month to 3.3%, and then to 2.8% in November and 2.2% in December.
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employment would have to have decreased by an additional 41,000 persons, all other things being
equal. Had all these persons been transferred to the register of job seekers, the unemployment rate as
of 30 September 1998 would not have been 6.8% but 7.6%. 

At the end of December 1998, unemployment was highest in the districts of Most (15.6%) and Louny
(15.5%). Unemployment rates of above 12% were registered also in the districts of Chomutov,
Karviná, Teplice and Pøerov, while the lowest values were recorded as usual in the districts of Prague-
East (1.6%), Prague-West (2.2%) and the City of Prague (2.3%).



This gradual decline in year-on-year PPI inflation was the result of favourable prices on global markets
(especially for energy raw materials � see part III.4.2), contracting domestic demand and, last but not
least, the koruna�s exchange rate. The extremely low oil prices (a 25-year low) in particular, together
with exchange rate developments, fed through into a substantial year-on-year decline in import prices
during 1998 Q3 and Q4. Above all, this affected prices in manufacturing (up by 2% year-on-year in
November), which has the largest influence on producer prices. Within manufacturing, the biggest
price falls were seen in coke production and oil refining (down 17.5% in November) and the chemical
industry (down 5% in November). Price growth in other branches of this sector was much lower than
in previous quarters of 1998. In contrast, the year-on-year rise in prices in mining and in the production
and distribution of water, electricity and gas remained relatively buoyant in Q4. 
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The longer-term trend of a moderate fall in the year-on-year growth of construction work prices
continued into 1998 Q4. Although prices went up month-on-month by 0.5% in October, 0.4% in
November and 0.4% in December, the year-on-year rise slowed from 8.1% in October to 7.7% in
November and 7.2% in December. Nevertheless, inflation in this area is relatively high, mainly
because of the continuing wage growth (which is in sharp contrast with the trend in the volume of
construction work), together with a steady rise in prices of building materials. At the same time, the
influence of the constant demand from the �grey� economy cannot be ignored. However, the overall
reduction in domestic demand has been gradually weakening these factors.

After a slowdown in year-on-year growth in Q3, agricultural producer prices fell significantly in 1998
Q4, (-2.4% in October, -7.5% in November and -9.5% in December). As in Q3, this decline was
mainly due to much lower crop prices (resulting in particular from the favourable 1998 harvest and the
potential threat of imports of subsidised wheat from Hungary). However, the influence of grain prices
on the overall growth in agricultural producer prices will be multiplied, because crops have a
substantially greater weight in the agricultural PPI in the second half of the year than in the first half.
Another reason for the decline was a substantial year-on-year fall in livestock prices of 7.6% in
November and 8.1% in December. This was caused mainly by a fall in pork prices due to imports of
subsidised pork from EU countries (prices of pigs fell by 2% in October and 13.7% in November year-
on-year) and by lower growth or stagnation of prices for other livestock products.
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III.4.2 Import prices 

Prices of basic raw materials, which are imported into the Czech Republic in substantial volumes,
remained quite favourable in 1998 Q4 from the point of view of their effect on domestic price levels.
The HWWA index, an aggregate price index of raw materials and foodstuffs, dropped by 26.7% year-
on-year in October�November. Prices of energy raw materials fell the most (down 33.4%). The price of
Ural crude stood at USD 10.45 per barrel, down 43% against the average for 1997. Prices of industrial
raw materials and food commodities continued to fall significantly in 1998 Q4. Global prices of raw
materials and foodstuffs reflected the ongoing excess of supply over demand.

Import prices, monitored by the CSO selection index, have been falling more and more since June
1998 in year-on-year comparison (down 8.7% in October). This extraordinarily favourable trend has
resulted from the significant drop in raw material prices on global markets and the considerable
appreciation of the koruna.
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IV. MONETARY POLICY MEASURES AND INFLATION OUTLOOK

IV.1 Inflation and its determinants � an overview of the main trends

The disinflationary process continued into 1998 Q4. In September, all inflation indicators (except for
the inflation rate) reached their lowest levels since the start of the year. Year-on-year net inflation
dropped by 2.6 percentage points from 4.3% in September to 1.7% in December. This was rather more
than in Q3, when it fell by 2.2 percentage points (from 6.5% in June to 4.3% in September). The
slowdown in net inflation during 1998 gradually changed into an absolute decline. This trend
strengthened in the final few months of the year. Between March and December the prices of goods
and services constituting net inflation dropped by 0.6%, while in Q4 they fell by almost 0.9%. Food
prices, which developed much more favourably than in the same period of 1997, contributed most to
the fall in net inflation. In September they rose by 3.1% year-on-year, whereas in December they fell
by 1.2%. Adjusted inflation fell from 5.1% to 3.7% in the same period.

The slowdown in net inflation and in the rate of growth of regulated prices fed through into a
slowdown in overall inflation. Year-on-year CPI inflation fell by 2 percentage points from 8.8% in
September to 6.8% in December. Compared with the previous period, the disinflation slowed a little,
as in Q3 the year-on-year CPI fell by 3.2 points. The inflation rate, measured by the moving average of
the CPI, dropped from 11.4% in September to 10.7% in December, ie by 0.7 percentage points.

The above information shows that year-on-year net inflation in December was 3.8 percentage points
below the lower limit of the short-term inflation target range of 5.5%�6.5% set for the end of the year.
The more marked decline in inflation is the result of the exceptionally favourable effects of strong anti-
inflationary factors on both the demand and supply side, particularly costs. As described in detail in
Chapter II, an important role is being played by external factors which are either partly (the koruna�s
exchange rate) or completely (raw material prices on global markets) outside the reach of the central
bank�s monetary policy. According to CNB estimates, these factors had an influence of between 2 and
3 percentage points on net inflation in 1998. In other words, had this influence remained at the
February level in the second half of the year, net inflation would have been lying between 3.7% and
4.7% in December 1998. Subsidised imports of agricultural products from the EU and the continuing
struggle among retail chains for domestic market shares also played a role in the non-fulfilment of the
inflation target. The restrictive macroeconomic measures, including the tightening of monetary policy
since mid-1996 as well as the strongly restrictive fiscal and income measures of the two �government
packages� from April and May 1997, also had significant effects, especially on domestic demand and
wage and monetary development.

The decline in import prices, monitored by the CSO selection index, accelerated from June 1998 in
year-on-year terms, reaching 8.7% in October. This exceptionally favourable trend was largely due to
the continuing decline in global prices of raw materials and food commodities and to the koruna�s
appreciation since Q3 (in year-on-year terms). 

The rate of decline in domestic effective demand, which was running at -4.6% year-on-year in Q2,
slowed to -1.5% in Q3. Substantial changes occurred in the structure of domestic final demand. The
year-on-year contraction in household consumption, which stood at -7% in Q2, slowed considerably
in Q3 to -0.9%. In Q3, the year-on-year fall in gross fixed capital formation slowed to -3.1% (from
-4.1% in Q2). The persisting decline in investment activity reflects the tight financial situation of
businesses ensuing from the low level of their own resources and difficult access to credit and funds
from the capital market. The 0.8% year-on-year fall in government consumption in Q3 was a reflection
of the government�s effort to make savings in the state budget. 

The rapid disinflationary process was accompanied by an overall decline in economic activity. In Q3,
GDP fell by 2.9% year-on-year, ie 0.5 percentage points more than in Q2. Whereas in the first half of
the year the improvement in net exports counteracted the decline in domestic demand, in Q3 this
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effect substantially weakened and the contribution from net exports to GDP growth was fairly
insignificant.

Domestic demand in Q4 was affected not only by a moderate easing of monetary policy, but also by
fiscal and income policies. The state budget ran a deficit of approximately CZK 29 bn for
January�December, compared with a surplus of CZK 6.2 bn for January�September. This resulted from
an accumulation of extraordinary expenditures at the end of the year. In 1998 Q3, the decline in real
wages slowed sharply. In Q2 average real wages fell by 5% year-on-year, whereas in Q3 they dropped
by only 0.3%. This was particularly apparent in the business sector, where the average real wage
decline of 1.4% in Q2 was replaced by a rise of 1.2% in Q3. This upturn in real wages was brought
about by the inertia of wages in nominal terms and by declining CPI inflation. Faster growth in nominal
wages in the corporate sector continued to be prevented by the tight financial situation of most firms,
the ongoing restructuring, and increasing competition in the labour market, which worsened the
position of employees in wage bargaining.

Monetary developments in Q4 were consistent with the continuing disinflationary process. In Q4, year-
on-year money supply growth gradually declined from 7.8% in September to 5.7% in November,
largely as a result of low increases in lending, which has not yet picked up despite radical cuts in
interest rates. The main reasons were the greater effectiveness of investing in high-quality and less risky
assets (eg CNB bills) compared with credits, and the continuing prudence of banks in granting new
credits. The high proportion of risk credits is forcing banks to create reserves to cover them, which in
turn is taking its toll on profits. 

The rapid decline in the growth of all price indices created favourable conditions for an improvement in
inflation expectations during Q4. In mid-1998, the yield curve changed from upward sloping to
inverted, and in Q4 the slope became more negative and the curve shifted to a lower level. 

The improving inflation expectations, accompanied by favourable cost factors and the contraction in
domestic demand, fed through into a further deceleration of PPI inflation, which is an aggregate
indicator of cost pressures. This decline, however, was slower in Q4 than in Q3, with PPI inflation
falling from 5.6% in June to 3.7% in September and 2.2% in December year-on-year. A longer-term
downward trend is persisting for prices of construction work. After a slowdown in growth in Q3,
agricultural producer prices recorded a substantial fall in Q4 (-2.4% in October, -7.5% in November
and -9.5% in December). The increasing real unit wage costs in industry and construction in Q3
signified a turnaround in the previous positive wage trends. However, this has yet to be felt at the
macroeconomic level in the form of cost inflationary pressures. 

IV.2 Monetary policy

The development of inflation factors in 1998 Q4 and the gradual updating of inflation forecasts opened
up room for further cuts in the key interest rates through which the CNB influences monetary and
economic developments. As mentioned in the October Inflation Report, the CNB started to lower
interest rates during Q3. Further strong impulses for rate cuts occurred in Q4.

The falling inflation forecasts for 1999, especially for the first half of the year, were the main reason for
the rate cuts. At the same time, an increasing number of indicators were signalling that the
disinflationary character of economic development was strengthening in Q4. Evidence for the
significant weakening of future inflationary pressures was provided above all by the positive influence
of cost factors, predominantly external in nature, and by the exceptional and seasonally atypical
disinflationary trend in the food market. The ongoing reduction in domestic demand during Q3
confirmed that the effects of the co-ordinated fiscal, income and monetary restrictions introduced in
mid-1997 were intensifying. Another important stimulus for lowering interest rates was the rate cuts
made by many foreign central banks in connection with falling inflation, declining economic growth in



numerous countries and the establishment of the euro. The cuts were also partly motivated by the low
effectiveness of the interest rate transmission channel in credit creation. 

The rate cuts in Q4 were faster than in Q3. The most important CNB rate � the 2W repo rate � was
lowered in four steps by 4 percentage points during Q4, from 13.5% to 9.5%, each time by one
percentage point (in Q3, this rate was lowered by 1.5 percentage points from 15% to 13.5%). The
discount rate was decreased in two steps by 4 percentage points from 11.5% to 7.5% (in Q3 in one
step by 1.5 percentage points from 13% to 11.5%). The Lombard rate was reduced in two steps by
3.5 percentage points from 16% to 12.5% (in Q3 in one step by 3 percentage points from 19% to
16%). The manoeuvre to lower rates was divided into several steps to minimise the risk of shocks on
the financial markets and to prevent the disruption of balanced domestic development.

On 27 November, the Bank Board set the short-term net inflation target for the end of 1999 at
4.5% ± 0.5 percentage points. This target was derived from the conditional inflation forecast in the
context of a long-term disinflationary process aimed at achieving price stability comparable with EMU
countries. The purpose of this step was to make the CNB�s conception for short-term inflation more
precise and to help anchor the inflation expectations of economic entities and stabilise price
development in 1999. The interval of ±0.5 percentage points was set to cover the current degree of
volatility of economic and monetary variables, the admissible level of inaccuracy of inflation forecasts,
and the imperfect knowledge of the transmission mechanism, including the relevant and varying lags.
Part of declaring the 1999 target was the adoption of a concept of so-called exceptions. Exceptions
from meeting the inflation targets are defined as extraordinary and unforeseen factors causing
deviations from the inflation target for which the central bank cannot bear responsibility. These factors
include: substantial deviations of global prices of raw materials, energy sources and other commodities
from the prediction; major deviations of the koruna�s exchange rate from the prediction, provided these
changes are not connected with economic fundamentals and are not the result of domestic monetary
policy; marked changes in the conditions for agricultural production with an impact on agricultural
producer prices; and, finally, natural disasters or similar extraordinary events with cost and demand
impacts on prices. These factors are, by their nature, outside the short-term reach of monetary policy
instruments. 

As emphasised in the first Inflation Report in April 1998, one of the attributes of inflation targeting is the
influencing of inflation expectations. In Q4 the Bank Board continued to work with the public in order
to increase the transparency and understanding of present and future monetary policy. The CNB
launched another round of consultations with trade union representatives on future economic and
monetary developments, focusing on the expected progress of inflation. The aim of these negotiations
was to acquaint the unions with inflation projections and help form inflation expectations that would,
during wage bargaining, be consistent with the medium-term disinflationary process. 

In line with the medium-term plan to lower the minimum reserve requirement declared by the CNB in
mid-1998 the Bank Board decided on 17 December to cut the MRR on primary deposits from 7.5% to
5%, effective 28 January 1999. This forms part of the efforts to harmonise monetary policy instruments
with those used in EMU and to create internationally comparable conditions to boost the
competitiveness of the domestic banking sector. 

IV.3 Future inflation factors

Most inflation factors will probably have disinflationary effects in 1999 H1. In H2, the CNB expects a
slight increase in net inflation.

The exceptionally favourable trends for external factors, which contributed to a rapid fall in import
prices in 1998, will probably gradually unwind. Prices of some commodities on world markets are
currently at their lowest levels for several decades, which reduces the probability of their recent rapid
rate of decline being maintained. The expected changes in the external environment � decelerating
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global economic growth and disinflationary trends � will not create conditions for price growth in the
near future. 

The koruna�s exchange rate in 1999 will be subject to various contradictory processes. The favourable
recent trend for the ratio of the current account to GDP will not, despite a potential slight deterioration
in 1999, revive pressures for a weakening of the exchange rate. The cuts in domestic interest rates in
1998 H2 were partly offset by a reduction of rates in advanced economies and by a lowering of the risk
premium. As a result, investment in koruna instruments remains attractive, which means the current
volume of foreign capital inflow will be maintained or even grow moderately. On the other hand, there
exists a risk of economic problems being transferred from Southeast Asia, Russia, Slovakia and South
America. This may increase investors� lack of confidence in the emerging markets, including the Czech
Republic, and lead to a weakening of the koruna�s exchange rate.

The expected slowdown of the year-on-year decline (or very moderate rise) in domestic demand in
1999 will not substantially increase inflationary pressures. Because of the limited possibilities for
increasing state budget revenues, the rise in government spending will result in a widening public
finance deficit. The ratio of this deficit to GDP, which including hidden debt was running at about
1.5%�2.3% at the end of 1998, is nearing the 3% limit set by the Maastricht Treaty, which the
Government has stated it will not exceed. The outlook for real wages in 1999 is uncertain due to
contradictory influences. Wage growth in budgetary and subsidised organisations in 1999 will feed
through into real wage growth not only directly, but also indirectly through stronger pressure for wage
rises in the corporate sector. The declining labour productivity, if the trends from 1998 Q2 and Q3
continue, will narrow the room for non-inflationary wage development. The rise in real unit wage costs
in industry and construction in 1998 Q3 has yet to have a significant effect on overall real unit wage
costs, largely because of a wage freeze in budgetary and subsidised organisations. After wage tariffs in
this sector are increased for 1999, the only factor acting against wage-cost inflationary pressures will be
the expected further rise in unemployment.

The rapid fall in interest rates in 1998 H2 has so far not had much effect on lending. The prerequisites
for a revival of new credit extension are an overall upturn in the economy and the adoption of certain
institutional and legislative measures. These should be directed at resolving the existing inappropriate
situation in the relationships between creditors and debtors to allow faster write-offs of bad debts
against reserves and more effective foreclosure proceedings in the case of defaulted loans. This,
however, probably exceeds the 1999 horizon.

At the same time, the improving inflation expectations, reflecting favourable inflation developments in
1999 H1, will counteract the potential expansion of cost inflationary pressures. This will probably
result in an only moderate increase in PPI inflation.

IV.4 Inflation outlook

As in the October Inflation Report, the CNB�s conditional inflation forecast in this report assumes that
the anti-inflationary economic and monetary environment will continue in the near future. The
projected inflation factors suggest that all inflation indicators will drop in 1999 H1. Year-on-year net
inflation indices will move between -0.1% and 1.5%. Owing to the lesser extent of regulated price
increases in January 1999, the year-on-year CPI should be lying between 3.1% and 4.2% in mid-1999. 

The CNB expects that the exceptionally favourable action of inflation factors will probably gradually
unwind during the second half of 1999. In 1999, domestic demand will stop contracting and may rise
slightly in year-on-year terms. Nevertheless, the generally subdued domestic demand situation will
continue to restrict the room for cost-push inflation. Inflationary pressures in the world economy will
be weak, but external price factors cannot be expected to develop as favourably as in 1998. Wages
remain a certain risk factor for inflation in 1999. Given the inertia in average nominal wages and the
present fall in inflation, wage-cost pressures may gradually strengthen. 
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Inflation will pick up slightly in the second half of 1999. The latest net inflation forecast indicates that
year-on-year net inflation will be between 2.5% and 5.5% at the end of 1999, depending mainly on
the koruna�s exchange rate. Prices of raw materials and other commodities on global markets remain
an uncertain element in this outlook. This may be reflected in significant import price fluctuations if the
volatility of the exchange rate increases. In view of these uncertainties, the forecast inflation interval is
wider than that for the short-term target set for the end of 1999. The inflation forecasts will be gradually
updated during the year and will serve as the main guide for monetary policy to ensure that monetary
conditions allow the inflation target to be met. Year-on-year CPI inflation will be somewhere between
4.2% and 6.4% at the end of 1999.
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MINUTES OF THE BANK BOARD MEETING

Minutes of the CNB Board Meeting on 26 October 1998

Present at the meeting: 
Josef To�ovský (Governor), Jan Vít (Vice-Governor), Miroslav Hrnèíø (Chief Executive Director), 
Ota Kaftan (Chief Executive Director), Jiøí Pospí�il (Chief Executive Director) 

The Board assessed the short- and medium-term inflation outlook in the context of the newly available
September data. By the end of 1998, net inflation should be significantly below the lower bounds of
the target interval. In the first half of 1999, net inflation will most likely experience a temporary
slowdown. In the second half of the year, net inflation will return to the disinflation trajectory implied
by the medium-term target for the year 2000. 

During the discussion, many reasons were given for this shifting development. Net inflation was
strongly affected by an external shock, notably a drop in the world prices of some imported
commodities which in turn led to an acceleration of the disinflation process. The combined effects of
the positive price demand shock with fiscal and wage developments, in reality more restrictive than
expected at the beginning of the year, had set in. Due to significant uncertainty stemming from
international financial developments, it was difficult to avoid a cumulation of factors acting in the same
direction during decisions on monetary policy measures. The rate of the disinflation process can be
classified ex post as fairly rapid. 

In addition, the Bank Board analysed the international economic outlook for 1999. International factors
will play a significant role in monetary policy decision-making next year as well. In all probability,
there will be a drop in international economic activity. Financial developments could be affected by a
cut in US interest rates and in turn by a relative cut in European rates (in connection to euro
introduction), because rates will converge to the lower boundary instead of the originally expected
convergence to the medial values of European interest rates. After the introduction of the euro, the
koruna could become one of the alternative currencies. As a result, increased uncertainty about the
future of exchange rate developments must be taken into consideration, because a strong inflow of
capital or worsening of the indicators for the current account causing a reverse outflow effect cannot be
ruled out. 

The Bank Board assessed the current risk factors influencing the Czech economy. Substantial
uncertainty exists in relation to wage and fiscal developments for next year. The likelihood of lowering
this uncertainty in the area of wages is significantly higher than last year considering that consistency in
inflation and wages had not been attained last year due to objective reasons, mainly time
inconsistencies. During the meeting, a consensus was reached on initiating informative meetings with
professional and labour organisations with the aim of creating conditions for long-term economic
stability. A favourable situation would be if wage negotiations could be integrated into the framework
of a realistic inflation outlook with the possibility of using inflation clauses. 

It was stressed that the inflation target for the year 2000 is so far the only valid medium-term economic
target announced for the Czech economy. Uncertainty on fiscal development could be lowered by the
government's medium-term economic outlook for this area. Lowering uncertainty would help the
central bank arrive at an optimal disinflation trajectory, because monetary policy would not react to
economic development in isolation. 

Opinions during the meeting on the assessment of the proposal for cutting rates were presented from
two points of view. First of all, with the expected development in 1999, a cut in rates was evaluated as
a reaction to the shifting inflation outlook. This problem should be partially solved through the
accommodation of the positive price shock to the disinflation trajectory and partially through sharp rate
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cuts in advance. Due to a drop in net inflation to low values in the first half of the year, it is important
to prevent sharp increases in real rates even though the annual inflation outlook coincides with the
disinflation trajectory. 

The central bank should guard against sharp deviations or a reversal in inflation. The proposed solution
can prevent rates from being lowered in a period when it might be necessary to respond to
developments in the second half of 1999. The risks of this solution in comparison to a slower lowering
of rates reside more in the uncertainty on fiscal and wage developments of domestic factors (public
finance, real wages) than in external factors. These risks cannot be lowered by making the inflation
outlook more accurate. The active involvement of the central bank should help in lowering the
uncertainty. 

The proposal was also assessed in a backward-looking manner as a completed manoeuvre of rate
landing at the level attained before the May 1997 turbulence. Landing occurred at a higher level of ex
ante real rates in a period of economic recession and for this reason, it does not entail monetary policy
easing. Further space could be created for cutting rates if wage negotiations are consistent with the
central bank's inflation outlook. The opposite situation, though, would create dangerous overshooting
of monetary policy easing. Following a sharp cut in rates, there are two anti-inflation safety valves:
prudent behaviour on the part of banks and the possibility of an expected real increase in household
incomes. 

After assessment of the economic outlook, the CNB Board unanimously decided to cut the 2W repo
rate by 1 percentage point from 13.5% to 12.5%, to cut the discount rate by 1.5 percentage points from
11.5% to 10% and the Lombard rate by 1 percentage point from 16% to 15% effective 27 October
1998. In addition, the introduction of an O/N deposit facility was approved and will take effect
1 December 1998. This involves monetary and technical measures which are aimed at simplifying the
management of the liquidity of financial market participants and at gradually harmonising CNB
instruments with the instruments of the ECB. 
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Minutes of the CNB Board Meeting on 12 November 1998

Present at the meeting: 
Josef To�ovský (Governor), Jan Vít (Vice-Governor), Pavel Kysilka (Vice-Governor), 
Miroslav Hrnèíø (Chief Executive Director), Ota Kaftan (Chief Executive Director), 
Ludìk Niedermayer (Chief Executive Director), Jiøí Pospí�il (Chief Executive Director) 

During discussions on setting the inflation target for 1999, the CNB Board assessed the current data on
economic and monetary developments. The source of this new data is CNB analysts' reassessment of
inflation forecasts for the end of this year and for 1999. It was stated that the existing macroeconomic
framework possesses a strong anti-inflation character that will temporarily push net inflation values,
especially at the beginning of next year, even further below the announced medium-term target. 

The main cause of the unexpectedly sharp drop in inflation in the second half of 1998 was a supply
shock generated by world economic developments and prices of imported commodities. This shock
interacted in the Czech economy with the effects of restrictive pressure from the previously set
parameters of monetary and fiscal policy. Significant improvement in the external and internal
macroeconomic equilibrium is connected to capital inflow and koruna appreciation which puts further
restrictions on monetary conditions. 

Current world economic indicators reveal that in less stabilised regions there is reduced risk of the
global effects of a crisis. Internal factors indicate a clear tendency towards more prudent wage
development even though there are doubts as to whether this trend will continue into next year. Money
supply growth will move more in the lower part of the permitted range. Due to behavioural changes in
the group of large domestic banks, credit activity will decline to a certain extent. Inflation expectations
are positive, as confirmed by the inverse slope of the yield curves and the population's continued
propensity to save. 

CNB Board members agreed that at this time, there is a reasonably large amount of room for cutting
interest rates. At the same time, members refused the notion that interest rates alone affect the
performance of the economy and its recovery and stressed that a fundamental condition for renewing
growth is the implementation of essential structural, institutional and legislative changes. In particular,
questions were raised concerning the transmission mechanism and the time lag effects of monetary
policy decision-making on domestic demand as well as the impact of the expected non-linear course of
inflation for monetary policy adjustments next year. 

A proposal was made during assessment of the 1999 inflation outlook to ease monetary policy further
by cutting interest rates. In this context, some indications from the previous period were given that
attempts by politicians to influence the board decision-making process could possibly cause
misinterpretation of any adopted measures. The need to adopt a short-term inflation target for 1999 that
would be consistent with the current forecast was also stressed. 

By a majority vote, the Bank Board decided to cut the CNB two-week repo rate by one percentage
point from 12.5% to 11.5%, effective 13 November 1998. 
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Minutes of the CNB Board Meeting on 3 December 1998

Present at the meeting: 
Josef To�ovský (Governor), Jan Vít (Vice-Governor), Pavel Kysilka (Vice-Governor), 
Miroslav Hrnèíø (Chief Executive Director), Ludìk Niedermayer (Chief Executive Director), 
Jiøí Pospí�il (Chief Executive Director) 
Ivo Svoboda (Czech Minister of Finance) 

On the basis of the regularly issued report on monetary and economic development, the CNB Board
assessed the setting of monetary policy parameters in relation to expected inflation development and
the macroeconomic situation in the Czech Republic. All members of the Board agreed that further
room exists for cutting interest rates. Nevertheless, the current situation does not indicate that any
significant change in the credit activity of commercial banks will occur. 

Evaluation of the criteria for specifying the optimal interest rate level and identifying the sensitivity
limits of the exchange rate and savings deposits for interest rate changes was the main topic of
discussion. From this standpoint, deciding on rate changes is now more complex than in the past. The
level of interest rates from the first half of 1996 can be used as a benchmark for assessing real interest
rates on newly granted credits. 

The Board assessed the likelihood of various economic scenarios in the Czech Republic in relation to
changing international as well as domestic conditions. A quick recovery based on demand growth was,
nonetheless, seen as the least realistic of all. 

Board members stressed once again that the main cause of net inflation falling well below the set range
is the unexpected, sharp drop in the prices of raw materials and food on world markets. The world
economic situation indicates that the period of extremely slow inflation will likely continue even well
into next year. This provides more space for flexible monetary policy in the future. 

The Board has taken into consideration the current information on lowering interest rates in the
majority of Western European countries and views it as a signal of long-term suppression of demand-
led inflation impulses. 

At the close of the discussion and after a careful examination of the analyses and current data, the CNB
Board decided unanimously to cut the two-week repo rate by one percentage point from 11.5% to
10.5%, effective 4 December 1998. The next Bank Board meeting on monetary and economic
development will take place on 28 January 1999. 
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Minutes of the CNB Board Meeting on 17 December 1998

Present at the meeting: 
Josef To�ovský (Governor), Jan Vít (Vice-Governor), Pavel Kysilka (Vice-Governor), 
Miroslav Hrnèíø. (Chief Executive Director), Ota Kaftan (Chief Executive Director), 
Ludìk Niedermayer (Chief Executive Director), Jiøí Pospí�il (Chief Executive Director)
Ivo Svoboda (Czech Minister of Finance) 

During its regular meeting, the CNB Board discussed several different approaches to setting the
medium-term inflation target for 2001 and longer-term inflation targets. On the basis of the analytical
framework provided, Bank Board members were in agreement that the ultimate long-term goal of
monetary policy is clear and explicit, ie creation of conditions for the Czech Republic's accession to
the European Monetary Union. For this reason, the economic conditions connected to joining the euro
block (rate of inflation, level of long-term interest rates) have a normative character. The only
remaining concern now will be the path to take for reaching this goal. 

At the beginning of 1999, the Czech National Bank will present its views on long-term monetary policy
strategy to the government and the public. The announcement of the medium-term inflation target for
2001 will also be presented at this time. 

The CNB Board also discussed a proposal for lowering minimum reserve requirements and for making
some adjustments in the calculation methods. The Board stated that the role of minimum reserve
requirements in monetary policy is gradually losing significance. The main reason then for lowering
these rates is to strengthen the financial status and competitiveness of the domestic banking sector as
well as to initiate further steps towards harmonising monetary policy instruments with those of the
European Union. In addition, the Board evaluated the effect that minimum reserve cuts would have on
the necessary and anticipated demonetisation of the public debt and on some of the technical issues
concerning clearing settlement. 

On the basis of the proposal and related discussion, the Board decided unanimously to lower the rate
base of minimum reserve requirements from the current 7.5% to 5% (existing preferential rates for
some banks remaining unchanged). The base for calculating minimum reserves will be supplemented
with the remaining primary debt in foreign currency which, up to this point and time, has not been
accurately classified in accounting (client credits, deposits of government and municipal institutions
and issued debt securities with maturities of up to 5 years). These measures will come into effect 28
January 1999. 
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Minutes of the Extraordinary CNB Board Meeting on 22 December 1998

Present at the meeting:
Josef To�ovský (Governor), Pavel Kysilka (Vice-Governor), Jan Vít (Vice-Governor), 
Miroslav Hrnèíø (Chief Executive Director), Ota Kaftan (Chief Executive Director), 
Ludìk Niedermayer (Chief Executive Director), Jiøí Pospí�il (Chief Executive Director) 

The Bank Board opened the meeting by assessing the newly available information on economic
development. The current situation indicates that the trends of slowing inflation and declining economic
activity are still strengthening. A close analysis of the decline in GDP by components shows that the share
of household consumption in GDP is no longer declining. Fixed machinery investment has slowed, and
construction investment is falling. Nevertheless, about 50% of the decline in GDP can be attributed to
changes in stock reserves. This area is traditionally where all of the errors are contained, and for this
reason, developments are difficult to interpret. Prices indices in sectors that are relatively open indicate
slower growth than in more closed sectors. The yield curve is inverted with a slightly wider spread. 

The Board meeting primarily addressed the issue of monetary policy strategy for 1999 with the aim of
securing the disinflation process as specified by the inflation targets for 1999 and 2000. The Board
confirmed the positive inflation outlook for 1999. Domestic factors, mainly curbed domestic demand,
will probably not cause any inflationary pressures in the economy. From this point of view, the Czech
economy has entered a new phase of development characterised by low inflation. 

This new development prompted the Board to consider steps towards shifting the band for the base
rates (discount and Lombard rates) and the repo rate, so that it would correspond to a low inflation
environment. Two options were explored: a) lowering the base rates by 2% and the repo rate by 1%, b)
lowering the base rates by 3% and the repo rate by 1.5%. 

The discussion also focused on inflation risks in 1999. There are two groups of factors that could lead
to a reversal in inflation development and cause inflation in 1999 to deviate from the outlook projected
in December 1998. The first group includes the response of domestic economic entities to the
transition to low inflation. If inflation expectations are not consistent with the positive outlook, inflation
impulses will undoubtedly develop in the economy. One occurrence of inconsistency could be wage
negotiations based on an over-targeted inflation forecast. An opinion was given that, to a certain extent,
this type of inconsistency could be eliminated by the self-regulatory mechanism of the hard budget
constraints that corporations face now. 

The second group of risk factors is made up of the effects of the external environment that, in the form
of a variety of shocks, could affect the domestic economy. The world economic situation in 1998 was
driven by extraordinarily favourable price development and a significant fall in commodity prices. At
the present time, it is especially difficult to predict future developments in world price indices. Given
the openness of the Czech economy, this particular situation causes increased uncertainty for the 1999
inflation outlook. For similar reasons, it is very difficult to predict developments on financial markets
which were shaped in 1998 by the effects of the Russian and Asian crises. 

The Bank Board discussed how the given risks could potentially affect monetary policy strategy in
1999. If any of these risks develop, the central bank would then assess the resulting situation as an
exogenous shock. This, in turn, would increase the likelihood of reverse inflation development in the
second half of 1999. In this case, it would be necessary to modify the current inflation outlook in an
upward direction. In the case of deviation from the targeted path, an increase in rates would be in
order. The Bank Board agreed that any reversal in development should, however, be relatively slow. It
was mentioned that even if a reversal does occur, leaving nominal rates at their original levels could
still cause extensive volatility in real rates. 

On the basis of the discussion, the CNB Bank Board decided unanimously to lower the two-week repo
rate by 1 percentage point from 10.5% to 9.5%, to lower the discount rate by 2.5% percentage points,
from 10% to 7.5% and the Lombard rate by 2.5% percentage points from 15% to 12.5%, effective 23
December 1998. 
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.k�×�@ÎkbÌÂ�XkÅ ¥° Ð²� æ²Õ æ²¥ æ²p æ²Õ æ²z Ð²� Õ²Õ æ²¥ æ²Õ æ²p æ²¥

Ì¯X��ÎÂ�N×Î���ÌÎ�Ì�,�Ì��x�@Î���° ¥° æ²p� æ²æz æ²æÐ æ²¥p æ²æz æ²¥Õ æ²�¥ æ²zÕ æ²æÕ æ²æz æ²¥p æ²æÐ

��x�×k�XkÌ�xÌ��b�ÂkXÎÌÎ@ßÌ�Â�ÞÎ�Ì��Ì×�Âk�×�@ÎkbÌÂ�XkÅ

Ì¯X��ÎÂ�N×Î���ÌÎ�Ì�,�Ì��x�@Î���° æ²Ð} æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ

"kÎÌ��x�@Î��� ¥²} æ²Ê æ²É æ²Ê æ²Ê æ²p æ²¥ �æ²} æ²Ð æ²Ê æ²z æ²É

Ì¯X��ÎÂ�N×Î���ÌÎ�Ì�,�Ì��x�@Î���° ¥° ¥²æÉ æ²}} æ²zz æ²}z æ²}� æ²ÊÐ æ²æp �æ²Ð} æ²Õz æ²}z æ²Ð} æ²zæ

�xÌÞ��X�x��b ¥° Õ²Ð æ²Ê ¥²¥ æ²� æ²p ¥²¥ �¥²æ �¥²} æ²Õ ¥²æ æ²z æ²�

Ì¯X��ÎÂ�N×Î���ÌÎ�Ì�,�Ì��x�@Î���° ¥° æ²ÉÊ æ²¥� æ²Ðz æ²Ðæ æ²Õp æ²ÐÉ �æ²ÐÐ �æ²}Ê æ²æÊ æ²Ð¥ æ²¥z æ²Ðæ

@b�×ÅÎkbÌ��x�@Î��� ¥° æ²É æ²Ê æ²z æ²} æ²z æ²Ê æ²� æ²Ð æ²} æ²Ð æ²} æ²}

Ì¯X��ÎÂ�N×Î���ÌÎ�Ì�,�Ì��x�@Î���° ¥° æ²Ð¥ æ²Õz æ²Õæ æ²¥Ê æ²Õ¥ æ²ÕÊ æ²}¥ æ²¥Õ æ²¥� æ²¥} æ²¥� æ²Õæ

¥��É

���Å×�kÂÌÂ�XkÅ ¥²Õ æ²Ð æ²¥ æ²Ê æ²¥ ¥²Õ Ð²z æ²É æ²Ê æ²} æ²} æ²z

.k�×�@ÎkbÌÂ�XkÅ ¥° Õ²Ê æ²Ð æ²¥ ¥²¥ æ²Ð æ²Õ ¥Ê²æ æ²Õ æ²z æ²æ æ²¥ æ²¥

Ì¯X��ÎÂ�N×Î���ÌÎ�Ì�,�Ì��x�@Î���° ¥° æ²zÐ æ²æÊ æ²æÕ æ²ÕÐ æ²æÊ æ²æ} Ð²Ðæ æ²æ} æ²¥Ð æ²ææ æ²æÕ æ²æÐ

��x�×k�XkÌ�xÌ��b�ÂkXÎÌÎ@ßÌ�Â�ÞÎ�Ì��Ì×�Âk�×�@ÎkbÌÂ�XkÅ

Ì¯X��ÎÂ�N×Î���ÌÎ�Ì�,�Ì��x�@Î���° æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ

"kÎÌ��x�@Î��� æ²p æ²Ð æ²¥ æ²z æ²¥ ¥²} æ²Õ æ²p æ²Ê æ²Ê æ²z æ²Ê

Ì¯X��ÎÂ�N×Î���ÌÎ�Ì�,�Ì��x�@Î���° ¥° æ²ÊÉ æ²ÕÉ æ²æ� æ²Ðp æ²æ� ¥²¥Ð æ²¥z æ²Êz æ²}p æ²}} æ²}æ æ²}Ð

�xÌÞ��X�x��b ¥° ¥²Ð æ²æ �æ²¥ æ²Ð �æ²Õ Õ²æ �æ²� æ²Ê æ²É æ²É æ²z æ²É

Ì¯X��ÎÂ�N×Î���ÌÎ�Ì�,�Ì��x�@Î���° ¥° æ²}Õ æ²æ¥ �æ²æ} æ²¥¥ �æ²æÊ æ²ÊÐ �æ²Ð¥ æ²¥� æ²Õæ æ²Õ¥ æ²¥z æ²ÕÐ

@b�×ÅÎkbÌ��x�@Î��� ¥° æ²z æ²Ê æ²Ð æ²Ê æ²Ð ¥²¥ ¥²æ ¥²æ æ²Ê æ²z æ²z æ²}

Ì¯X��ÎÂ�N×Î���ÌÎ�Ì�,�Ì��x�@Î���° ¥° æ²Õz æ²ÕÊ æ²¥Ð æ²ÕÉ æ²¥z æ²zæ æ²}Ê æ²}Ê æ²ÕÉ æ²ÕÐ æ²Õz æ²Õæ

¥��p

���Å×�kÂÌÂ�XkÅ }²æ æ²Ê æ²¥ æ²Ð æ²¥ æ²Ð ¥²� �æ²Õ æ²¥ �æ²Õ �æ²Õ �æ²Õ

.k�×�@ÎkbÌÂ�XkÅ ¥° �²Ð æ²} æ²Õ æ²Ê æ²æ æ²¥ p²} æ²æ æ²¥ æ²Õ æ²æ æ²æ

Ì¯X��ÎÂ�N×Î���ÌÎ�Ì�,�Ì��x�@Î���° ¥° Õ²¥Ð æ²æ� æ²æÐ æ²¥Ð æ²æ¥ æ²æÐ Õ²æÉ æ²æ¥ æ²æÐ æ²æ} æ²ææ æ²æ¥

��x�×k�XkÌ�xÌ��b�ÂkXÎÌÎ@ßÌ�Â�ÞÎ�Ì��Ì×�Âk�×�@ÎkbÌÂ�XkÅ

Ì¯X��ÎÂ�N×Î���ÌÎ�Ì�,�Ì��x�@Î���° æ²ÉÐ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ æ²ææ

"kÎÌ��x�@Î��� ¥²z æ²É æ²¥ æ²Õ æ²¥ æ²} �æ²Õ �æ²Ð æ²¥ �æ²Ð �æ²Ð �æ²Ð

Ì¯X��ÎÂ�N×Î���ÌÎ�Ì�,�Ì��x�@Î���° ¥° ¥²¥} æ²z} æ²¥æ æ²¥Ê æ²æÉ æ²Õp �æ²¥Ð �æ²ÕÐ æ²æÉ �æ²¥� �æ²Õz �æ²¥�

�xÌÞ��X�x��b ¥° ¥²É æ²p æ²Õ æ²Ð æ²¥ æ²} �¥²} �æ²� æ²æ �æ²Ê �¥²æ �æ²�

Ì¯X��ÎÂ�N×Î���ÌÎ�Ì�,�Ì��x�@Î���° ¥° æ²zÕ æ²Õ} æ²æp æ²¥æ æ²æÐ æ²¥Õ �æ²}Õ �æ²ÕÊ æ²ææ �æ²¥Ê �æ²Õp �æ²ÕÊ

@b�×ÅÎkbÌ��x�@Î��� ¥° ¥²} æ²É æ²æ æ²¥ æ²¥ æ²} æ²Ê æ²¥ æ²Õ �æ²¥ æ²¥ æ²Õ

Ì¯X��ÎÂ�N×Î���ÌÎ�Ì�,�Ì��x�@Î���° ¥° æ²ÊÕ æ²Ðæ æ²æÕ æ²æÊ æ²æ} æ²¥Ê æ²Õp æ²æÐ æ²æÉ �æ²æÐ æ²æÐ æ²æÉ

Ì¥°Ì�"�ÌX@�X×�@Î���

/�×ÂXk^Ì�/$



1@N�kÌÕ

�$"/3!�.Ì,.���/

��XÂk@ÅkÌ��Ì±_Ì�kXk�NkÂÌ¥��ÐÌtÌ¥ææ

���ÅÎ@�Î �ÝkÂ@�k

Þk���ÎÅ ���Î�Å xÂ��Ì

�Â�× �xÌ¥��Ð ¥ Õ Ð } z Ê É p � ¥æ ¥¥ ¥Õ ÅÎ@ÂÎ

��ÌkÂÌ����k �xÌàk@Â

1�Î@�Ì�Ì¥��¥ ¥æææ²æ �ÐÉ²z �ÐÐ²Ê �Ðæ²� �Õ�²Õ �ÕÉ²p �ÕÊ²Õ �ÕÊ²p �ÕÉ²¥ �ÕÉ²Õ �ÕÉ²Ð �ÕÊ²¥ �Õz²Õ �Õp²É

1�Î@�Ì�Ì¥��Õ ¥æææ²æ �Õ}²¥ �ÕÐ²z �ÕÐ²æ �ÕÕ²Ê �ÕÕ²Ð �Õ¥²Ê �Õ¥²æ �Õ¥²æ �¥�²� �¥p²z �¥Ê²z �¥z²p �Õæ²p

1�Î@�Ì�Ì¥��Ð ¥æææ²æ �p²¥ �Ê²É �Ê²Õ �z²É �z²} �}²z �}²Õ �}²¥ �Ð²¥ �Õ²Õ �¥²z æ²æ �}²Ð

1�Î@�Ì�Ì¥��} ¥æææ²æ Õ²æ Õ²} Õ²Ê Ð²æ Ð²} }²É z²æ z²É É²¥ p²Õ �²æ �²É z²Õ

1�Î@�Ì�Ì¥��z ¥æææ²æ ¥¥²Õ ¥Õ²¥ ¥Õ²} ¥Ð²z ¥}²æ ¥z²Õ ¥z²Õ ¥z²Õ ¥Ê²Ð ¥É²æ ¥É²p ¥p²} ¥}²p

���b_ÌNkÝkÂ@�kÅ_ÌÎ�N@XX� ÐÕÉ²¥ ¥Ð²É ¥z²¥ ¥z²¥ ¥z²z ¥z²p ¥Ê²p ¥}²æ ¥Ð²Ð ¥}²É ¥z²É ¥Ê²� ¥p²¥ ¥z²}

���Î���� �æ²� �²Ê ¥æ²p ¥Õ²¥ ¥Ð²¥ ¥}²Õ ¥}²p ¥z²Õ ¥z²Ê ¥É²æ ¥�²¥ Õæ²Õ Õ¥²æ ¥z²Õ

��×Å��� ¥}Ð²É ¥É²¥ ¥p²¥ ¥p²Õ ¥p²z ¥p²Ê Õ¥²É ÕÊ²¥ ÕÊ²Ð Õp²Ð Õp²Ê Õp²� Õ�²æ ÕÐ²Ð

��×Åk���bÌk·×��k�Î ÉÉ²Õ }²� z²p Ê²} É²¥ É²z É²p p²æ p²} p²� �²} �²� ¥æ²Õ É²�

�k@�Î�ÌX@Âk }}²Õ Õ²z Õ²z Õ²z Õ²Ê Ð²z }²} z²¥ z²Ê z²p Ê²É Ê²p Ê²� }²Ê

1Â@�Å�ÂÎ ¥æ}²p Ê²} Ê²p É²Õ �²z �²p ¥æ²Ð ¥æ²Ê ¥æ²É ¥¥²z ¥¥²É ¥Õ²Õ ¥Õ²Õ �²�

�k�Å×ÂkÌ@XÎ�Ý�Î�kÅ �É²z É²z p²¥ p²} ¥æ²} ¥¥²Ð ¥Ð²Õ ¥z²æ ¥z²} ¥}²Ð ¥}²Õ ¥z²} ¥Ê²Õ ¥Õ²}

�b×X@Î��� ¥Ê²� Õz²æ Õz²z Õz²p ÕÉ²¥ ÕÉ²} ÕÉ²� Õp²æ Õp²¥ Ðz²z ÐÊ²æ ÐÊ²Ð ÐÊ²Ð Õ�²�

�@ÎkÂ���Ì@�bÌ@XX����b@Î��� }É²Õ ¥z²} ¥Ê²æ ¥Ê²z ¥É²Õ ¥p²Õ ¥p²� ¥�²z Õæ²æ Õæ²Ð Õæ²É Õæ²p Õ¥²Õ ¥p²É

$Î�kÂÌ���bÅÌ@�bÌÅkÂÝ�XkÅ zæ²z z²É Ê²z Ê²� ¥Õ²¥ ¥Õ²Ê ¥Ð²¥ ¥Ð²Ê ¥}²¥ ¥}²p ¥z²} ¥Ê²æ ¥Ê²Õ ¥Õ²Ð

1�Î@�Ì�Ì¥��Ê ¥æææ²æ Õ¥²¥ Õ¥²É ÕÕ²} ÕÐ²Õ ÕÐ²� Õ}²p ÕÊ²æ ÕÊ²Õ ÕÊ²Ê ÕÉ²Õ ÕÉ²� Õp²Ê Õz²æ

���b_ÌNkÝkÂ@�kÅ_ÌÎ�N@XX� ÐÕÉ²¥ Õ¥²É ÕÕ²} ÕÐ²É Õ}²p Õz²p ÕÉ²Õ ÕÊ²æ Õ}²Õ Õ}²} Õz²Ê ÕÊ²Õ ÕÉ²} Õ}²�

���Î���� �æ²� Õ¥²p ÕÕ²É ÕÐ²z Õ}²Ê Õz²� ÕÉ²¥ ÕÉ²É Õp²¥ Õ�²Õ Ðæ²É Ð¥²� ÐÕ²É ÕÉ²Õ

��×Å��� ¥}Ð²É Ðæ²p Ð¥²Ð Ð¥²Ê Ð¥²� Ð¥²� Ð¥²� }æ²É }z²Õ }z²É }Ê²æ }Ê²Ð }Ê²} Ðp²Ð

��×Åk���bÌk·×��k�Î ÉÉ²Õ ¥æ²Ê ¥¥²Õ ¥¥²É ¥Õ²Õ ¥Õ²Ð ¥Õ²Ê ¥Õ²� ¥Ð²¥ ¥Ð²} ¥Ð²Ê ¥Ð²� ¥}²¥ ¥Õ²Ê

�k@�Î�ÌX@Âk }}²Õ É²¥ É²Õ É²Ð É²Ð É²z É²z É²} É²É p²Õ p²Ê p²� �²Õ É²p

1Â@�Å�ÂÎ ¥æ}²p ¥z²} ¥z²Ê ¥Ê²æ ¥Ê²Ê ¥É²Ð ¥p²p ¥�²¥ ¥�²Õ ¥�²Ð ¥�²É Õ¥²Õ Õ¥²Ê ¥p²Ð

�k�Å×ÂkÌ@XÎ�Ý�Î�kÅ �É²z ¥É²Ð ¥É²� ¥p²Õ ¥p²æ ¥p²É Õæ²æ ÕÕ²Ð ÕÕ²É Õ¥²} Õæ²z Õæ²Ê Õ¥²} ¥�²�

�b×X@Î��� ¥Ê²� ÉÐ²Õ É}²É Éz²Ê ÉÊ²¥ ÉÊ²Ð ÉÉ²Õ ÉÉ²Ð ÉÉ²Ð p}²Ð p}²� pÉ²É pp²æ É�²}

�@ÎkÂ���Ì@�bÌ@XX����b@Î��� }É²Õ ÕÕ²} ÕÐ²¥ ÕÐ²z ÕÐ²É Õ}²Ð Õz²æ Õz²É ÕÊ²Õ ÕÉ²¥ Õp²Õ Õp²É Õ�²æ Õz²Ê

$Î�kÂÌ���bÅÌ@�bÌÅkÂÝ�XkÅ zæ²z ¥É²Ð ¥É²p ¥p²Ð Õ¥²Ê ÕÕ²æ ÕÕ²Ð ÕÕ²Ê ÕÕ²� ÕÐ²Õ ÕÐ²Ê Õ}²Ð Õ}²� Õ¥²É

1�Î@�Ì�Ì¥��É ¥æææ²æ Ðæ²¥ Ðæ²z Ðæ²É Ð¥²z Ð¥²É ÐÐ²Õ ÐÉ²p Ðp²p Ð�²Ê }æ²Õ }æ²p }¥²z Ðz²z

���b_ÌNkÝkÂ@�kÅ_ÌÎ�N@XX� ÐÕÉ²¥ Õ�²æ Õ�²æ Õp²� Õ�²Ð Õ�²¥ Ð¥²Ê Ðæ²} Ð¥²Õ ÐÕ²æ ÐÕ²� ÐÐ²Ê Ð}²z Ð¥²æ

���Î���� �æ²� ÐÐ²¥ ÐÐ²Ê Ð}²Ð Ðz²É ÐÉ²æ Ðp²Õ Ðp²z Ðp²p Ð�²� }Õ²Ð }Ð²É }}²É Ðp²Ð

��×Å��� ¥}Ð²É }p²Ð }p²� }�²¥ }�²É }�²É }�²p Ép²¥ Ép²Ê É�²¥ É�²} É�²É É�²� Ê}²Õ

��×Åk���bÌk·×��k�Î ÉÉ²Õ ¥}²} ¥z²Ð ¥Ê²¥ ¥Ê²z ¥Ê²� ¥p²Ð ¥p²� ¥�²z Õæ²É Õ¥²z ÕÕ²Õ ÕÕ²� ¥p²Ê

�k@�Î�ÌX@Âk }}²Õ �²Ê �²p �²p ¥¥²} ¥Õ²� ¥Ð²� ¥}²p ¥z²æ ¥z²Ð ¥z²} ¥z²p ¥Ê²Ð ¥Ð²Ð

1Â@�Å�ÂÎ ¥æ}²p ÕÊ²æ ÕÊ²Ð ÕÊ²Ð ÕÊ²Ê ÕÊ²Ê Õp²¥ Õp²æ Ð¥²p ÐÐ²æ ÐÕ²É ÐÕ²z ÐÕ²p Õ�²Õ

�k�Å×ÂkÌ@XÎ�Ý�Î�kÅ �É²z ÕÕ²Õ ÕÐ²¥ ÕÕ²� ÕÐ²z ÕÐ²É Õz²É ÐÐ²¥ ÐÐ²É ÐÕ²Õ Ð¥²É ÐÕ²} ÐÐ²Õ Õp²¥

�b×X@Î��� ¥Ê²� �¥²� �Õ²p �Ð²¥ �Ð²Ð �Ð²} �}²æ �}²¥ �}²¥ ¥æ}²z ¥æz²} ¥æz²p ¥æz²� �É²Ð

�@ÎkÂ���Ì@�bÌ@XX����b@Î��� }É²Õ Õ�²z Ðæ²Ð Ðæ²É Ð¥²Ð Ð¥²z ÐÕ²p Ð}²Õ Ðz²¥ ÐÊ²Ê ÐÉ²z Ðp²¥ Ðp²} ÐÐ²p

$Î�kÂÌ���bÅÌ@�bÌÅkÂÝ�XkÅ zæ²z Õz²z ÕÊ²} ÕÉ²æ Ð¥²z Ð¥²� ÐÕ²z ÐÐ²Ð Ð}²æ Ðz²æ Ðz²� ÐÊ²p ÐÉ²¥ ÐÕ²Õ

1�Î@�Ì�Ì¥��p ¥æææ²æ }É²¥ }p²æ }p²Õ }p²É }p²p }�²Õ zÕ²¥ z¥²p z¥²� z¥²É z¥²Ð z¥²æ zæ²æ

���b_ÌNkÝkÂ@�kÅ_ÌÎ�N@XX� ÐÕÉ²¥ Ðp²æ Ð�²¥ Ð�²} Ð�²� }æ²æ }æ²Ê Ðp²É ÐÉ²z ÐÉ²} ÐÊ²É Ðz²} Ð}²Õ Ðp²¥

���Î���� �æ²� }}²z }}²Ê }z²¥ }Ê²Ð }Ê²É }É²Õ }É²Ð }É²¥ }É²Ê }p²} }�²æ }�²Õ }Ê²�

��×Å��� ¥}Ð²É ¥ææ²É ¥æÕ²¥ ¥æÕ²Ê ¥æÕ²� ¥æÐ²æ ¥æÐ²¥ ¥Õ}²¥ ¥Õ}²z ¥Õz²Ð ¥Õz²� ¥Õz²� ¥ÕÊ²æ ¥¥Ð²p

��×Åk���bÌk·×��k�Î ÉÉ²Õ ÕÐ²z Õ}²Ê Õ}²� Õz²z Õz²É ÕÊ²æ ÕÊ²Ð ÕÊ²z ÕÊ²É ÕÊ²z ÕÊ²Ð ÕÊ²Ê Õz²p

�k@�Î�ÌX@Âk }}²Õ ¥É²æ ¥É²} ¥É²Ê ¥É²É ¥É²� ¥p²Õ ¥p²z ¥p²É ¥p²p ¥p²� ¥p²� ¥p²� ¥p²Õ

1Â@�Å�ÂÎ ¥æ}²p }æ²� }æ²� Ð�²p Ð�²Õ Ðp²É Ðp²æ Ð�²Õ Ðp²É Ðp²Ê Ðp²Ð Ðp²æ ÐÉ²z Ð�²æ

�k�Å×ÂkÌ@XÎ�Ý�Î�kÅ �É²z Ð}²p Ðz²p Ðz²Õ Ð}²É Ðz²æ ÐÊ²� }æ²æ }æ²æ ÐÉ²É ÐÊ²Ê ÐÊ²p Ðp²¥ ÐÊ²p

�b×X@Î��� ¥Ê²� ¥Õæ²} ¥ÕÕ²Ê ¥ÕÐ²� ¥Õz²} ¥Õz²z ¥ÕÊ²Õ ¥ÕÊ²Ê ¥ÕÊ²Ê ¥Ðz²Ð ¥ÐÊ²æ ¥ÐÊ²¥ ¥ÐÊ²Õ ¥Õp²}

�@ÎkÂ���Ì@�bÌ@XX����b@Î��� }É²Õ }¥²} }Ð²É }}²p }z²Õ }z²Ê }Ê²æ }Ê²z }Ê²� }É²Õ }É²} }É²Ð }É²} }z²p

$Î�kÂÌ���bÅÌ@�bÌÅkÂÝ�XkÅ zæ²z Ðp²æ Ðp²� Ðp²� }¥²� }Õ²Õ }Õ²É }Õ²� }Ð²Õ }Ð²p }Ð²� }}²æ }}²¥ }Õ²æ

/�×ÂXk^Ì�/$
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��XÂk@ÅkÌ��Ì±

���Î�Å

¥ Õ Ð } z Ê É p � ¥æ ¥¥ ¥Õ

Ì¥��z

@°ÌÂkÝ��×ÅÌ���Î�ÌtÌ¥ææ ¥²Õ ¥²æ æ²Ð æ²É æ²z æ²p �æ²Ê �æ²¥ æ²� æ²É æ²p æ²É

N°ÌÅ@�kÌkÂ��bÌ�xÌ�@ÅÎÌàk@ÂÌtÌ¥ææ ¥æ²Õ ¥æ²� ¥æ²� ¥¥²Õ ¥¥²Ð ¥æ²p �²p p²p p²Õ É²z É²Ð É²Ð

X°Ì�kXk�NkÂÌ�xÌ�@ÅÎÌàk@ÂÌtÌ¥ææ ¥²Õ Õ²Ð Õ²Ê Ð²Ð Ð²p }²É }²æ }²æ }²� z²É Ê²Ê É²Ð

Ì¥��Ê

@°ÌÂkÝ��×ÅÌ���Î�ÌtÌ¥ææ ¥²} æ²Ê æ²É æ²Ê æ²Ê æ²p æ²¥ �æ²} æ²Ð æ²Ê æ²z æ²É

N°ÌÅ@�kÌkÂ��bÌ�xÌ�@ÅÎÌàk@ÂÌtÌ¥ææ É²} É²æ É²} É²Ð É²} É²} p²Õ É²p É²¥ É²æ Ê²Ê Ê²Ê

X°Ì�kXk�NkÂÌ�xÌ�@ÅÎÌàk@ÂÌtÌ¥ææ ¥²} Õ²æ Õ²É Ð²Ð }²æ }²p }²� }²z }²p z²} z²� Ê²Ê

Ì¥��É

@°ÌÂkÝ��×ÅÌ���Î�ÌtÌ¥ææ æ²p æ²Ð æ²¥ æ²z æ²¥ ¥²} æ²Õ æ²p æ²Ê æ²Ê æ²z æ²Ê

N°ÌÅ@�kÌkÂ��bÌ�xÌ�@ÅÎÌàk@ÂÌtÌ¥ææ Ê²¥ z²� z²Ð z²Õ }²Ê z²Õ z²Ð Ê²Ê Ê²� Ê²� Ê²� Ê²p

X°Ì�kXk�NkÂÌ�xÌ�@ÅÎÌàk@ÂÌtÌ¥ææ æ²p ¥²Õ ¥²Ð ¥²p ¥²� Ð²Ð Ð²z }²} z²¥ z²É Ê²Õ Ê²p

Ì¥��p

@°ÌÂkÝ��×ÅÌ���Î�ÌtÌ¥ææ ¥²z æ²É æ²¥ æ²Õ æ²¥ æ²} �æ²Õ �æ²Ð æ²¥ �æ²Ð �æ²Ð �æ²Ð

N°ÌÅ@�kÌkÂ��bÌ�xÌ�@ÅÎÌàk@ÂÌtÌ¥ææ É²z É²� É²� É²Ê É²Ê Ê²z Ê²¥ }²� }²Ð Ð²} Õ²Ê ¥²É

X°Ì�kXk�NkÂÌ�xÌ�@ÅÎÌàk@ÂÌtÌ¥ææ ¥²z Õ²Õ Õ²Ð Õ²z Õ²Ê Ð²æ Õ²p Õ²z Õ²Ê Õ²} Õ²æ ¥²É

/�×ÂXk^Ì�/$
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���ÅÎ@�ÎÌÞk���Î

��Ì±

�²Ì�Îk�ÅÌÞ�Î�Ì�@ß��×�ÌÂ�XkÅ

@°ÌÅkÎÌNàÌÎ�kÌ�.Ì!���ÅÎÂàÌ�xÌ���@�Xk

�kÎÌÂk�ÎÌx�ÂÌÂk�Î@�Ìx�@ÎÅÌ ¥²ÊzÐ¥

k�kXÎÂ�X�Îà Õ²zÕ}�

�@Å æ²�zp�

�kb�X��kÌ@�bÌ�k@�Î�ÌX@ÂkÌ�×Î×Î æ²ÊÉÐ}

@ÅÅk��kÂÌÂ@��Þ@àÌÎÂ@�Å�ÂÎ æ²Õæp¥

Îk�kX���×��X@Î���ÌÅkÂÝ�XkÅÌ�ÌÎk�k���k æ²ÉÊæz

N°ÌÅkÎÌNàÌ��X@�Ì@×Î��Â�Î�kÅ

�×��X�@�Ì×N��XÌÎÂ@�Å�ÂÎ æ²ÉÉ¥Ê

@Â����ÌÅkÂÝ�XkÅ æ²æ¥É¥

Î@ß�ÌÅkÂÝ�XkÅ æ²æÕ�z

�²Ì�Îk�ÅÌÞ�Î�ÌÂ�XkÅÌÂk�×�@ÎkbÌ��Ì@ÌX�ÅÎ��×ÅÌN@Å�Å

Þ@ÎkÂÌ@�bÌÅkÞkÂ@�kÌ æ²�pÊÉ

�k@Î���Ìx�ÂÌ��×Åk���bÅ Ð²æ¥É}

N×ÅÌÎÂ@�Å�ÂÎ æ²Êp��

�ÅÎ@�ÌÅkÂÝ�XkÅ æ²¥¥ÊÐ

Îk�k�Â@� æ²æ¥Õ¥

Â�@�k�N×Î@�kÌ�@Å æ²¥}Ê}

��×Åk���bÌÞ@ÅÎkÌb�Å�Å@� æ²ÕÉ}}

��×Å����Âk�@ÎkbÌÅkÂÝ�XkÅÌx�ÂÌÂk�Î@�Ìx�@ÎÅ æ²Õ}�z

��×Å����Âk�@ÎkbÌÅkÂÝ�XkÅÌx�ÂÌX���kÂ@Î�ÝkÌx�@ÎÅ æ²¥¥Ð¥

Å×�k�k�Î@ÂàÌkb×X@Î���@�ÌÅkÂÝ�XkÅÌ¯ÅÎ×bk�ÎÌx@ÂkÅ° æ²¥Épz

�²Ì�kkÅ

�k@�Î�Ì��Å×Â@�Xk Ð²}ÉpÐ

�@�b@Î�ÂàÌ��Å×Â@�XkÌ�xÌ��Î�ÂÌÝk��X�kÅ æ²}æ��

Âk��ÅÎÂ@Î���Ì�xÌ�Þ�kÂÅÌ�xÌÎÞ��Xà���bkÂÌ��Î�ÂÌÝk��X�kÅÌ æ²æ¥�Ê

Â@b��Ì@�bÌ18ÌxkkÅ æ²p¥zz

Å���@Î×ÂkÌ@×Î�k�Î�X@Î���ÌÌ æ²æÊÕ�

b�Ý�ÂXkÌ@��X@Î���Ìxkk æ²æ¥z}

b��Ì�Þ�kÂÅ��Ìxkk æ²æÕ}É

�ÅÎ@�Ì�ÂbkÂÌ� æ²æÐz}

N×��b���ÌkÂ��ÎÌ�ÅÅ×k æ²æpæp

¥p²ÐÕÐ�

.kX@�X×�@ÎkbÌÞk���ÎÌ�xÌÂk�×�@ÎkbÌÂ�XkÅÌ@ÅÌ�xÌÐ¥Ì�kX²¥��pÌ��Ì±ÌÌÌÌÌÌÌÌÌ¥° ÕÊ²}æ�¥

¥°Ì�XX�Âb���ÌÎ�Ì�/$Ì�kÎ��b����àÌN@ÅkbÌ��ÌÎ�kÌb�xxkÂk�ÎÌbkÝk���k�ÎÌ�xÌ@ÂÎ�X×�@ÂÌ�Îk�ÅÌb×Â���ÌÎ�kÌkÂ��b
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N@Å�kÎÌ��Ì± @tN @tN @tN @tN @ N @ N @ N @tN
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���ÎÂ@b@N�kÅ ² ² ² ² ² ² ² ² ² ² ²
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ÌÊ²Ì1Â@�Å�ÂÎ ¥æ²z z²z Ê²} p²Ð �²Õ z²Ð ¥æ²É Ð²� É²É }²} }²¥ Ð²Ê

ÌÌÌÌÌ�xÌÞ��X�^ÎÂ@b@N�kÅ É²z Ð²æ Ð²æ Ê²Õ Ê²Õ ¥²¥ Ê²æ �¥²Ê ¥²É �Ð²æ �Ð²} �}²}

���ÎÂ@b@N�kÅ Ð²æ ¥¥²z ¥}²z ¥Ð²} ¥Ê²Ê ¥Õ²Ê ¥p²p ¥Ð²} ¥p²¥ ¥Ê²� ¥É²¥ ¥É²Õ

ÌÉ²Ì�k�Å×ÂkÌ@XÎ�Ý�Î�kÅ �²p z²É �²� }²z �²É ¥²z �²� Õ²p �²æ Ð²} }²Õ Ð²É

ÌÌÌÌÌ�xÌÞ��X�^ÎÂ@b@N�kÅ Ê²} Ð²z z²� Õ²Ð }²z æ²É }²z Õ²¥ Ð²Ð Õ²} Õ²¥ ¥²Õ

���ÎÂ@b@N�kÅ Ð²} ¥Õ²æ Õ¥²Ð ¥¥²æ ¥�²p Õ²Ê ¥p²Õ Ð²p ¥É²É }²p É²¥ É²æ

Ìp²Ì�b×X@Î���Ì ¥²É ÕÐ²É ¥æ²Õ ÐÉ²� �²z p²p ¥Ê²æ �²� ¥Ê²Ê ¥}²Ð ¥z²æ ¥}²É

ÌÌÌÌÌ�xÌÞ��X�^ÎÂ@b@N�kÅ ² ² ² ² ² ² ² ² ² ² ² ²

���ÎÂ@b@N�kÅ ¥²É ÕÐ²É ¥æ²Õ ÐÉ²� �²z p²p ¥Ê²æ �²� ¥Ê²Ê ¥}²Ð ¥z²æ ¥}²É

Ì�²Ì�@ÎkÂ���_Ì@XX���b@Î��� }²É ¥Õ²� É²Ð Ê²z É²Ð }²Ê ¥æ²p z²z ¥æ²æ Ê²Ð É²É Ê²z

ÌÌÌÌÌ�xÌÞ��X�^ÎÂ@b@N�kÅ æ²¥ Ð²¥ Õ¥²Ð �²� ¥É²É z²z ¥É²Ð ¥Ð²p ¥}²� ¥z²Ê ¥Õ²� ¥Õ²}

���ÎÂ@b@N�kÅ }²Ê ¥Ð²Õ Ê²� Ê²} É²æ }²Ê ¥æ²Ê z²Õ �²p Ê²æ É²Ê Ê²Ð

Ì¥æ²Ì$Î�kÂÌ���bÅÌ@�bÌÅkÂÝ�XkÅ z²¥ z²z ¥æ²¥ É²z �²É ¥²Ð �²} }²¥ É²É }²� Ê²z z²¥

ÌÌÌÌÌ�xÌÞ��X�^ÎÂ@b@N�kÅ Ð²Õ z²� z²p z²æ É²¥ æ²Ê z²p ¥²æ z²æ ¥²z Ð²z ¥²z

���ÎÂ@b@N�kÅ ¥²� }²É ¥É²} ¥¥²É ¥}²Ð Õ²Ð ¥}²Ê p²Ð ¥¥²Õ �²Ê ¥æ²} ¥æ²æ

1�Î@�Ì��×Åk���bÌX��Å×�kÂÌÂ�XkÅ ¥ææ²æ �²É É²� p²Ê ¥æ²æ }²p ¥Ð²} z²z ¥Õ²æ É²} p²p Ê²p

ÌÌÌÌÌ�xÌÞ��X�^ÎÂ@b@N�kÅ ÊÉ²Ð p²É Ê²æ Ê²É É²¥ Õ²z É²É Ð²æ Ê²¥ Õ²æ Ð²É æ²É

���ÎÂ@b@N�kÅ ÐÕ²É ¥¥²� ¥¥²� ¥Õ²z ¥z²� p²Ê ÕÐ²Ê �²z ÕÕ²É ¥Ê²Ð ¥É²Õ ¥Ê²�

1Â@b@N�kÅÌ�Ìx��b ÐÕ²É ¥Õ²æ z²} É²� z²Ê Ð²É p²Õ }²z Ê²p Õ²Õ }²¥ �æ²Ð

1Â@b@N�kÅÌ�Ì�Î�kÂÅ Ð}²Ê z²Ê Ê²z z²É p²Ð ¥²Ð É²Õ ¥²Ê z²Ð ¥²É Ð²Õ ¥²Ê

"��ÎÂ@b@N�kÅÌ�ÌÂk�×�@Îkb ¥p²Ð �²æ �²É ¥¥²Õ ¥�²É �²� Ðæ²p ¥æ²p Õ�²É Õæ²} Õæ²É Õæ²É

"��ÎÂ@b@N�kÅÌ�Ì�Î�kÂÅ ¥}²} ¥}²Õ ¥Õ²Ð p²� �²Ð Ê²Ê ¥Ð²p É²p ¥Ð²Õ ¥æ²Õ ¥¥²� ¥¥²¥

@°Ì�kXk�NkÂÌ�xÌ�@ÅÎÌàk@ÂÌtÌ¥ææ

N°ÌÅ@�kÌkÂ��bÌ�xÌ�@ÅÎÌàk@ÂÌtÌ¥ææ
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Ì¥²Ì�k�ÎÂ@�Ì@�bÌ�@ÅÎkÂ�Ì�×Â�k

�äkX�Ì.k×N��X �²Ê zÊ²Ê ¥Õ²É ¥p²Õ �²É É²� p²Ê ¥æ²æ Ê²p

/��Ý@��@ ÌÌÌÌÌÌÌ² Ê¥²Õ ¥æ²¥ ÕÐ²Õ ¥Ð²} �²� z²p Ê²} z²Ê

�×��@Âà ÌÌÌÌÌÌÌ² Ðz²æ ÕÐ²æ ÕÕ²z ¥p²p Õp²Õ ÕÐ²Ê ¥p²} ÌÌÌÌÌÌÌ²

,��@�b zpz²p Éæ²Ð }Ð²æ Ðz²Ð Õ�²z ÕÉ²p ¥�²� ¥Ð²æ ÌÌÌÌÌÌÌ²

.×ÅÅ�@ Õæ²æ ¥�Ð²æ ¥æ�æ²æ �}æ²æ ÐæÉ²æ ¥�É²É }É²É ¥¥²æ p}²}

ÌÕ²Ì�×Â�k@�Ì3����Ì��×�ÎÂ�kÅ

�k���×� Ð²} Ð²Õ Õ²} Õ²p Õ²} Õ²æ Õ²z ¥²¥ æ²Ê

�Âk@ÎÌ�Â�Î@�� �²z z²� Ð²É ¥²Ê Õ²} Ð²Õ Õ²z Ð²Ê ÌÌÌÌÌÌÌ²

�Â@�Xk Ð²} Ð²Õ Õ²} Õ²¥ ¥²Ê Õ²¥ ¥²É ¥²¥ æ²Ð

�Î@�à Ê²¥ Ê²z z²Ð }²Õ Ð²� z²p Õ²Ê ¥²z ¥²z

�kÂ�@�à Õ²É Ð²z }²æ }²¥ Ð²æ ¥²p ¥²} ¥²p æ²z

"kÎ�kÂ�@�bÅ Õ²z Ð²É Ð²Õ Õ²Ê Õ²É ¥²Ê Õ²z Õ²Ð ÌÌÌÌÌÌÌ²

/@�� Ê²É z²� z²� }²Ê }²É }²Ð Ð²Õ Õ²æ ÌÌÌÌÌÌÌ²

�×ÅÎÂ�@ Ð²Ð Ð²Ð }²æ Ð²Ð Õ²� ¥²p Õ²Ð ¥²æ ÌÌÌÌÌÌÌ²

/Þkbk� ¥æ²z �²Ð Õ²Ð }²Ê Ð²Õ Õ²z �æ²Õ ¥²� ÌÌÌÌÌÌÌ²

ÌÐ²Ì$Î�kÂÌX�×�ÎÂ�kÅ

�@@� Ð²¥ Ð²Ð ¥²É ¥²Ð æ²É �æ²Ð æ²Ê ¥²É ÌÌÌÌÌÌÌ²

�@�@b@ }²p z²Ê ¥²z ¥²p �æ²Õ ¥²É Õ²Õ æ²É ÌÌÌÌÌÌÌ²

3/� z²} }²Õ Ð²æ Ð²æ Õ²Ê Õ²z Ð²Ð ¥²É ÌÌÌÌÌÌÌ²

/Þ�ÎäkÂ�@�b z²} z²p }²æ Ð²Ð ¥²æ ¥²� æ²p æ²} �æ²Õ

/�×ÂXk^Ì1�kÌ�X�����ÅÎ
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Ì�Ì��×Åk���bÅ �Õ²p ¥æÉ²p ¥æ¥²p ¥æÐ²z ¥æ}²} ¥æz²z ¥æÕ²Õ ¥æ¥²p ¥æ¥²É ¥æ¥²z
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Ì¥²ÌÌ!¥Ì ÌÐ°

Ì�Ì��Ì�>�ÌN� zÐ²Ê Ê¥²� Ð¥²z ÕÕ²æ �Ðæ²Õ �}}²} Ð²Ê �¥}²Õ �ÕÕ²z �¥}²¥

Ì�Ì± ¥É²z ¥É²Õ É²z }²� �Ê²} �¥æ²Ð æ²� �Ð²} �z²Ð �Ð²Ð

ÌÕ²Ì!ÕÌÌ Ì}°

Ì�Ì��Ì�>�ÌN� ¥¥Ê²z ¥}æ²z ¥ÊÉ²Õ �Ð²z ¥¥¥²p pÐ²� p}²Ê �¥²É Éæ²Õ ÊÊ²}

Ì�Ì± ¥�²p ¥�²� ¥�²p �²Õ ¥æ²¥ É²É É²z p²æ Ê²¥ z²É

ÌÐ²ÌÌ�ÌÌ

Ì�Ì��Ì�>�ÌN� ¥¥Ê²z ¥}æ²� ¥ÉÐ²z ¥¥�²� ¥æÕ²� �¥²Õ ¥æz²Õ ¥¥¥²} �}²Ð pÕ²z

Ì�Ì± ¥�²p Õæ²æ Õæ²z ¥¥²p �²æ p²¥ �²¥ �²z É²� Ê²p

ÌÌ¥°Ì�kX@×ÅkÌ�xÌX�@��kÅÌ��ÌÅÎ@Î�ÅÎ�X@�ÌÂk�ÂÎ���_Ìbk�Å�ÎÌN���ÅÌ�xÌkßX�@��k_ÌXkÂÎ�x�X@ÎkÅÌ�xÌbk�Å�ÎÌ@�bÌ�Î�kÂÌN��bÅÌ@ÂkÌkßX�×bkbÌxÂ��Ì�>�Ìbk�Å�ÎÅ

ÌÌÕ°Ì�b�×ÅÎkbÌx�ÂÌx��@ÎÌ��Ì¥��ÐÌ@�bÌ¥��}_ÌÅ��ÂÎ�ÎkÂ�Ì�kÂ@Î���ÅÌ�xÌÅ��kÌN@��ÅÌ��Ì¥��}Ì@�bÌx�ÂÌ/,1Ì1k�kX��Ìbk�Å�ÎÌÞ�Î�Ì�"�Ì��Ì¥��zÌ@�bÌ¥��Ê

ÌÌÐ°Ì�×ÂÂk�XàÌ��ÌX�ÂX×�@Î���_Ìbk�@�bÌbk�Å�ÎÅ

ÌÌ}°Ì�×ÂÂk�XàÌ��ÌX�ÂX×�@Î���_Ìbk�@�bÌbk�Å�ÎÅ_ÌÎ��kÌbk�Å�ÎÅ_ÌÂkÅ�bk�ÎÅÁÌx�Âk���ÌX×ÂÂk�XàÌbk�Å�ÎÅ

ÌÌz°Ì�b�×ÅÎkbÌ!ÕÌ�×ÅÌ1�N���Å_Ì�"�ÌN���ÅÌ@�bÌ",�ÌN���ÅÌ��ÌÎ�kÌ�ÂÎx����ÅÌ�xÌb��kÅÎ�XÌ����N@��Ì��ÅÎ�Î×Î���Å

��ÂÌXÂkb�ÎÅÌ@�bÌbk�Å�ÎÅÌ��b�Ý�b×@�ÅÌÞkÂkÌÂk�@XkbÌNàÌÎ�kÌ��×Åk���bÌÅkXÎ�ÂÌ¯@XX�Âb���ÌÎ�Ì/"�Ì�Ì��b�Ý�b×@�ÅÌµÌÎÂ@bkÂÅ°

ÌÌ



1@N�kÌÉ

�.���1Ì�//3�Ì

Ì¥��Ð Ì¥��} Ì¥��z Ì¥��Ê Ì¥��É Ì¥��p

¥Õ ¥Õ ¥Õ ¥Õ ¥Õ Ð Ê � ¥æ ¥¥

"���@b�×ÅÎkbÌXÂkb�ÎÅ

1�Î@�ÌXÂkb�ÎÅ_Ì�>�Ì@�bÌx�Âk���ÌX×ÂÂk�Xà

@NÅ��×ÎkÌÝ��×�kÅ_Ì��Ì�>�ÌN� Ê�z²z p¥Õ²} �¥�²} ¥æ¥É²¥ ¥¥¥Õ²� ¥¥¥æ²z ¥¥}¥²¥ ¥¥Õz²} ¥¥æ}²Ê ¥¥æ�²Õ

àk@Â����àk@ÂÌX�@��kÅÌ��Ì± ¥�²¥ ¥Ê²p ¥Ð²Õ ¥æ²Ê �²} É²¥ }²p Ð²Ð æ²} �æ²Ê

�>�ÌXÂkb�ÎÅ

@NÅ��×ÎkÌÝ��×�kÅ_Ì��Ì�>�ÌN� ÊÊ�²Ê ÉÊp²� pÕÕ²Ð ppp²Ê �¥Õ²Ê �¥Ð²Ð �ÐÕ²} �¥z²Õ p��²} p�Ð²Õ

àk@Â����àk@ÂÌX�@��kÅÌ��Ì± ¥É²� ¥}²p Ê²� p²¥ Õ²É Õ²É ¥²� ¥²æ �æ²� �Õ²Ð

��Âk���ÌX×ÂÂk�XàÌXÂkb�ÎÅ

@NÅ��×ÎkÌÝ��×�kÅ_Ì��Ì�>�ÌN� Õz²� }Ð²z �É²¥ ¥Õp²z Õææ²Ð ¥�É²Õ Õæp²É Õ¥æ²Õ Õæz²Õ Õ¥Ê²æ

àk@Â����àk@ÂÌX�@��kÅÌ��Ì± zÉ²æ Êp²æ ¥ÕÐ²Õ ÐÕ²Ð zz²� ÐÐ²� Õæ²Õ ¥}²� Ê²É É²Õ

�b�×ÅÎkbÌXÂkb�ÎÅ Ì¥°

1�Î@�ÌXÂkb�ÎÅ_Ì�>�Ì@�bÌx�Âk���ÌX×ÂÂk�Xà

@NÅ��×ÎkÌÝ��×�kÅ_Ì��Ì�>�ÌN� Ê�Ê²Õ pæÉ²Ê �æÊ²¥ ¥æ¥}²� ¥¥æ¥²� ¥¥æ�²z ¥¥}p²z ¥¥Ê¥²æ ¥¥ÊÉ²Õ ¥¥ÊÐ²Ð

àk@Â����àk@ÂÌX�@��kÅÌ��Ì± ¥�²Õ ¥Ê²æ ¥Õ²Õ ¥Õ²æ p²Ê Ê²} Ê²Õ É²¥ É²¥ z²p

�>�ÌXÂkb�ÎÅ

@NÅ��×ÎkÌÝ��×�kÅ_Ì��Ì�>�ÌN� ÊÉæ²Õ ÉÊÐ²� pæp²p ppÕ²Ê �ÕÕ²� �ÕÊ²Õ �z¥²� �zÊ²¥ �z�²¥ �zÐ²}

àk@Â����àk@ÂÌX�@��kÅÌ��Ì± ¥p²¥ ¥}²æ z²� �²¥ }²Ê Ð²É Ð²z }²Ê }²p Ð²z

��Âk���ÌX×ÂÂk�XàÌXÂkb�ÎÅ

@NÅ��×ÎkÌÝ��×�kÅ_Ì��Ì�>�ÌN� ÕÊ²æ }Ð²É �É²Ð ¥ÐÕ²Ð ¥É�²æ ¥pÐ²Ð ¥�Ê²Ê Õæ}²� Õæp²¥ Õæ�²�

àk@Â����àk@ÂÌX�@��kÅÌ��Ì± zÉ²Ê Êp²¥ ¥ÕÕ²É ÐÊ²æ Ðz²Ð ÕÕ²É Õ¥²¥ Õæ²Ê ¥�²¥ ¥É²É

Ì¥°Ì�Âkb�ÎÌ�ÅÅ×kÌ@b�×ÅÎkbÌx�ÂÌkßX�@��kÌÂ@ÎkÌkxxkXÎÅ_ÌÞÂ�Îk��xxÅ_Ì��ÎkÂkÅÎÌX@�Î@��Å@Î���Ì@�bÌN@��ÅÌÞ�Î�Ì��Xk�XkÅÌÂkÝ��kb

�.���1Ì�.����$9"Ì�;Ì1�!�_Ì/��1$.Ì�"�Ì1;,�

Å�@ÂkÌ��ÌÎ�Î@�Ì��Ì±

Ì¥��Ð Ì¥��} Ì¥��z Ì¥��Ê Ì¥��É Ì¥��p

¥Õ ¥Õ ¥Õ ¥Õ ¥Õ Ð Ê � ¥æ ¥¥

1��kÌÅÎÂ×XÎ×Âk

1�Î@�Ì�>�Ì@�bÌx�Âk���ÌX×ÂÂk�XàÌXÂkb�ÎÅ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ

Å��ÂÎ�ÎkÂ� }¥²p }æ²z }¥²� }Ð²z }Õ²æ }¥²Ð }Õ²p }æ²} }æ²Ê }æ²z

�kb�×��ÎkÂ�Ì Õp²Ð Ðæ²Õ Õ�²¥ Õz²É Õ}²p Õ}²Õ ÕÕ²� Õ}²p Õ}²¥ Õ}²æ

�����ÎkÂ� Õ�²� Õ�²Ð Õ�²æ Ðæ²p ÐÐ²Õ Ð}²z Ð}²Ð Ð}²p Ðz²Ð Ðz²z

/kXÎ�ÂÌÅÎÂ×XÎ×Âk

1�Î@�Ì�>�Ì@�bÌx�Âk���ÌX×ÂÂk�XàÌXÂkb�ÎÅ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ

�×Å��kÅÅkÅ �Ð²Ð �}²Ð pp²� p�²p �æ²Õ �æ²¥ �æ²Ê �æ²z �æ²} �æ²z

��×Åk���bÅ Ê²É z²É ¥¥²¥ ¥æ²Õ �²p �²� �²} �²z �²Ê �²z

1àkÌÅÎÂ×XÎ×Âk

1�Î@�Ì�>�Ì@�bÌx�Âk���ÌX×ÂÂk�XàÌXÂkb�ÎÅ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ ¥ææ²æ

$kÂ@Î��� zæ²} }É²z z¥²z zæ²� zÕ²� zÕ²É zÐ²p z}²Õ zÐ²p zÐ²É

��ÝkÅÎ�k�ÎÌ¯��X�²Ì�k�kÂ@�Ì��×Å���ÌX��ÅÎÂ×XÎ���° ÐÐ²� ÐÐ²Ê ÐÐ²Õ ÐÕ²} Ð¥²Ð ÐÕ²¥ Ðæ²} Ðæ²É Ð¥²æ Ð¥²¥

!�ÂÎ�@�k æ²} æ²¥ æ²¥ ¥²æ ¥²Ê ¥²É ¥²p Õ²æ Õ²¥ Õ²¥

���Å×�kÂ æ²Ê æ²É æ²p æ²É æ²Ê æ²Ê ¥²Ð ¥²Ð ¥²Ð ¥²z

��ÂÌÂ�Ý@Î�Å@Î��� z²} z²æ Ð²p Ð²æ Õ²æ ¥²p ¥²Ê ¥²z ¥²} ¥²}

��ÂÌÎk��Â@ÂàÌx×�bÌÅ��ÂÎ@�k �²¥ ¥Õ²z �²Ê �²Õ ¥æ²z �²} �²¥ p²¥ p²æ É²É

��ÂÌÅkX×Â�Î�kÅÌ×ÂX�@Åk æ²Õ æ²Ê ¥²æ Õ²p ¥²¥ ¥²É Õ²æ Õ²Õ Õ²} Õ²z

"�Îk^

¥°Ì3�Î��Ì¥��Ê_Ì���àÌ�>�ÌXÂkb�ÎÅÌkßX�×b���ÌX�@ÅÅ�x�kbÌXÂkb�ÎÅÌ¯x�Âk���ÌX×ÂÂk�XàÌXÂkb�ÎÅÌNÂ��k�Ìb�Þ�ÌNàÌÅkXÎ�ÂÌ@ÂkÌ��ÎÌ@Ý@��@N�k°Ì@�bÌÅ��XkÌ¥��É_ÌÎ�Î@�ÌXÂkb�ÎÅ

Õ°Ì/��XkÌ�×�kÌ¥��pÌ��Â�N@��@ÁÅÌÂkÅ�b×@�Ì@ÂÎÌkßX�×bkb



1@N�kÌp

�"1�.�/1Ì.�1�/Ì$"Ì�"1�.��"�Ì��,$/�1/

Ì±

Ì¥��Ð Ì¥��} Ì¥��z Ì¥��Ê Ì¥��É Ì¥��p

Ì¥Õ ¥Õ ¥Õ ¥Õ ¥Õ Ð Ê � ¥æ ¥¥ ¥Õ

Ì¥²Ì�8�.���Ì,.��$.ÌÌ.�1� Ì¥°

Ì�Ì¥Ìb@à z²}É ¥æ²Éz ¥æ²pÐ ¥Õ²}} ¥Õ²zz ¥Ð²�¥ ¥Ð²ÊÐ ¥}²æz ¥Ð²¥p ¥Õ²ææ ¥æ²p}

Ì�ÌÉÌb@à z²�æ ¥Õ²Õp ¥¥²¥É ¥Õ²Ê¥ ¥Ê²Ê} ¥}²�z ¥z²ÕÊ ¥Ð²�� ¥Ð²}Ð ¥¥²�É ¥æ²zÊ

Ì�Ì¥}Ìb@à Ê²¥} ¥Õ²Ðp ¥¥²Õæ ¥Õ²Ê¥ ¥Ê²ÉÉ ¥z²æ¥ ¥z²Ð} ¥Ð²�� ¥Ð²}Õ ¥¥²�z ¥æ²z}

Ì�Ì¥Ì���Î�Ì Ê²Êp ¥Õ²zz ¥¥²æ¥ ¥Õ²ÊÐ ¥É²}� ¥z²¥p ¥z²ÊÐ ¥Ð²�æ ¥Ð²Ðz ¥¥²Éæ ¥æ²}Ê

Ì�ÌÕÌ���Î� É²Ð} ¥Õ²Ê¥ ¥æ²�É ¥Õ²ÊÕ ¥É²z} ¥z²ÐÊ ¥z²ÉÉ ¥Ð²pÊ ¥Ð²ÕÊ ¥¥²}Ê ¥æ²ÕÉ

Ì�ÌÐÌ���Î� p²ææ ¥Õ²Êz ¥æ²�Ð ¥Õ²ÊÉ ¥É²zæ ¥z²zÕ ¥z²p¥ ¥Ð²pÕ ¥Ð²Õæ ¥¥²Ð¥ ¥æ²æp

Ì�ÌÊÌ���Î� �²Õ¥ ¥Õ²Êz ¥æ²p� ¥Õ²zz ¥É²}¥ ¥z²pz ¥z²pÐ ¥Ð²z� ¥Õ²�} ¥æ²pÕ �²zÊ

Ì�Ì�Ì���Î� ¥æ²Ê� ¥Õ²Êz ¥æ²p� ¥Õ²Õz ¥É²Ð� ¥z²�p ¥z²p} ¥Ð²}} ¥Õ²Ê� ¥æ²z� �²Ðp

Ì�Ì¥ÕÌ���Î� ¥¥²�æ ¥Õ²ÊÊ ¥æ²�æ ¥Õ²ÕÐ ¥É²ÐÊ ¥Ê²æp ¥z²p} ¥Ð²Ð� ¥Õ²Êæ ¥æ²z¥ �²Ð¥

ÌÕ²�8�.���Ì,.����Ì.�1� Ì¥°

Ì�Ì¥Ìb@à }²z¥ ¥æ²æ¥ ¥æ²zÕ ¥Õ²¥� ¥æ²Éz ¥Ð²¥� ¥Õ²Êæ ¥Ð²ÊÐ ¥Õ²ÊÊ ¥¥²Êp ¥æ²}p

Ì�ÌÉÌb@à }²�Õ ¥¥²}p ¥æ²pÕ ¥Õ²Ðz ¥z²ÐÉ ¥}²zÊ ¥}²pÉ ¥Ð²ÉÐ ¥Ð²¥É ¥¥²ÉÕ ¥æ²Ðæ

Ì�Ì¥}Ìb@à z²¥Ê ¥¥²zz ¥æ²p} ¥Õ²ÐÊ ¥z²}z ¥}²ÊÕ ¥}²�} ¥Ð²ÉÕ ¥Ð²¥Ê ¥¥²Éæ ¥æ²ÕÉ

Ì�Ì¥Ì���Î�Ì z²Êp ¥¥²ÉÕ ¥æ²ÊÐ ¥Õ²Ðz ¥Ê²ÕÊ ¥}²pæ ¥z²ÕÕ ¥Ð²Êæ ¥Ð²æÉ ¥¥²}Ð ¥æ²¥p

Ì�ÌÕÌ���Î� Ê²Ð} ¥¥²ÉÊ ¥æ²z� ¥Õ²Ð} ¥Ê²ÐÐ ¥}²�z ¥z²Ð} ¥Ð²zÊ ¥Õ²�p ¥¥²¥p �²��

Ì�ÌÐÌ���Î� É²ææ ¥¥²pæ ¥æ²zÐ ¥Õ²Ð� ¥Ê²Ðz ¥z²¥} ¥z²Ð� ¥Ð²zÕ ¥Õ²�Õ ¥¥²æ} �²É�

Ì�ÌÊÌ���Î� p²Õ¥ ¥¥²p¥ ¥æ²}p ¥Õ²ÕÊ ¥Ê²Ð¥ ¥z²}z ¥z²}æ ¥Ð²Õ� ¥Õ²Êz ¥æ²zÐ �²ÕÊ

Ì�Ì�Ì���Î� �²zÊ ¥¥²pÕ ¥æ²}É ¥¥²�Ê ¥Ê²ÕÉ ¥z²z� ¥z²}æ ¥Ð²¥Ð ¥Õ²Ð� ¥æ²Ðæ �²æp

Ì�Ì¥ÕÌ���Î� ¥æ²p� ¥¥²pÐ ¥æ²}p ¥¥²�} ¥Ê²ÕÐ ¥z²Ê� ¥z²}¥ ¥Ð²æ� ¥Õ²Ð¥ ¥æ²ÕÕ �²æÕ

Ì¥°Ì����kÂX�@�ÌN@��ÅÌ·×�Î���ÌÎ�k�ÂÌÂ@ÎkÅÌb@��àÌ��ÌÎ�kÌ��ÎkÂN@��Ìbk�Å�ÎÌ�@Â�kÎ



1@N�kÌ�

�.�ÌÌ.�1�/

���Î��àÌ@ÝkÂ@�kÅÌ��Ì±

¥��É ¥��p

Ð Ê � ¥Õ ¥ Õ Ð } z Ê É p � ¥æ ¥¥ ¥Õ

ÐÌKÌÊ ¥¥²pÕ ¥}²Êæ ¥}²zÐ ¥Ê²Éæ ¥Ê²Õp ¥Ê²ææ ¥z²ÊÕ ¥z²}Ê ¥z²Õ¥ ¥z²Ðp ¥Ð²Ép ¥Ð²Ð� ¥Ð²¥Ê ¥Õ²ÐÊ ¥æ²ÕÉ �²æÕ

ÐÌKÌ� ¥¥²zÕ ¥}²ÕÕ ¥}²zÐ ¥Ê²Éæ ¥Ê²Õ� ¥Ê²¥æ ¥z²pæ ¥z²zÊ ¥z²ÕÕ ¥z²Ð� ¥Ð²ÊÉ ¥Ð²Õæ ¥Ð²æÕ ¥Õ²Õ¥ ¥æ²¥z p²��

ÊÌKÌ� ¥¥²ææ ¥Ð²ÐÕ ¥}²æÕ ¥Ê²æÐ ¥z²ÊÐ ¥z²ÊÐ ¥z²}Ð ¥z²æÉ ¥}²ÊÊ ¥}²p¥ ¥Ð²æp ¥Õ²Êæ ¥Õ²}Ê ¥¥²Êp �²pÕ p²É�

ÊÌKÌ¥ÕÌ ¥æ²�É ¥Ð²¥Ð ¥Ð²�É ¥Ê²æ¥ ¥z²ÊÐ ¥z²ÉÕ ¥z²zÕ ¥z²¥} ¥}²ÊÉ ¥}²pÕ ¥Ð²æÊ ¥Õ²z¥ ¥Õ²ÐÉ ¥¥²zÉ �²Éz p²É�

�ÌKÌ¥Õ ¥æ²zÉ ¥Õ²ÊÐ ¥Ð²zÕ ¥z²}É ¥z²æp ¥z²¥É ¥z²æ� ¥}²ÊÉ ¥}²¥p ¥}²Ð} ¥Õ²ÊÕ ¥Õ²æÉ ¥¥²�} ¥¥²¥É �²}É p²ÊÕ

¥ÕÌKÌÕ} ¥æ²}} ¥Õ²¥Ê ¥Ð²ææ ¥z²Õp ¥}²É} ¥z²æ} ¥}²�z ¥}²zÊ ¥Ð²Éz ¥Ð²Ép ¥Õ²¥Ð ¥¥²Éæ ¥¥²}z ¥æ²pz �²É¥ �²æÐ

�K¥ÕÌ�ÌÐKÊÌÅÂk@bÌ �¥²Õz �¥²�É �¥²æ¥ �¥²ÕÐ �¥²¥� �æ²pÐ �æ²zÐ �æ²É� �¥²æÐ �¥²æ} �¥²¥Ê �¥²Ð¥ �¥²ÕÐ �¥²¥� �æ²p¥ �æ²}æ

ÊK¥ÕÌ�ÌÐK�ÌÅÂk@b �æ²zz �¥²æ� �æ²zz �æ²Ê� �æ²ÊÉ �æ²Ðp �æ²Õp �æ²}Õ �æ²zz �æ²zÉ �æ²Ê¥ �æ²Ê� �æ²Êz �æ²Ê} �æ²}æ æ²Õæ

�xxkÂÌ�ÌN�bÌÅÂk@bÌ¯ÐKÊ° æ²¥æ æ²Õ¥ æ²Õ¥ æ²Õ¥ æ²Õæ æ²¥p æ²¥Ê æ²¥} æ²¥¥ æ²¥Õ æ²¥¥ æ²¥z æ²¥Ê æ²¥z æ²¥Ê æ²¥�

�xxkÂÌ�ÌN�bÌÅÂk@bÌ¯¥ÕKÕ}°Ì æ²¥É æ²ÐÊ æ²Ðz æ²Ðæ æ²Õp æ²Õæ æ²¥� æ²¥z æ²¥z æ²¥Õ æ²¥p æ²¥� æ²¥p æ²Ðæ æ²ÊÊ æ²zp

�./ÌÌ.�1�/

���Î��àÌ@ÝkÂ@�kÅÌ��Ì±

¥��É ¥��p

Ð Ê � ¥Õ ¥ Õ Ð } z Ê É p � ¥æ ¥¥ ¥Õ

Ì¥; ¥¥²p� ¥p²æÉ ¥}²�Õ ¥É²z} ¥Ê²�¥ ¥Ê²ÊÉ ¥Ê²ÐÕ ¥Ê²æÊ ¥z²É¥ ¥z²�É ¥}²¥Ê ¥Ð²Êz ¥Ð²}} ¥Õ²Êp ¥æ²Êp �²zÕ

ÌÕ; ¥¥²¥É ¥z²Ð} ¥Ð²�} ¥Ê²zp ¥z²�Õ ¥z²�Ð ¥z²Ê� ¥z²Ð� ¥}²pÐ ¥z²ææ ¥Ð²Õ} ¥Õ²ÉÉ ¥Õ²zÐ ¥¥²ÉÉ ¥æ²æÕ �²¥Ð

ÌÐ; ¥¥²æz ¥}²Ð} ¥Ð²ÕÊ ¥z²�Ð ¥z²ÐÉ ¥z²}æ ¥z²Õæ ¥}²pÐ ¥}²æ¥ ¥}²¥É ¥Õ²zp ¥Õ²Õ} ¥Õ²æÉ ¥¥²ÐÕ �²pæ �²æÊ

Ì}; ¥¥²æ¥ ¥Ð²É� ¥Õ²p} ¥z²z} ¥z²æ¥ ¥z²æÊ ¥}²Ép ¥}²ÐÐ ¥Ð²ÕÉ ¥Ð²}� ¥Õ²¥¥ ¥¥²pz ¥¥²ÉÊ ¥¥²æz �²Ê� p²��

Ìz; ¥æ²�p ¥Ð²Õp ¥Õ²zæ ¥z²Õz ¥}²ÊÉ ¥}²p¥ ¥}²}� ¥Ð²pp ¥Õ²Éz ¥Õ²�p ¥¥²ÊÉ ¥¥²zz ¥¥²z¥ ¥æ²pz �²ÊÐ p²�Ð

ÌÊ; ¥æ²�É ¥Õ²p¥ ¥Õ²Õp ¥z²¥� ¥}²p¥ ¥}²Ê} ¥}²Õp ¥Ð²zz ¥Õ²Õz ¥Õ²}Ð ¥¥²ÐÕ ¥¥²Õp ¥¥²ÕÊ ¥æ²Ê} �²Ðp p²ÉÐ

ÌÉ; ¥æ²�¥ ¥Õ²Ê} ¥Õ²æ� ¥}²pp ¥}²Ð} ¥}²}Õ ¥}²¥¥ ¥Ð²ÐÐ ¥¥²pp ¥Õ²æp ¥¥²æÐ ¥¥²æÊ ¥¥²æ� ¥æ²z¥ �²Õ� p²É¥

Ìp; ¥æ²�} ¥Õ²}É ¥Õ²æÐ ¥}²�æ ¥}²Õ} ¥}²ÕÉ ¥}²æ¥ ¥Ð²¥p ¥¥²Ê� ¥¥²pz ¥æ²pÐ ¥æ²pz ¥æ²�æ ¥æ²ÐÊ �²ÕÐ p²ÊÉ

Ì�; ¥æ²�æ ¥Õ²Ð¥ ¥¥²�Õ ¥}²Õ� ¥}²¥} ¥}²¥} ¥Ð²�Ð ¥Ð²æz ¥¥²zz ¥¥²Êz ¥æ²Êp ¥æ²ÉÐ ¥æ²ÉÕ ¥æ²Õ} �²¥É p²ÊÐ

Ì¥æ; ¥æ²pp ¥Õ²Õæ ¥¥²p¥ ¥}²Õ} ¥Ð²pÊ ¥}²æÕ ¥Ð²pÐ ¥Ð²æ¥ ¥¥²}z ¥¥²Êæ ¥æ²z¥ ¥æ²Êæ ¥æ²Ê¥ ¥æ²¥z �²æÊ p²Ê¥

Õ;Ì�Ì¥;ÌÅÂk@b �æ²ÉÕ �Õ²ÉÐ �æ²�p �æ²�É �æ²�� �æ²Éz �æ²Ê} �æ²ÊÉ �æ²pp �æ²�É �æ²�Õ �æ²pÉ �æ²�¥ �æ²�æ �æ²ÊÊ �æ²Ð�

z;Ì�Ì¥;ÌÅÂk@b �æ²�¥ �}²Ép �Õ²}Õ �Õ²Ðæ �Õ²Õ} �¥²pÊ �¥²pÐ �Õ²¥p �Õ²�Ê �Õ²�� �Õ²}� �Õ²æ� �¥²�} �¥²pÕ �¥²æz �æ²Êæ
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��X��kÌÎ@ß É¥²� Éæ²Õ ÉÕ²É Ép²Ð É}²p ¥p²p }z²Õ Ê}²� ÉÉ²z

/�X�@�ÌÅkX×Â�ÎàÌ��Å×Â@�Xk ¥æÊ²æ ¥Ðæ²æ ¥z}²Ð ¥É}²Ð ¥�¥²æ }p²É ��²Õ ¥}�²É ¥pÐ²}

,Â�kÂÎàÌÎ@ß æ²p Õ²¥ Ð²Õ Ð²� z²æ ¥²Õ Õ²� }²Ð z²z

���kÅÎ�XÌÎ@ßkÅÌ��Ì���bÅÌ@�bÌÅkÂÝ�XkÅ ¥¥¥²p ¥ÐÊ²} ¥zz²} ¥É}²p ¥pÊ²Ð }Õ²} pp²Ê ¥Ðz²p ¥ÉÐ²Õ

Ì�Ì8�1 Éæ²} pz²p �}²p ¥æ�²Ð ¥¥É²Ê Õz²É zz²Ê p}²æ ¥æÉ²É

Ì�Ì�ßX�ÅkÌÎ@ßkÅ ÐÉ²¥ }Ê²} zÊ²É Ê¥²Õ Ê}²Õ ¥Ê²¥ Ð¥²Õ }�²æ Ê¥²p

��Âk���ÌÎÂ@bkÌÎ@ßkÅ ¥z²Õ ¥É²} ¥É²} ¥�²É ¥}²� Ð²Õ Ê²Ê �²� ¥Õ²Ð

$Î�kÂÌÎ@ßÌÂkÝk�×kÅ Õ}²} }²¥ Ê²É Ê²} Ê²} Õ²æ Ð²É z²Õ Ê²¥

"���Î@ßÌÂkÝk�×kÅ ÕÉ²p Ðæ²} Ðæ²Ð Õz²} Ðæ²z É²¥ ¥Õ²} Õz²� Õp²Ê

��Â�Â@ÎkÌ@�bÌÂ�kÂÎàÌÂkÝk�×kÅ ¥}²É ¥Õ²p É²Ð p²z p²z ¥²É Ð²Ð z²æ z²p
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�×ÂÂk�ÎÌkßk�b�Î×ÂkÅ ÐÕ}²Ê Ð}Ê²É Ðpp²Ê }ÕÉ²Ð }É}²¥ ¥¥æ²¥ ÕÐ�²Õ ÐÊ¥²æ }}Ê²¥
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/×NÅ�b�kÅ }Õ²p }�²Ð ÉÉ²¥ p}²z �æ²� ¥�²} }z²Ð ÊÉ²z pÕ²Ð

Ì�ÌÎ�ÌN×Å��kÅÅkÅ Õ�²Ð ÕÉ²æ ÕÉ²p ÕÉ²Ð Ð¥²p z²Ê ¥Ê²Õ ÕÐ²Õ ÕÉ²Ð

Ì�ÌÎ�ÌÅ×NÅ�b�ÅkbÌ�Â�@��Å@Î���Å ¥Ð²z ÕÕ²Ð }�²Ð zÉ²Ð z�²¥ ¥Ð²p Õ�²¥ }}²Ð zz²æ

1Â@�ÅxkÂÅ ¥ÐÉ²} ¥Ê�²¥ ¥�¥²z ¥É}²} ÕÕÊ²Ê Ê¥²É ¥Õæ²É ¥pæ²� ÕÕÕ²p

Ì�ÌÎ�Ì��X@�ÌN×b�kÎÅ ¥É²æ Õ�²Ð ÐÐ²Ð ¥Ê²p ¥p²æ p²z ¥æ²Õ ¥z²} ¥É²Õ

Ì�ÌÎ�Ì��×Åk���bÅ ¥¥Ê²Ê ¥ÐÊ²� ¥zz²Ê ¥z}²Ð ÕæÊ²æ zÕ²É ¥æp²z ¥ÊÐ²p ÕæÕ²}

Ì�Ì@NÂ�@b æ²Ð æ²z æ²Ê æ²Ê

��ÝkÂ��k�ÎÌXÂkb�ÎÅ z²æ É²Õ É²Ê }²¥ Ð²Ê Õ²Õ Ð²} }²É z²¥

�@�Î@�Ìkßk�b�Î×ÂkÅ ÐÕ²Ð ÐÐ²Ð }}²¥ zÉ²¥ zæ²Ê z²p ¥É²Ê Õp²É Ðp²Õ

��ÝkÅÎ�k�ÎÌkßk�b�Î×ÂkÅÌÎ�ÌN×b�kÎ@ÂàÌ�Â�@��Å@Î���Å ¥�²æ ¥�²É Õ¥²z Õ}²� ¥Ê²} ¥²z Ð²� É²Õ ¥æ²¥

�@�Î@�ÌÎÂ@�ÅxkÂÅ ¥Ð²Ð ¥Ð²Ê ÕÕ²É ÐÕ²¥ Ð}²Õ }²Ð ¥Ð²É Õ¥²Ê Õp²¥

Î�ÌN×Å��kÅÅkÅÌ z²æ Ð²É z²z }²Ê z²Ê æ²É Õ²¥ Ð²p z²Ð

Î�ÌÅ×NÅ�b�ÅkbÌ�Â�@��Å@Î���Å p²} �²� ¥É²Õ ÕÉ²z Õp²Ê Ð²Ê ¥¥²Ê ¥É²p ÕÕ²p

����"�� ¥²¥ ¥æ²} É²Õ �¥²Ê �¥z²É É²Ê ¥²p Ê²Õ Õ²Õ



1@N�kÌ¥É

��,�1��Ì!�.��1

�²Ì/��.�Ì!�.��1Ì�"����/ �@ÅÎÌb@àÌ�xÌÎ�kÌ���Î�Ì��Ì���ÎÅ

¥��É ¥��p

Ð Ê � ¥Õ Ð Ê � ¥æ ¥¥ ¥Õ

,:�zæÌ zzp }p� zÐÊ }�z zæz }ÊÉ ÐÊæ Ðpp Ð�æ Ð�}

,:���$�ÌÌ ÊÉæ z�Õ ÊzÕ z�� Ê¥z zÊp }Êæ }É} }ÉÊ }Ép

,��ÐæÌÌ É}p Ê}� É}æ ÊÊ} Ê�p ÊzÊ zÕ¥ z}� zz} zÊ}

�²Ì�$"�Ì!�.��1 ���Î��àÌ@ÝkÂ@�kÅÌ��Ì±

¥��É ¥��p

Ð Ê � ¥Õ Ð Ê � ¥æ ¥¥ ¥Õ

Ì�²Ì;����/Ì$�Ì1�:��Ì�$8�."!�"1Ì�$"�/

!@Î×Â�ÎàÌ��Ìàk@ÂÅ

Ì¥; ² ² ² ² ² ¥}²z¥ ¥Õ²p¥ ¥Õ²¥æ ¥æ²¥¥ p²pp

ÌÕ; ² ¥}²Ðz ¥Ð²Êz ¥Ê²ÕÐ ¥}²�z ¥}²Ð� ¥Õ²zz ¥¥²pÕ �²�Ê p²ÉÉ

ÌÐ; ² ¥Ð²p} ¥Ð²Ðæ ¥z²ÊÉ ¥}²Ê} ¥Ð²zp ¥¥²�p ¥¥²Ðz �²ÊÉ p²zÉ

Ì}; ² ¥}²ÉÕ ¥Õ²�} ¥z²¥æ ¥}²Ðp ¥Ð²¥Ð ¥¥²z� ¥¥²æ¥ �²}p p²zÕ

Ìz; ² ¥Õ²�É ¥Õ²ÊÐ ¥}²pz ¥}²}¥ ¥Ð²æÐ ¥¥²z¥ ¥æ²�æ �²}� p²Ê}

ÌÊ; ² ¥Õ²pp ¥Õ²Ð� ¥}²p} ¥}²}Ð ² ² ² ² ²

Ì�²Ì;����/Ì$�Ì�$.,$.�1�Ì�$"�/

!@Î×Â�ÎàÌ��Ìàk@ÂÅ

Ì¥; ¥¥²zÉ ¥Ê²Ðp ¥z²¥} ¥É²�Ð ¥Ê²Õ� ² ² ² ² ²

ÌÕ; ¥¥²Ð} ¥z²ÕÐ ¥}²¥� ¥Ê²zÉ ¥z²ÊÐ ¥}²zÉ ¥Õ²�Õ ¥Õ²}Ê ¥¥²zæ ²

ÌÐ; ¥¥²æz ¥}²¥æ ¥Ð²zæ ¥z²Éæ ¥z²}¥ ¥}²Õ¥ ¥Õ²pÊ ¥Õ²Éæ ¥¥²Éz ²

Ì}; ¥¥²æp ¥Ð²É¥ ¥Ð²ÐÉ ¥z²Õæ ¥z²Õ¥ ¥Ð²pÕ ¥Õ²}p ¥Õ²Ð¥ ¥¥²}É ²

Ìz; ¥¥²¥} ¥Ð²}z ¥Õ²�É ¥z²æÉ ¥}²pÉ ¥Ð²ÐÐ ¥¥²pÊ ¥¥²z} ¥æ²�Ð ²

ÌÊ; ¥¥²¥Õ ¥Ð²Ðæ ¥Õ²É¥ ¥z²æÊ ¥}²zz ¥Õ²�z ¥¥²pÊ ¥¥²Êz ¥¥²¥} ²

ÌÉ; ¥¥²Ðz ¥Ð²}Õ ¥Õ²ÉÕ ¥}²�Õ ¥}²pÊ ¥Õ²pÊ ¥Õ²ÕÐ ¥Õ²æz ¥¥²}} ²

Ìp; ¥¥²¥Ð ¥Ð²¥¥ ¥Õ²pÐ ¥}²Ê� ¥}²Êp ¥Õ²ÊÕ ¥Õ²¥z ¥¥²�� ¥¥²ÐÉ ²

Ì�; ¥¥²æÉ ¥Õ²�} ¥Õ²Ê} ¥}²}Õ ¥}²Ðz ¥Õ²ÐÉ ¥Õ²æp ¥¥²�} ¥¥²Ð¥ ²

Ì¥æ; ¥¥²æÉ ¥Õ²ÉÉ ¥Ð²æÐ ¥}²�p ¥z²æÕ ¥Õ²Ð¥ ² ² ² ²

Ì¥¥; ¥¥²æÐ ¥Õ²zÐ ² ² ² ² ² ² ² ²

�²Ì1.���Ì8$�3!�/ ��Ì�>�Ì���²

¥��É ¥��p

Ð Ê � ¥Õ Ð Ê � ¥æ ¥¥ ¥Õ

,/�

1�Î@�ÌÎÂ@bkÌÝ��×�kÌÌ z¥ÌÕÕz ÉÐÌ}¥Ð }pÌz}z ÊÐÌÕ}� zÕÌzÕz ppÌÕÉ¥ pÉÌÉÉ¥ �ÊÌÊ}Ð �ÐÌ�æÕ �ÕÌzzÐ

�xÌÞ��X�^

@°Ì@×Î��@ÎkbÌÅàÅÎk� ÕÌÐzp ¥Ì¥Õz ¥Ìzp� ¥ÌÐÊp ¥ÌÉ¥p ÊÌÕ¥æ ¥¥Ìp�Õ �ÌppÊ pÌÐ}É ÊÌÉÉÕ

N°Ì�×ÎÂ���ÎÌ@�bÌN��X�ÌÎÂ@bkÅ }pÌpÊÉ ÉÕÌÕpp }ÊÌ�zÊ Ê¥Ìpp¥ zæÌpæÉ pÕÌæÊ¥ ÉzÌpÉ� pÊÌÉzÉ pzÌzzz pzÌÉp¥

Ì.!�/;/1�!

1�Î@�ÌÎÂ@bkÌ@�bÌÎÂ@�ÅxkÂÌÝ��×�k ¥æÌz¥É zÌÕÐ� ¥ÐÌÊÊÕ ÐÊÌpÉæ ¥ÉÌzÊÕ ÕÕÌ¥ÊÐ ¥¥ÌÕÉ¥ ¥ÉÌæÉz ÕæÌÕ}} ÕæÌpÐÉ

�xÌÞ��X�^

@°ÌÂ×�����Ì@×XÎ��� Ê�Õ Ð�Õ É}Õ z}É ¥ÌæÐÊ Ê}Ð zzÕ }ÊÉ zæz }�¥

N°Ì�×ÎÂ���ÎÌ@�bÌN��X�ÌÎÂ@bkÅ �Ìp¥} }Ìp}¥ ¥ÕÌ�¥z ÐÊÌÕ�æ ¥ÊÌzÕæ Õ¥Ì}Õz ¥æÌÉ¥z ¥ÊÌÊæÐ ¥�ÌÉÐÉ ÕæÌÐÐ}

X°ÌÎÂ@�ÅxkÂÅÌÞ�Î�ÌbkX�@ÂkbÌÂ�Xk ¥æ Ê } ÐÐ Ê �z } z Õ ¥Õ

/�

1�Î@�ÌÝ��×�kÌ�xÌX�@Â�kbÌÎÂ@�ÅxkÂÅ ¥ææÌæ¥� ¥ÕzÌzÉÊ �ÐÌÊÐ} ¥zæÌ�pæ ¥ÐpÌÉÐp ¥zÐÌæp¥ ¥z�Ìæ�z ¥}ÕÌ¥ÕÐ ¥z¥ÌÐÐÉ ¥}¥Ìp�Õ



1@N�kÌ¥p

�"�Ì!$"�1�.;Ì,$���;Ì�"/1.3!�"1/

.k�ÌÂ@Îk ��ÅX�×�Î ���N@Âb !����×�ÌÂkÅkÂÝkÌÂk·×�Âk�k�Î

¯±° Â@Îk Â@Îk x�ÂÌÂ��@ÂàÌbk�Å�ÎÅÌ¯±°

¯±° ¯±° N×��b���Ì

¥ÌÞkk� ÌÕÌÞkk� N@��Å Å�X�kÎ�kÅ

@�bÌù!>.�

¥��z

ÕÊÌÌ�×�k �²z ¥Õ²z

ÐÌ�×�×ÅÎ }²æ
pÌ�kXk�NkÂ ¥¥²Õz ¥¥²Ðæ

¥��Ê

Õ�Ì!@ÂX� ¥¥²zæ ¥¥²zæ

Õ�Ì�Â�� ¥¥²Êæ ¥¥²Êæ

�Ì!@à ¥¥²pæ ¥¥²pæ

Õ¥ÌÌ�×�k ¥Õ²}æ ¥Õ²}æ ¥æ²z ¥}²æ

¥Ì�×�×ÅÎ ¥¥²z

¥��É

pÌ!@à �²z

¥ÊÌ!@à ¥Õ²�æ zæ²æ

¥�Ì!@à }z²ææ

ÕÐÌ!@à Éz²ææ

ÕÉÌ!@à ¥Ð²æ

ÕÌÌ�×�k }z²ææ

}ÌÌ�×�k Ð�²ææ

ÊÌÌ�×�k Ð�²ææ

¥¥ÌÌ�×�k Ð¥²ææ Õ�²ææ

¥ÐÌÌ�×�k Õ�²ææ

¥pÌÌ�×�k Õz²ææ Õz²ææ

ÕæÌÌ�×�k ÕÕ²ææ ÕÕ²ææ

ÕÐÌÌ�×�k Õæ²ææ Õæ²ææ

Õ}ÌÌ�×�k ¥p²zæ ¥p²zæ

ÕÉÌÌ�×�k ÕÐ²æ

ÐæÌÌ�×�k ¥p²Õæ ¥p²Õæ

¥Ì�×�à ¥É²�æ ¥É²�æ

ÉÌ�×�à ¥É²ææ ¥É²ææ

pÌ�×�à ¥Ê²zæ ¥Ê²zæ

�Ì�×�à ¥Ê²Õæ ¥Ê²Õæ

¥zÌ�×�à ¥Ê²ææ

¥ÊÌ�×�à ¥Ê²ææ

ÕÕÌ�×�à ¥z²Éæ ¥z²Éæ

ÕÐÌ�×�à ¥z²Õæ ¥z²}æ

Õ}Ì�×�à ¥z²Õæ

ÕpÌ�×�à ¥}²�æ ¥}²�æ

¥Ì�×�×ÅÎ ¥}²Éæ

}Ì�×�×ÅÎ ¥}²zæ ¥}²zæ

Ð¥Ì$XÎ�NkÂ ¥}²pæ

¥Ì�kXk�NkÂ ¥�²ææ ¥p²zæ

ÕÌ�kXk�NkÂ ¥p²zæ ¥p²ææ

ÐÌ�kXk�NkÂ ¥É²Éz ¥É²zæ

}Ì�kXk�NkÂ ¥É²ææ ¥Ê²Éz

�Ì�kXk�NkÂ ¥z²zæ ¥z²zæ

¥æÌ�kXk�NkÂ ¥z²ææ

¥¥Ì�kXk�NkÂ ¥z²ææ
¥ÉÌ�kXk�NkÂ ¥}²Éz

¥��p

ÕÐÌ�@�×@Âà ¥�²æ

ÕæÌ!@ÂX� ¥z²ææ

¥ÉÌ�×�à ¥}²zæ

ÌÐæÌ�×�à É²zæ

Ì¥}Ì�×�×ÅÎ ¥}²ææ ¥¥²zæ ¥Ê²ææ

ÌÕzÌ/kÎk�NkÂ ¥Ð²zæ

ÕÉÌ$XÎ�NkÂ ¥Õ²zæ ¥æ²z ¥z²æ

¥ÐÌ"�Ýk�NkÂ ¥¥²zæ

}Ì�kXk�NkÂ ¥æ²zæ

ÕÐÌ�kXk�NkÂ �²zæ É²z ¥Õ²z



1@N�kÌ¥�

!��.$��$"$!��Ì���.���1�/

��Ì�>�ÌN�_Ì��XÂk@ÅkÌ��Ì±Ì@�@��ÅÎÌÎ�kÌÅ@�kÌkÂ��bÌ�xÌÎ�kÌÂkÝ��×ÅÌàk@Â_Ì¥��}ÌX��ÅÎ@�ÎÌÂ�XkÅ

¥��} ¥��z ¥��Ê ¥��É ¥��p

-Ì�Ì�Ì�8 -Ì�Ì�Ì�8 -Ì�Ì�Ì�8 -Ì�Ì�Ì�8 -Ì�Ì�Ì���

Ì¥²Ì�.$//Ì�$!�/1��Ì,.$�3�1

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� ¥¥}p²Ê ¥ÕÕ¥²Ê ¥ÕÊ�²} ¥Õp¥²p �æ�²p

Ì�Ì± ² Ê²} Ð²� ¥²æ �Õ²¥

ÌÕ²Ì��"��ÌÌ�$"/3!,1�$"Ì�Ì1$1��

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� pÕÉ²æ pÊ¥²p �¥z²} �Õ¥²Õ Êzz²Ð

Ì�Ì± ² }²Õ Ê²Õ æ²Ê �Õ²Ê

�xÌÞ��X�^

@°Ì��×Åk���bÅ

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� zÊ}²æ ÊæÐ²¥ Ê}z²z ÊzÊ²¥ }ÊÊ²}

Ì�Ì± ² Ê²� É²æ ¥²Ê �Ð²Õ

N°Ì��ÝkÂ��k�Î

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� Õzz²z Õzæ²Ð ÕÊæ²Ê Õzz²æ ¥p¥²Õ

Ì�Ì± ² �Õ²æ }²¥ �Õ²¥ �¥²Ð

X°Ì"���Â�x�Î��@����Ì��ÅÎ�Î×Î���ÅÌÌ

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� É²z p²} �²Ð ¥æ²¥ É²É

Ì�Ì± ² ¥Õ²æ ¥æ²É p²Ê Ê²�

ÌÐ²Ì�.$//Ì��,�1��Ì�$.!�1�$"Ì�Ì1$1��

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� Ð}Ê²¥ }ÕÊ²¥ }p¥²z }Éæ²É Ð¥Ê²¥

Ì�Ì± ² ÕÐ²¥ ¥Ð²æ �Õ²Õ �Ê²}

�xÌÞ��X�^

@°Ì��ßkbÌX@�Î@�

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� ÐÐ�²� }¥¥²Õ }}Ê²p }Õz²¥ ÕÉ}²z

Ì�Ì± ² Õ¥²æ p²É �}²� �Ð²Ð

N°Ì��Ýk�Î�Â�kÅÌ@�bÌÂkÅkÂÝkÅ

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� Ê²Õ ¥}²� Ð}²É }z²Ê }¥²Ê

Ì}²ÌÌ1.���Ì����"��

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� �Õ}²z �ÊÊ²Ð �¥ÕÉ²z �¥¥æ²¥ �Ê¥²Ê

�xÌÞ��X�^

@°Ì�ß�ÂÎÅ

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� Êæp²æ Éæz²Ê É}Ð²� p¥�²� ÊpÕ²}

Ì�Ì± ¥Ê²¥ z²} ¥æ²Õ ¥z²Ð

N°Ì���ÂÎÅ

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� ÊÐÕ²z ÉÉ¥²� pÉ¥²} �Ðæ²æ É}}²æ

Ì�Ì± ÕÕ²æ ¥Õ²� Ê²É ¥æ²z

��ÂÌ��x�Â�@Î���^

Ì¥²Ì�$!�/1��Ì�����1�8�ÌÌ��!�"�

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� ¥¥ÊÊ²� ¥ÕÉÐ²æ ¥ÐÊÕ²Õ ¥Ð}Ê²Ð �Õ�²p

Ì�Ì± ² �²¥ É²æ �¥²Õ �Õ²p

ÌÕ²Ì���.���1�Ì�����1�8�Ì��!�"�

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� ¥ÉÉ}²� ¥�Ép²Ê Õ¥æÊ²¥ Õ¥ÊÊ²Õ ¥Ê¥Õ²Õ

Ì�Ì± ² ¥¥²z Ê²} Õ²� }²¥

ÌÐ²Ì�.$//Ì�$!�/1��Ì,.$�3�1

�"Ì�3..�"1Ì,.���/

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� ¥¥}p²Ê ¥Ð}p²É ¥zÐÕ²Ê ¥Ê}�²z ¥ÕpÕ²Ê

Ì�Ì± ² ¥É²} ¥Ð²Ê É²Ê p²É

Ì}²Ì,.���Ì�����1$.

Ì�Ì± ² ¥æ²} �²} Ê²Ê ¥¥²¥

/�×ÂXk^Ì�/$



1@N�kÌÕæ

�$3/��$��Ì�3..�"1Ì�"�$!�/Ì�"�Ì�:,�"��13.�/

��XÂk@ÅkÌ��Ì±Ì@�@��ÅÎÌÎ�kÌÅ@�kÌkÂ��bÌ�xÌÂkÝ��×ÅÌàk@Â

Ì¥��Ð ¥��} ¥��z ¥��Ê ¥��É ¥��p

Ì-Ì�Ì�Ì�8 Ì-Ì�Ì�Ì�8 Ì-Ì�Ì�Ì�8 Ì-Ì�Ì�Ì�8 Ì-Ì�Ì�Ì�8 Ì-Ì�Ì�Ì���

�×ÂÂk�ÎÌ��X��kÅ ¥Ð²} ¥æ²Ê p²æ

�xÌÞ��X�^ÌÌ

Ì�Ìk���àkkÌÂk�×�kÂ@Î��� ¥Ê²� É²� }²}

Ì�Ì��ßkbÌ��X��k Ð²z ¥z²æ ¥�²}

Ì�ÌÂ�kÂÎàÌ��X��k �æ²� Õæ²} Õæ²�

Ì�ÌÅ�X�@�ÌNk�kx�ÎÅ ¥Ê²Õ ¥Ð²� ¥¥²Ê

Ì�Ì�Î�kÂÌX×ÂÂk�ÎÌÎÂ@�ÅxkÂÅÌÌ ¥z²Ð É²É �¥Ð²Õ

�×ÂÂk�ÎÌkßk�b�Î×ÂkÅ ¥Ð²æ ¥¥²} Ê²�

�xÌÞ��X�^

ÌÌ�ÌÂ�kÂÎàÌ��X��k �¥Ê²Ê �æ²p �²}

ÌÌ�ÌX×ÂÂk�ÎÌÎ@ßkÅÌ��Ì��X��kÌ@�bÌÞk@�Î� ¥Ð²} ¥æ²æ p²É

ÌÌ�ÌÅ�X�@�ÌX��ÎÂ�N×Î���Å ¥z²Õ ¥æ²É z²Ð

ÌÌ�Ì�Î�kÂÌX×ÂÂk�ÎÌÎÂ@�ÅxkÂÅ ¥p²¥ Õ}²¥ ¥¥²Ê

��Å�Å@N�kÌ��X��k ¥Ð²Ê ¥æ²Õ p²Ê

��@��kÅÌ��Ì�kÎÌÅ�@ÂkÌ�xÌ��×Åk���bÅ

Ì��Ìk�Å���Ìx×�bÌÂkÅkÂÝkÅ Êæ²Ê �}²Õ �ÕÉ²æ

�ßk�b�Î×ÂkÅÌ��Ì��b�Ý�b×@�ÌX��Å×�Î��� ¥z²Ê �²É É²É

/@Ý���Å Ð²Ê ¥Õ²Ð ¥Õ²¥

��×Åk���bÌÅ@Ý���ÅÌÂ@Î�� ¥Õ²É ¥Ð²æ ¥Ð²Ð

Ì¯Å@Ý���ÅËb�Å�Å@N�kÌ��X��kÌ�ÌÂ@Î��Ì��Ì±°

/�×ÂXk^Ì�/$



1@N�kÌÕ¥

,.$�3�1�$"

�>�Ì��ÌN�_Ì��XÂk@ÅkÌ��Ì±Ì@�@��ÅÎÌÎ�kÌÅ@�kÌkÂ��bÌ�xÌÎ�kÌÂkÝ��×ÅÌàk@Â

Ì¥��Ð ¥��} ¥��z ¥��Ê ¥��É ¥��p

Ì-Ì�Ì�Ì�8 Ì-Ì�Ì�Ì�8 Ì-Ì�Ì�Ì�8 Ì-Ì�Ì�Ì�8 Ì-Ì�Ì�Ì�8 Ì-Ì�Ì -Ì�� -Ì��� ¥�¥¥

Ì�²Ì�"�3/1.;

Ì¥²Ì1$1��Ì,.$�3�1�$"Ì$�Ì�$$�/ÌÌ¥° �z²Ð Õ²¥ p²É Ê²} ² ² ² ² ²

ÌÕ²Ì1$1��Ì�"�3/1.���Ì,.$�3�1�$"ÌÌÕ° ² ² ² Õ²æ }²z p²} z²¥ ¥²z Õ²Ê

Ì�²Ì�$"/1.3�1�$"

Ì1$1��Ì�$"/1.3�1�$"Ì$31,31ÌÌÐ°Ì}° �É²z É²z p²z z²Ð �Ð²� }²Õ ��²æ ��²æ �Ê²}

Ì�²Ì��.��3�13.�

Ì1$1��Ì�.$//Ì,.$�3�1�$"ÌÌÌz°

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� pÐ²¥ Ép²¥ pÕ²æ pæ²� ÉÊ²¥ ² ² ² ²

Ì�Ì± �Õ²Ð �Ê²æ z²æ �¥²} �z²� ² ² ² ²

�xÌÞ��X�^

@°Ì�Â�ÌÂ�b×XÎ���

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� ÐÉ²} Ð}²É Ðz²É ÐÊ²} Ðz²Ð ² ² ² ²

Ì�Ì± }²Ê �É²Õ Õ²� Õ²¥ �Õ²� ² ² ² ²

N°Ì��ÝkÅÎ�X�ÌÂ�b×XÎ���

Ì�Ì�>�ÌN� }z²É }Ð²} }Ê²Ð }}²z }æ²p ² ² ² ²

Ì�Ì± �É²Ð �}²� Ê²É �}²æ �p²} ² ² ² ²

Ì¥°Ì���ÅÎ@�ÎÌÂ�XkÅÌ@ÅÌ�xÌÌ¥Ì�@�²Ì¥�p�_ÌÅ��XkÌ¥��ÉÌ��ÎÌ����Î�Âkb

ÌÕ°Ì/��XkÌ¥��Ê_ÌÎ�kÌ��bkßÌ�xÌ��b×ÅÎÂ�@�Ì,Â�b×XÎ���ÌN@ÅkbÌ��ÌÅÎ@Î�ÅÎ�XÅÌx�ÂÌÂ�b×XÎ���Ì�xÌÅk�kXÎkbÌÂ�b×XÎÅ
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